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SECTION III. 

This section includes the back2round paper on the seminar and demonstration in 

basic technolo2ies prepared prior to launching this pro~ramme and was intendad to 

initiate the countries in Africa to the proposed progralllllf!. tbe technologies 

presented in different countries have thereafter been presented subject vise eit~er 

as lecture notes or as the lecture material obtained from the experts. Under the 

follovin~ heads: 

(i) Seminar and demonstration of basic technologies: Basic paper. 

(ii) Presentation on UNIDO and its technical co-opera:ion. 

Ciii) Application of plastics i11 agriculture. 

(iv) Production and processing of natural rubber. 

(v) Lav energy systems in building materials and construction. 

(vi) Concepts in biofuels development. 

(vii) Develooment and manufacture of agricultural machinery and implements. 

(viii) Role of shore fishery complex in fisheries development. 

(ix) Mini-hydro power plants. 

(x) Utilization of bentonite for soil conservation. 

(xi) Repair and maintenance as a means of entry to manufacturing spare oarts 

for telecoanunications equipment in Africa. 

(xii) Changing technologies in telecommunications sector - production options 

in Africa. 

(xiii) Deglobali?.ation of self reliance in telecoamunications with a view to 

develooing local manufacture of certain sub-systems, components, etc. 

(xiv) Importance of PTT in developing telecommunications industry. 
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SEhINAR AND DEMONSTRATION OF BASIC TECHNOLOGIES 

RP/RAF/85/609 

UNIDO back2round paper for pro2ramme development 

The economic development of most countries in Africa is being designed to meet 

the requirements of the population for food, shelter and health. These sectors of 

the economv are fundamental to creating a sound base for sustained economic 

grovth. This presentation accordingly focuses on basic technologies which have 

been demonstrated in a number of countries and have been found useful in increasing 

food production, helping the housing development programaes as well as providing 

the population with effective health and hygiene prograaaes. The presentation is 

being made under three heads: 

1. Food 

2. Water ~auagement 

3. ShP.lter 

I. Food 

Thou2h fundamental for human survival, the availability of food is the most 

difficult problem confrontin2 a large number of countries in the African 

continen:. In broa~ terms, the issues are related to (i) area under cultivation; 

(ii) adoption of modern a2ricultural practices; (iii) increasing yields by using 

fgrtilizers; and (iv) protection against attack by pests and insects. It is also 

estimated that the loss of food ~rains during production, transportation and 

stora2e may exceed 35 p~r cent. -
The iaaediate em?hasis therefore, should be placed on: 

(a) Increased uses of orRanic fertilizers and application of non-metallic 

minerals as soil conditioners which will help save water and fertilizers; 

(b) Packa2inR and conservation of food; 

(c) Construction of sii~s for storaRe of food. 

Bri-.f notes on these aubjects are Riven below: 

f 
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l.l Fertilizers and non-uaetaliic minerals 

l.l.l Organic fertilizers dominate the nutrients applied in most countries in 

Africa, though production of chemical fertilizers in some countries has promotea 

their use with spectacular results. Use of chemical fertilizers to suppleiment the 

organic fertilizers produces the best results wniie utilizing the indigenous 

resources to the maxilllWll extent. A number of countries in the region should plan 

co set up facilities for the production of chemicals baseo on imported 

inteTiaediates such as auaonia, phospnoric acid, sulphuric acid, etc. as well as 

fertilizer blending, granulation and packaging. 'Dlese units vnich form the 

downstream portion of the main fertilizer plants are amenable to being set up in 

small capacities without seriously losing the advantages of economies of scale. 

'Die intermediate chemicals which form the feedstock to these plants are also easily 

available on the world market on-the-spot or long-te_m supply basis and in some 

cases the sources of supply are located in Horth Africa. 

'llle current levels of consumption of fertilizers in most African countries are 

quite low though the potential for growth are quite large. The realization of the 

potential demand apart from the general level of economic development is also 

dependent upon uninterrupted availability of the same type of fertilizer at ~ne 

time required by the farmers as well as promotional policies aimed at increasing 

consumption of fertilizer by the governments such as agricultural credits, crop 

insurance, remunerative prices ot agricultural produce, efficient system of storage 

and distribution, etc. 

It should be most appropriate in such cases to establish the fertilizer 

industry by setting up downstream units in the first stage which could include: 

granulation and packaiing of fertilizers, storage a:1d proceG1ing of intermediate 

chemicals e.g. a111DOnia, sulphuric acid, phosporic acid etc. 'lbese production 

plants could ther~after be integr~~ea with upstream production units in a planned 

manner to synchronize such manufacture witn the profile of the emerging demand. 

'Ibis pattern of de~elopment could enable the training of local per•onnel in 
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well-defined phases of plant operations conmencing with simple>: technologies ana 

ulti:aately acquiring experience of the complex processes ot manufacture employed in 

tne basic fertiljzer plants. nae possibility of the initial downstream facilities 

gene~ating cash to partly finance the cost of the upstream plants to be set up 

la~er on could be an interi:.:>ting possibility, and developmental plans can be so 

designed. 

'Die technical assistance provided by UNIDO has also covered setting up oiogas 

plants oased on human and animal and other organic wastes; the pilot units set up 

in villages have been able to produce gas and compost; the former meeting the fuel 

needs of the village and the latter used as fertilizer. Such plants, simple in 

design and easy to maintain have been built for as low as six family units in small 

farmer coamunities in India. 'Die biogas generated from such units can be utilized 

in cottage industries such as dairies, piggeries etc. 

I.1.2 'lbe growth of agricult~cal production is linked directly to systematic 

soil care and consideration has therefore to be given to the quality of soil which 

would be a fundamental prerequisite for intensification of large scale agricultural 

production. It is reported that in Africa, apart from the harsh and contrasting 

climate, there are substantial portions of rather poor soils. Most African soils 

are reported to lack mixture of humus and filter which is necessary to accumulate 

and Tetain water and plant nutrients. In the absence of these conditions, the 

fertilizers are leached from the soils with the very first rains and many nutrients 

are lost. 'lbere is also an urgent need to reclaim vast areas of agricultural, 

sandy and sandy-argillaceous soils. 'Dle objectives accordingly mainly aim at 

raising tne yield potential of deficient soils which are low, due to low content of 

clay particles and of humus. Soil improvement has to be carried out by progressive 

metnods of reclamation based on research of actual conditions, influences on hydro 

limits and further physical and biochemical properties of soil. 'Dle 

UNIDO-CzecnoslovaKia joint research prograane has in general demonstrated tnat 

non-metall~c minerals and rocks with a high content of montmorillonite play an 

, 
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impartant role both in plant growing and animal husbandry by acting as soil 

conditioners they make plant nutrients more readily available performing in the 

same manner as humus as vell as carriers of chemical and biological agents. the 

non-metallic minerals include materials such as bentonites, zeolites, perlites, 

diatomites, tuffs, tuffites and many others. These non-metallic sorbents function 

in two wavs. On the one hand, they reduce the leaching of fertilizers, enhance 

water retention and rehabilitate the soil from the point of view of the ion 

exchange. On the other hand, they deliver nutrients direct to plants which 

increases the yields by 10 to 40 per cent depending on the kind of plant, humus 

content, acidity and particle size. They also reduce the migration of chemicals to 

subsoil waters and sometimes to the atmosphere. Some of these non-metallic 

minerals are founc in a number of developinR and developed countries. The increase 

in yield by non-metallic sorbent treatment are presented in table l though these 

results should be taken as comparative as the actual yields will depend on 

conditions of application, soil, climate, quality and amount applied. Experiments 

carried out over the past 15 years have shown that by application of 20 tons of 

bentonite per hect3re, toe water retention of soil is enhanced to such an extent 

3 3 that irrigation can be reduced to about 4,000 m from 7-8,000 m per hectare 

within one croppinR period, that increased use of mineral fertilizer results in a 

commensurate increase in crop yield and that under equal conditions of irrigation 

and fertilization, bentonite addition results in a 20-35 per cent increase in 

harvest yield dependinR upon the crop. The widespread occurrence of bentonite or 

similar montmorillonitic clays and the possibility to apply them with only minimal 

preparation is • strong arRument in favour of their introduction in desert 

aRriculture. An equally strong arRument is that their actual application 

(spreadinR and plouRhin~) only has to take place at 7-10 year intervals and that in 

the course of these years the) e'lhance ch.:: build up of humus thus eventually 

eliminating the need for further active soil recla111ation. 
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In animal husbandry, tne a~dition of soroents can be usea to replace 

5-15 per cent of fodder. Its other function is in aecelerating the nutrient 

circulation in the digestive tract of animals and througn it a better utilization 

of albumen and other nutrients. lbese sorbents as dietetic additives in animal 

feed reduce tne occurrence of diarrhoea and some otner diseases. lbe performance 

of sorbent feeding for animal husbandry is presented under table 2. 1be 

experiments carried out independently by the UNIDlrC:Zechoslovakia Joint Programme 

and in Egypt by the Applied Science and Technology-Agriculture Research Group of 

tne Egyptian National Science Centre on the uses of Egyptian B~ntonites for Sandy 

Soils Reclamation, conclusively prove that: 

(i} Mon-metallic minerals and rocks play an important role in agriculture as 

fertilizers, sorbents and carriers of chemical and biological agents; 

(ii} Application of non-metallic mineral sorbents both for plant growth and 

animal breeding bas acbieved very favourable results; 

(iii} Die most important non-metallic sorbents for agriculture are ~entonites, 

zeolites, perlites, tuffs and tuffites, marl and others, such as 

diatomaceous earth and tripoli; 

(iv) Non-,aetallic sorbents act positi~ely against different dise~ses of the 

digestive tract by regulating the transit of albumen through the body; 

(v) Non-,aetallic minerals applied to some soils aecrease cne 1eacru.ng o~ 

chemical fertilizers into the sub-soil and reduce losses to atmosphere; 

(vi) Apart from their direct economic influence on agriculture, non-metallic 

sorbents help the national economies by decreasing import~ of lood and 

fodder for animals and increasing the chances of P,ach country to 

accelerate the production of food. 

1.2 Packaging and conservation of food 

lt is reported that around 50 per cent of foodstuffs perish in most developing 

countries from the time of production up to final consumption. It is also believed 

• 
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that 70-dU per cent of tnese losses are avoidable and that tne prevention of loss~s 

will be cost effective. 

Most African States have agriculture-based economies with more than 

50 per cent of the population engaged in this sector; there is nowever neavy 

dependence on food imports due to low productivity. Increased efforts of these 

States in production of meat, fisn, vegetable and cereals will need to be supported 

with appropriate systems for food processing, conservation and packaging with the 

protective function serving as the most important criteria of packaging. Tnis 

effort will also have to be based on development of suitable scandards for food 

packaging as a lot of packages witn different formats and weignts are not 

economical and on the contrary create difficulties in comparing different products 

on the market by the consumer and results in superfluous multiplicity. 

It could be most suitable to arrange a special presentation on the evaluation 

of different tecnnologies for processing and packaging of foods which could include 

inter alia, the. following: 

(i) Programaes and activities oi centres of excellence in food and 

01otechnology with which UNIDO associates and which could assist other 

developing countries in providing the required back-up; 

(ii) Preservation of foods by neat, giving principles of the processes 

employed and those of the process times by several methods; 

(iii) Sterilizing equipment: existing, new and potential future metnods; 

(iv) Aseptic packaging of foods: with a critical review of aseptic systems, 

their potential applications, tneir advantages and disadvantages. 

Methods for sterilizing packaging materials and system for processing of 

liquid products. Potential systems for aseptically packaging particular 

products stressing the need for a dependable quality control prograDDe 

could be of interest to some countries; 
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(v) Use of flexible packa~in~ materials for preservation of foods; methods 

of preparation, fillin~, air removal, and thermal processing are 

pertinent. Methods of heatin~. quality control aspects pertaining to 

packa~in~ materials as well as fillin~. sealin~ and processin~ could be 

detailed; 

Cvi) Modified atmospheric packa~ing systems; including basic principles of 

controlled and modified atmosphere to extend storage life of perishable 

foods. It normally includes the application of r~ified ~tmospheric 

packaging systems for fresh fruits and vegetables as well as fresh meat 

and fish; 

(vii) Other packaging systems; includes the bag in box systems, carton 

packages, composite cans, etc.; 

(viii) Shelf-life of foods: a brief analysis on how to approach the evaluation 

of shelf life of various foods. 

The options available for packaging food stuffs have to be examined by 

analysis of the technolo~ical aspects; the selection of technolo~y will be 

ioverned by its appropriateness and compatibility to the infrastructure in the 

countrv concerned as well as the suitability and acceptability of the packin~ by 

the tar~et market. The systems of packaging in the world are being modified to 

suit the chan~ing consumer taste and requirements and in the process becoming quite 

sophisticated. Such options have, however, to be carefully analysed for their 

suitability in any developing cou •• try and more particularly in some African States 

where appropriate industrial infrastructure does not exist. 

The packaging of perishable ve~etables, fruits, fish and meat in collapsible 

crates/containers has been employed and moved over long distance without any damage 

in specially designed packings made of high density polyethylene (HOPE), and 

polypropylene (PP) plastics. The collapsible character of these packings per111its 

their return for reuse utilizin~ least volume when empty. 'n\ese arrangements have 

successfullv provided better return to the farmer, reduced losses 

' 
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and helped improve quality of deliveries to consumer markets. lhese are relatively 

inexpensive devices and indicate that there are a wide range of possibilities of 

using plastic materials in storage of grain, and other agricul~ural produce. In 

most cases, however, the designs require modifications to suit the local 

environmental and social needs. 

1.3 Construction of silos for storage 

A number of systems, suiting the local needs of the cuuntry concerned, have 

been developed for crop-storage. lhese systems though ratner inexpensive provide 

adequate protection through tbe use of plastics in some fona. 

Galvanized wire 111esh silos have been constructed for the storage of grain and 

are lined with LIFE film. Some of these designs in~lude facilities for removal of 

tae grain by use of a mechanical auger. 'lhis is a low cost and effective means of 

rapidly providing additional crop storage facility. Like all other such systems 

applied in the domain of agriculture, further development is desiraole in each 

country to ensure the most economic and suitable design meeting the specific needs 

and requirements. 

'Die agricultural scientists in India developed the 'PUSA' oin which is an 

outstanding example of intermediate technology. lhe traditional mud-brick-built 

grain storage unit of 2-3 tons capacity suffers from penetration of moisture and 

air. lbus tne grain storage can deteriorate during a period of six months or so 

and los•es of up to 14 per cent have been recorded. By sanJwiching a LDPE film 

oetween the two mud-brick layers fo1'111ing the wall of the bin, suitably sealed at 

tbe joints by beat sealing, an air-tignt and moisture-proof bin nas been achieved. 

lhe wnole operation was designeo so tnat local farmers cuulo carry out the 

con£truction by them.elves. 

A filament wound FRP silo has Deen constructed for grain storage in Hungary. 

It has a capacity of several hundred tons. lbis example merely indicates tile great 

strength that can be achieved with FRP composite when correctly designed. nte 

emergency storage of grain, in India, has been in jute bags built into stacks of 
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about 40 tons on woocsen pallets, and covered by large I.UP~ sheets. lnese sneets 

vere secured against wind damage, due to flapping of the film, b) plastics net and 

coras. lhe stacks are periodically vented and fumigated to prevent losses. 

Several million tons of grain have been stored in open~eather conditions by this 

technique vith losses reported t~ be smaller than under conventional storage. 

A small flexible container of about 2 ton capacity has also been developed in 

India which is fabricated from HDPE film. 

II. Water management 

Increasing population in all developing countries and the growing demand on 

land for higher yields of food has brought about the necessity for optimum use of 

the resources, and aanagement of the available vater resources is being given top 

priority. lhe major areas of activities c~vered by UfflDO i~ this sector relate to 

(a} improvement in the vater utilization through better agricultural practices, 

lb) reducing the vater losses during storage, application and trans[>Ortation, and 

(c) improved ~ethods of production and distribution of water. 'nlese objectives are 

achieved tbrougn the institution of the following arrangements. 

11.1 Use of plastics in agriculture 

lbe use of plastics in agriculture is a relatively new technology; its 

assimilation bas been greatly facilitated tnrough efforts at the national level 

usually organized under National Committee for Plastics in Agriculture jointly by 

the plastics industry, Government departments, financial institutions, research 

workers, farmers and associations of growers etc. A number of developed and 

developing countries have such apex bodies operating very effectively and have 

provided the necessary centralized institutional facilities whereby knowledge and 

experience could be pooled and excnanged, enabling a wider promotion of tne use of 

plastics in agriculture. 'lbe international committee for plastics in agriculture 

operating from Paris provides opportunity to the national-level committees tnrough 

their membership of the international body to have access to information and 

experience at tne international level as well as provides cont~ct with national and 

I 
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international institutions and experts. Experience ha~ shown tnat tne formation of 

national cOlllllittees has been followed by a positive upsurge in tne use of these 

materials in agriculture oringing wit~ it an improvement in agricultural output, 

quality and utilization of nutrients and water. 

ln many developed countries the use of plastics in agriculture applications 

was and still is being determined by experimental iield scale trials. Such trials 

are conducted at governmental as well as private enterprise supported "agricultural 

experimental stations" as a part of a continuing progr~ in the general 

development and improvement of agricultural technology. Plastic demonstration 

trials are used to establish the mo· t effective technology of the application of 

plastics in agriculture in relation to local environmental conditions and 

agricultural practices. 'Dlese trials enable various factors to be evaluated, such 

as the effect of type and quality of plastic product, toe metbod of the application 

of the plastics to meet specific agricultural requirements, the adoption of 

agricultural techniques, if required etc. Ry giving access to these demonstrations 

trials of all interested parties including farmers and growers and members of the 

plastic industry, an opportunity is also presented for on-the-srot technical 

discussions with the station experts. 'Dlrough these means and supported by use of 

audio-visual aids, a wider knowledge of the use of plastics in agriculture and 

applications become known to farmers and growers, rlastic industry personnel and 

also to national agricultural extensica experts and to administrators. lhrough the 

use of these techniques, a practical knowledge of the technology is disseminated • 

'lhu technology is now cdled "PLASTICULTURE" that is the application of plastics 

to agriculture. 

Il.2 ~ater conservation 

II.2.l Reservoirs: Die use of LD polyethylene film for large agricultural 

reservoirs has b~com~ a wi-·ly accepted practice in a numoer of developing 

countries. Die basic technique consista ot excavating the ground to a 

predetermined depth, witn low sloping sides. Thia "hole-in-the-ground" u tnen 
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lined with lar~e sheets of black PE film 250 microns thick, 7.5 metres wide and 

normally 30 metres long. Jointing between sheets is done by means of a specially 

formulated mastic, and a PE self-adhesive tape acts as a second line of security. 

1ne outer periph~ral edges of the film are securely anchored by burial in a trench 

around the reservoir. Tite vhole LD PE membrane is then covered to a minimum depth 

~f 10 ems and the sides 20 ems. Tite nature of the back-fill used for this covering 

~peration is unimportant a~d the excavated materia~ can normally be used. However, 

if the material is coarse or =ontaics sharpstones, then a layer of sand or soil 

should first be spread to act as a cushion. Tite reservoir is then ready for 

fill in~. 

A PE film-lined reservoir is known to have been constructed in Sudan a few 

years ago by a UK company using new techniques to protect against termite attack. 

Tite main advantage of the technique lies in its low cost compared to more 

traditional methods of reservoir construction. 

Australian-style, circular ponds for water storage for cattle use are 

constructed of concrete. They inevitably tend to leak and can lead to large water 

losses. By utilizing lar~e sheets of PE film, development work has shown how, when 

building these ponds, they can now be made waterp.oof at relatively low cost. This 

is a good example of a development to a specific local problem. 

II.2.2 Canal linings 

The use of LD PE film as a waterproof membrane for the lining of canals, so as 

to make irri~ation systems practicable at low cost, has been undertaken in many 

parts of the world, i~cludin~ Iraq, Pakistan, India, South America, ~ustralia, 

Canada and Romania. The purpose of the lining is to prevent seepage and control 

weed growth. In Canada mo~e than 160 km of canals have been lined with LD PE 

film. In the Rio Negro province of Argentina a large irrigation canal, more than 

30 metres wide, has been successfully lined with plastic film to eliminate water 

losses. The cost was more economic compared to traditional methods of lining. 
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In India much detailed work on canal lining has been undertaKen since L~~O. 

lbey have evolved a very economic lining system in wnich LO PE film is lined on the 

bottom of the canal, instead of the more usual bottom and sides. lbe sides are 

then lined with a double layer of bricks or concrete slabs, in their traditional 

manner, and the bottom is back-filled with earth on top of the plastics film • 

lbere are several variations of this system depending on local conditions etc. 

LO PE film which has been in use in India for 22 years has been examined and 

found to be still water tight and mecb:nically unchanged. More recently the matter 

of plastics film-lined canals has been re-activated and papers indicating 

significant cost benefit have now been published in relation to various types of 

canal lining systems. More recently it has been decided to use LI) PE film Lining 

in canal restoration works. 

11.2.3 Fluming 

lbe use of a large diameter plastics layflat tube for transporting low 

pressure water is called "fluming". Tnis type hose is also known as "Krisni Hose" 

(farmer's hose) in India. JSotla PVC and LJ) PE layflat tubing can be used, of about 

40 cm layflat width and 100-200 microns tnick. (400-800 gauge). In Argentina one 

kilometre length was seen in use to transfer irrigation water from one area cf a 

farm to another. 

11.2.4 Channel irrigation 

lbe traditional channels used for leading water into the field for furrow 

irrigation also ~uffers from severe seepage losses. Lining of such earth 

constructed channels with LD PE film has been successfully demonstrated in India. 

In Malaysia, FKP composites have been utilized to form prefabricated irrigation 

channels. lbis has been established to shorten the time required to construct new 

channels required in the expansion of their rice production progra111ne. lbey also 

take up less land space than the traditional concrete chan~els which are extremely 

time consum;.ng to prepare and install. 
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11.2.5 Trickle (drip) irrigation 

Dlere i~ an increasing trend to move to piped water supply for irrigation. 

Dlis is particu~arly so wnere tricKle irrigation is used. lhe principle of tric~le 

irrigation (also known as drip irrigation) is to deliver to the plant roots only 

sufficient water fur the plant's needs, thus achieving a more efficient management 

of liaited water resources. Die advantages of trickle irrigation are: 

•ater economy (30-50 per cent) compared to fu~row irrigation, thus larger 

areas can be watered for any given water resources; 

Improved quality and size of agricultural product; 

Increased yields of 20-40 per cent compared with furrow irrigation and of 

10-20 per cent over spray irrigation; 

'Dle possibility of using water with a higher mineral content (saline water) 

since the salt leads to the periphery of the wetted root zone, permitting 

root formation within the zone but away from the salt concentration itself; 

Space oetween the beds is dry and this assis:s harvesting operations wnilst 

undesirable weed growth is greatly reduced. 

A wide variety of trickle irrigation systems have oeen developed whicn are of 

two basic types: low preas~re and nigh pressure systems. Low pressure systems are 

those which operate at pressures below 2.5 Sar (25 psi) and nigh pressure systems 

which generally operate at 3.0 Bar and upwards. ~ach have tnnir ovn area of 

application. 

Low pressure systems can be utilized with the emitters (drippers) having a 

relatively wide orifice for the drip. 'Ibey therefore tend to oe free from clogging 

problems which are more apparent in the high pressure systems where the water 

orifice is generally of very small diameter. Good filtering systems for tne water 

should be used with both types for trouble-free irrigation. 

All the systems involve design mechanisms to reduce tne water pressure at the 

emitter (dripper) so that water is applied on a 'drop by drop' basis to the plant. 

lhe initial capital investment cott varies greatly depending on the choice of 

• 
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system and degre~ of sophistication required. Tne nature of the systems vary from 

that designed for use in Indian village farming to coapletely autoac:ted systems 

used in some developed countries. Sophistication of the process involves tne 

introduction of metered nutrient solutions into the irrigation systea for more 

economical utilization of resources. 

Initial development and usage of these systeas vas in high inten:ity cropping 

in greennouses where the systea could be automated and tnus lead to a reductic.n of 

labour. However, froa 1960 onwards various tri~is have been conducted on open 

crops, and the systea aodified to produce satisfactory results under these 

conditions. lbe work received an iapetus froa countries like Israel and Australia 

vilere there are water resource liaitations which hastened this development. From 

1970 serious ezploitation of this systea of irrigation bas been undertaken not only 

in Israel and Australia but also in Argentina, Germany 1 India, Italy 1 ltexico and 

the USA. 

It has been reported that at least 15, 000 ilectares were now irrigated in ~~ 

USA by this technique. An indicative cost (1980) of tbe tui>e system fitted with 

drip nozzles was USS500-700 per hectare and this particular system was used for 

more widely-spaced crops such as fruit trees in orchards. 

Flat sheathed and other systems are principally used for close-grown crops 

such as vegetables in open fields, and food crops and flower crops in greennouses, 

and here the costs were U~$600-l,200 per hectare of which 50 per cent or more was 

made up oy the mains and secondary pipes whicn are used ior dis~ribution of the 

water to the sheaths. 

lhere appears to have been little, if any, development work undertaKen to 

attempt to reduce tnis initial investment cost by reduction of tne cost of the 

pipes used etc., and this is certainly an area which warrants attention. 

Some controlled comparison trials of drip and furrow irrigation oi tomatoes 

has been carried out in the USA. It was concluded that drip irrigation used less 

water and the tomato yi&lds were higher than witn furrow irrigation. 
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Various methods ot trickle irrigation in the Arizona desert for growing pecans 

and lettuce has been evaluated. 'Dle water saved by the use of trickle irrigation 

vas significant. &.ettu~e vas proouced with only 25 per cent of the water normally 

required; and three year-old pecans grew with only 20 per cent of the water used 

in furrow-irrigated plantiDlts· Salt accumulation vas less in trickle irrigated 

plots, and further studies are to be unoertaken to find an optiaua situation for 

crop growth. 

Of the trickle systeas on the market, most have been developed to suit tne 

requirements of developed countries. 'Dlere are .any possibilities to reduce the 

systems cost; but even at the present investllent level the cost benefits are 

significant. 

Trickle irrigation is undoubtedly a technology which d~veloping countries will 

find produces .any benefits tor water conservation as well as increased crop 

yields. 'Dle maj>r area of interest traditionally has been in horticultural crops 

where high returns have been poss1ole, but it 1s also spreading to citrus and other 

orchard crops as well as coconut plantations. 

11.2.6 Drainage 

Water storage, transport and distribution, covered in the foregoing, are all 

aspects relating to water conservP.tion and usage. Another agricultural technique 

relating to water conservation is that of drainage. Drainage deals with systems 

for effecting a reduction of high water tables whether natural or man-made. 

Dle use of plastic pipes and corrugated tubing for land draining is now well 

establisned. It competes with traditional tile drains, and nas specific advantages 

of longer useful life since blockage due to silting is slower. Unplasticized PVC 

is used for this type of application, and it offers complete resistance to all 

types of soil conditions, being highly chemical resistant. 'Dle corrugated tubing 

i• flexible, due to the corrugated nature of its construction, and can be coiled. 

le can be laid by an adaptation of the standard mole plough technique thus avoiding 

tne need to dig open trenches to lay it as required tor clay tile drains. 

• 
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oy the design and installation of suitable drainage systems water-logged 

ground can be effectively drained to permit such ground to be brougi.~ into 

effective agricultural use. 

'Ute economics of drainage have to be carefully balanced. Even the drainage of 

• different areas in the same country can snow considerable difference~ in the system 

costs involved. Diis is a specific area ~"here specialized expertise is required to 

design drainage systems to suit the particular local area conditions. It does not 

always follow that plastics will be the lowest cost system, but the installation 

period may oe snorter in ti.ae and thus enable an additional crop to be grown than 

mi.gh: otherwise have been possible. ~us special attention has to be given to the 

total overall benefits that can be obtained as distinct fro• just examining a 

systems cost for drainage. 

11.3 I!proved aetnods of troduction 

'Ute foregoing text covers the aspects of water storage, and distribution. In 

a number of countries with dry climate evaporation of water fro• tbe exposed 

surface of man-made or natural reservoirs represents a serious loss. lllovel but 

simple aethods of covering about l/4th tne suriace with floating oollov plastic 

shapes has been employed successfully to reduce the evaporation losses by about 

bS per cent. In a number of drougnt-affected countries in tbe region a collt.ination 

of plastic LDPE lined storage with covered surface could be very helpful in the 

management of water resources. 

In a number of countries plans for exploitation of underground water resources 

are being taken up in a big way to be able to meet the vagaries of nature sucn as 

droughts. Die conventional tube well system of water extraction is being improved 

to employ plastic casing pipes as well as the well water sieve located in the water 

acquafer. Die traditional well employing metallic sieves and pipes are known to 

have a limited life mainly because of the failure of sieve due to corrosion as well 

as the failure of casing pipes due to corrosion and eriosion which used to result 

from sucking in of sand by them consequent upon failure of sieve. ·rr.e plastic 
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->ystem apart from being less expensive, hygienic and easy to install is long 

· :asting. Dae extension of plastic pipes of a wide variety of diameter ranges from 

l.·~s than l" tube to above 4". ec-ercial-grade pipes employ simple technologies 

~.ich could be very suitable lor the African States. It is generally desirable to 

~~nufacture pipes locally based on iaported resin rather than iaporting pipes which 

could be expensive to transport due to large volame to weight ratio of the finished 

ripes. 

IU. Shelter 

lbe buildi~ materials and coastructi~n industry represent an iaportant area 

ci socio-economic activity in developing countries primarily by being directly 

c~lated to the basic need of acquiring adequate shelter. 'Dle influence extends 

into other social and cultural sectors such as education, health, C01111Unity life 

and aclainistration and its relevance to the establishaent and continuous 

improvement of basic infrastructure is evident. By and large all developing 

countries are confronted with the serious problea of p-coviding shelter to poorer 

sections of their population as well as aeetiog the growing needs of housing in 

general. Dae critical nature in this sector arises aainly froa the growing 

population, general econoaic environment and the inadequate availability of the 

construction aaterials. 

Significant proportions of the building aaterials used in the developing 

countries are still oeing imported resulting in a foreign e.<cnange drain of a 

considerable magnitude. It is widely recognized that from national economic angle, 

tnere are enormous oenefits to be gained from the development of an int-grated 

local industry for production of building materials and shelter which will have 

strong links and a high aegree oi co-ordination witn other socio-economic sectors. 

In the overall context of the socio-economic development of a country this sector 

can play tne role of a pace setter if assigned the appropriate priority. lt has a 

unique capacity and flexibility for generating employment and con,ributing towards 

social veliare, particularly through the promotion of labour-intensive systems of 

.. 
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manufacture of building materials and ~onstruction devices. 'Dle oojectives rf 

UalDO's work in this sector are principally covered by: 

(a) Oeveloping building materials and construction metbods of such a cost and 

quality so as to bring adequate housing wicbin the reach of the greatest nl.li1lber of 

• people; 

(b) Facilitdting widespread establisbaent of schools, hospitals and other 

puclic ~uildings as well as related industries; 

(c) Generating maximua eaploY'Jlent for jobs 1n the associated mining, 

manufacturing and construction sector. 

'Dle above approach is designed to support creation of indigenous capacity for 

a self-sustaining growth. To help the developing countries in acnieving tnese 

objectives, UNIDO adopted a policy giving priority to the fdllowing aspects: 

(i) Provision of a balanced supply of a full range of building materials 

within identified geographical areas. 

(ii) Decentralization of industries whenever justified. 

(iii) Maximum use of local natural resources including wastes. 

(iv) Selection of technologies in keeping with local customs, traditions and 

building habits as well as the given social and climatic environment. 

111.1 Shelter and energy 

It is se!dom realized that housing is a high energy input sector and 

large-scale dwelling projects built exclusively by traditional building methods 

could invariably bring about serious ecological strains. Confronted as they are 

with rising costs of energy inputs to their economies, the developing countries in 

general and the countries in Africa in particular have to give serious 

consideration to employing 'low energy housing ~ystems' to meet tne social demands 

of providing shelter to its people. 

Immediately following the major increase in prices of crude oil in early 

seventies and the consequential increase in eost of all other forms of energy, 

UdIDO planned an -.xtensive prograaae on low cost housing aimed at reducing the 

I I I I 
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consuaption of rav materials wn~ch represent major ~nergy input as well ~s 

iutegration of materials available locally. Demonstrative programaes were 

successfully e·~cuted at the building sites in CyprJs, ~cuaJor, Mexico. 

Burkina Faso and Uruguay. Separately. Building ~esearch Establishments studied the 

effect of weathering on plastics used in housing construction at locations in Qiana 

and Nigeria; aorP. recently such investigations were undertaken on plastics 

products. being one of toe iaportant component with a large potential for grovtb in 

the vide range of building materials. exposed at weathering sites in the 

United Arab Emirates acd in Sierra Leone as vell as on tbeir resistance to sand at 

a site in Kuwait. 'Die knowledge acquired so far, though inc0111plete at this stage. 

enables useful guidelines to be given on the behaviour of these materials in the 

tropics. 'Dlese investigations addressed the issues of direct interest to most 

~~veloping countries namely~ 

Adaptation of high technologies to local circwastances including lack of a 

developed infrastructure, unskilled labour and absence of local supply of 

energy and water; 

Utilization of materials with versatile properties such as composites in 

combination with raw materials available from local resources; 

Development of designs which wil~ use less materials and energy but offer 

maximum living space. 

Ill.2 Development of optimized housing system 

Apart from the conventional materials of construction. the need for study and 

development of new building materials and construction techniques. to meet tne 

requirements of expanding house-building activities in developing countries have 

been the theme of major discussions at several international meetings. conference 

and seminars. 

~ajor research and development efforts in industrially advanced countries have 

been directed to polymers and their useful combination witn traditional materials 

such as glass fibres and natural fibres such a• jute and sisal. 
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Plastics nave provided new concepts in designs and arcnitectural features of 

bqildings, and solutions to emergency housing and shelters in the event of natural 

disasters. 

Economically, plastics have proved to be competitive with traditional 

materials. Plastic manufacturers and designers around the world have come forward 

with nev concepts and designs for low-cost housing or econ0111ically priced and 

socially acceptaole dwelling units or shelters. 

Invariably, in all such cases, the emphasis bas been on propagating composite 

materials in association with polymers and fibres, fillers and traditional 

materials. 

For wider user acceptance and adoption in the building industry, these demand 

experimentation "demonstration housing projects" with a view to evaluating their 

performance and user requirements in developing countries. 

Die interest and involvement of UHIDO in the field are obvious, as these aim 

at transferring technology of plastics composite materials housing fof development 

and adoption locally in countries of Asia, Africa and Latin America. 

Among the several building systems designed using plastics composites, the one 

which is simple in design, equipment and utilization of materials is that of the 

"Patfoort Building System". 

Already UHIDO was successful in setting up such projects in Cyprus, Uruguay, 

Ecuador and durkina iaso. 

IV. Technologies with potential for application in Africa 

IV.l Growth of Guayula; Guayula ~hrubs are known to have been planted in 

desert area (Arizona, USA) and tne snrub has been used to extract natural rubber. 

The growth of this kind of shrub in the desert areas in Africa could yield 

important materials otherwise imported in these countries such as natural rubber 

and cork. In addition it will help control the expansion of desert. UNIDO is 

already looking into the possibility of assisting countries in the region and have 

been specifically requested for help by Morocco, Burkina Faso and Guinea. 
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IV.2 Uevelopment of Pesticides: Use of pesticides in Africa is rather 

limited by availability, in most cases the ready made formulation are imported in 

Pulk aLd repa~ked locally in the saleable packages. A few countries have 

established facilities for formulation of pesticides based on import of active 

.aterials. 

A number of naturally c~curring plants are known to possess pesticidal 

properties; the existence of pyretbrua is an exaaple. Evaluation of such 

possibilities could be useful for specific countries where opportunities are 

indicated. 

IV.3 Use of local materials for meeting energy needs: Consumption of energy 

increases rapidly with the general level of growth and developing countries 

embarking upon the developmental plans are soon faced with ~be problem of meeting 

tile growin: requirement of energy. In most countries the population resort to 

using wood as a source of energy vitb the result that serious problems of 

deforestation are being faced in a oumber of developing countries. 

UNI.DO bas supported technological research and development effort in use of 

agricultural waste and other biomass for generation of energy. Processes for 

thermo-chemical conversion of agricultural waste have been developed employing 

simple systems of contr~lled combustion yielding gas and coke of good combustible 

quantity. Improved systems of charcoal production from wood results in better 

utilization of the resources. 'lbe fermentation processes result in generation of 

compost as well as gas used as a combustible. A number af these technologies have 

been demonstrated in African countr1es in demonstration plants set up using local 

materials and skills. the plants are amenable to being set Uf to cater to small 

coaaunities avoiding transpor.tation and creating concepts of self-susta " g 

villagfts. 
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Paper No. 2: 

UHIDO and scope of its technical co-operation 

1bis short presentation is intended to bring to the participants information 

on UBIDO - What it is - and how its services and experience can 

be obtained by developin~ countries in their industrial development. It should 

enable participatin~ countries to obtain UHIDO assistance pr01111>tly. Objectives of 

Seminar in particular form key to the themes on which presentations by eminent 

UNIDO exoerts are planned over the next few days. Your understanding of these 

objectives and the procedures of UNIDO, we hope will pave way for meaningful 

results from this Seminar and identification of specific projects for technical 

assistance from UNIDO. 
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UNIDO 
UNITED NATIONS INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPHENT ORGANIZATION 

UNIDO is a Spe~ialized Agency in the UN Systea, 
exclusively •ngaged in activities related to industrial , 
developaent. 

!TECHNICAL CO-OPERATION! is UNIDO's aajor activity ~~~~~;...;;;;... __ _;;;...;;_ _____ ....._.. ______ ~ 
Nhich is designed to assist the developing countries in 
the process of their industria!ization. 

Its technical co-operation is very Nide in coverage 
fro• application of siaple grass roots technologies to 
coaplex •odern technologies in the field of electronics. 
HoNever, in context of requireaents of aajority of 
developing countries eaphasis is placed on: 

• RURAL DEVELOPHENT 

- PROHOTION OF SHALL
SCALE INDUSTRIES 

• ENERGY CONSERVATION 

• HUHAN RESOURCES 
DEVELOPHENT 

WITH PRIORITY 
GIVEN TO THE 

INDUSTRIAL 
INPUTS TO THE 

FOLLOWI~G 

SECTORS Of 
ECONOMY 

* AGRICULTURE - FOOD 

* HEALTH & HYGINE 

* BUILDING CONSTRUCTIOM 

* ENERGY 

* TRANSPORT -
TELECOHHUNICATION 

!TECHNICAL ADVISORY SERVICES, 
and de•onstrations. is designed 
UNIDO experience in industrial 
priority by the countries concerned. 

through presentations 
to bring to Africa the 

sectors considered 

Teleco••unications Nit~ its profound i•pact on all 
sectors of the econo•y as Nell as a•enable to aeeting the 
sectoral ••Phasis •entioned above is the logical choice 
for the present regional •eeting. 



-.· f ·SCOPE OF· TECHNICAL CO·OPEQT10NJ 

•NATIONAL, INDUSTRIAL AND SECTOAAL PLANNING 

• PR!F:ASl!ILITy ~FEAS16tLITY STcJOIES 
I> PRE INVESTMENT ACTIVITIES •lfCHNO-ECOHOr11C. EVALUATION 

•Al>VI(.£ ON 1EGfHOLOGfC.4L CHOIC.E /. 
P•LDT PIWJEC15 

• s..:.PtCA11DN OF PL.ANT'' !QUPMefCT 
•PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION ••Aen>lt't LAYOUT, ASSEHac..Y. inc... 

"NOJICT «lt80UL.8H9• sn:,. 

• MANA6EMIHT dt~T~ :5YST'E,..1 
•OP EAATIONAL ASPEC.TS •IHl'llbVEHENT OF r.orxJc,TfVrrY 

•NobuG.T l>fVBSll'l~TION 1-AWTATJON 

• TKAINltG IN 4LJ.. ASPICT$ OF 
lflD&.IST'ltlAL CfPATICN$ 
·~&le'I!~ 



ISOURCES OF FINANCING II 
UNDP-JPF ·is the major source. for UNIDC> pr0.J'G1$ and allocate · 

by UNDP .n acc.on:lana, with the, trioritic.5 51.t ~ 

~ Govunmt.nts. It is programmed e.verg fi~ 
years and therem established ldd( in ad~nce.. 

SIS is an important source, for prop ta>hich could 
not be planned in advance Cl1d are it respon-. to 
urger.t and ahort-tum needs of Goe-nment 

and/or industr!. SIS fina~ J>rojed:a normally 
involve. 3-6 tnonths ~pert aS6istan~. 

UNIDF CDmpri5e5 of GeneraL Poot and Sp«jal.. 'Purpose, 
c°"'ibutions. General p~ funds can be allocat:ed 
at tile discnt.on of UNIDO. How~, ~are, 

raU.V llnit.ed and p~ftra~ utiUzlti 1o identif_y 
lar9£1" pt~~ IAWd\ could be. financed .from otk.
~rus. S~aL p~rpose.. cortr&bution5 CDVU" 

projects specifial~ identified and Found 
acaptablt.. 1b donor countries or bodies . 

. / .. 
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I SOURCES OF FINANCING I I 

is a sum of CJS I 5 mift10n a ~r earmarked 
for special proj~ in Africa. 

For specific large-scale. projecb it i5 
inausin9l9 be.comin.g the practice, for the, 
G~unments to provide, -U,e local c.urrenc_g 
c.omponent ~hil.e, UNII>O pt?>Vidin.9 the, 

forei9n tQCchan9e. canpotM?l\t. 
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PROJ!CT FORMULATION 

CD REQUEST: A re.quest which Ma_y be, in the form of a pnaect 
corupt should be, submitttd fD UMt>P thr~h a Q)-.Ordir.at.i'S 

bod~ which is h, nominate.cl mini~+r-!1 fOr national. prcfrE.CU 
or an intu9overnmt.lltal. bod~ at f19iMaL or sub-resk1'\dL 

le.'A.l,. 

© 'PREPARATORY ASSISTANCE : PA is the activit9 -through 
which a proja:,t can b& ~fifd in a :substantive manner. 

Durin' PA, UN\DO staff and int.anationaL ~ ~ 
together with the ~t count:erparte 1n tm, eowt+Y!f 
.concerned. ihe output of tfts ac:fivi~ is normally a wdl 

eonceiwd UchnicaL. a~bnce, ptt>j«:t. 

@ E lAt;ORA TION OF A PROJE~T OOC.UMENT : A pn>doc, S"loold 

Include, a ~lear definition of project objed~~c. aid de.~t 

obje.ctive,. ~ de~ils on ralevance. of th~ project 1o the natwnal
1 

sub- rteional or file f!9iMOI.. plans shaJld be.. brou9ht O<Jt. CAIJDC· 

and Governme.nt inpub shoul:J be, ddailed, incJudin9 ~job 
desu~p~on of inta"nanon.,l, ~perts and speci fic.at1on.s of 

equipn.ent (if a~). Tht.. project document, in ~ case of 

urtDP firaanc«f proj~, has 1o be rnLJwall~ ~reed b~ the... 
Govern111ent_. UNDP and UNIPO. 
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Objectives of the Seainar 

The Seminar is designed to promote the aanufacture of equipment includin~ 

cOW1DOnents and soare oarts in Africa on national. subre2ional or re2ional basis. 

The aooroach in this objective is to keep the investment to the ainim11m ~nd this 

could be achieved by usin~ the existin~ resources in terms of aen and .. terials to 

the maxi1a1m extent. 'Dle consolidation of existing faciliti~s as well as aarginal 

supplementation could go a long way in the first instant. 

In developing these schemes. the assistance would thus be needed in; 

Planning the aanufacturing schemes; 

Exploring the markets to implement a reasonable standardization and thereby 

cater to extended market areas; 

Implementation of the manufacturing plans. 

It may be an eainantly suitable exercise to undertake standardization of 

components and spare parts in as many as possible of the countries in the region. 

This tyoe of a re2ional network plan on a continuing basis may lay a sound 

foundation for or01D0ting local manufacture. 

The speakers, exoerts in their ovn ri2ht on the subjects they will dwell on 

will brin2 uo issues and possible solutions. UNIDO would be very happy to receive 

vour reaction on the route that would be most approoriate for Africa to follow so 

that UNIDO assistance can be designed in its support. In su8118ry, it would be most 

fruitful if at the end of our deliberations we could clearly identify areas in 

which UNIDO assistance could: 

1. Help consolidate your e~~cting resources in the manufacturing sector to 

better serve the needs of telecoaaunications industry; and 

2. Identify such critical areas in which assistance, however little, could 

yield imoortant benefits - a typical example could be design and 

production of inter-phases for different system which will enable a more 

inte~rated re~ional teleconaunication system. 
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Paper No. 3: 

Notes on the aoplication of olastic films in agriculture 

Plastic fil'•s have aany uses in a~riculture and of the various plastics filas 

available oolvethylene i3 the most commonly used for the follovin~ reasons: 

(i) It is one of the cheapest plastics per unit area; 

(ii) It is .ade in thicknesses of froa around 100 ~au~e Cone thousandth of an 1 

inch 0.001" or 25 aicrons) to ten thousands of an inch (1,000 gauge, 

0.01" or 250 aicrons). Cost is directly related to thickness; 

(iii) It is .. de in seaaless widths of 10 metres or more; 

(iv) It is non-toxic and biolo~ically inert (i.e. not attacked by bacteria or 

funKi) and resistant to most aggressive cheaicals. Even when buried in 

soil it bas an indefinite length of life. 

Cost of palyethylene films 

It is understood that palyethylene film is being aanufactured in a number of 

African countries in varyinK widths above 1.0 metres. Wider sheets than those 

available would need to be fabricated by heat-sealin~. 

The current prices of Polyethylene film vary wi~ely and need to be ascertained 

for different ran~es of film thicknesses, e.~. 250 microns and 25 aicrons. 

Notes on major acricultural applications 

Crop protection 

(i) Greenhouses are usually clad with clear (translucent) film in thicknesses 

of from 125-180 microns. Clear polyethylene films are slowly weakened in sunshine 

by an ultra violet li~ht fraction of the sun's ener~y. hence manufacturers of 

~reenhouse films incorporate ultra violet light absorbing chemicals during 

manufacture. Ultra violet li~ht inhibited polyethylene films are available which 

will last for at least 3 years even in the sunniest climates. 

The supportinc structures of most ~reenhouses usually cost considerably more 

than the plastic itself. 
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Greenhouse environment can be modified in several vays - e.R •• by using 

vhite-oicmented films to reduce internal temperatures, or by shadi~ vith vhitevash 

on olastic shade nettin~. 

(ii) Tunnel covers 

Rav croos can be protected by thin (30-50 •icron) plastic films stretched over 

suooortin~ heaps of ~alvanized vire or bamboo. Such protection is inexpensive and 

the technique can be used to extend the cropping period, or even to protect plants 

fra. bird or ani.al predation. 

(iii) Shade areas 

In high-liRht areas structures providing shade can be .a.de fra. plastic more 

cheaply than froa any other .aterial. Black plastic is used sioce well-.ade black 

film containinc about 2 per cent of finely divided carbon is very durable in 

sunshine. 

Because polyethylene is light in weight i~ can be supported above the c~op on 

a lattice of tensioned wire suppe>rted by round-pole tillbar upriRhts. 

Plastic reservoirs, water storace, canal liniDRS 

Hake use of films of about 250 microns thickness vhich are available in 

se .. less widths of 10-12 metres (narrower widths of fila could be heat-sealed in 

the factory to minimize jointinc outside vhen the films are being installed). 

For earth reservoirs the wall-slopes should not exceed 3 1/2 horizontal 

to 1 vertical so that, after installation, th~ plastic membrane can be covered with 

a protective layer of soil, to a depth of 20-25 ems. 

Membranes in canals are usually covered by bricks on interlocking concrete 

slabs - then wall slopes near to vertical can be used. 

In termite arPas, insecticidal protection of the membrane may be required. 

MulchinR with plastic 

Hulchin~ is a technique whereby the crop is grown through a thin plastic film 

on the soil surface. Smaeti111es quite remarkable yield increases are obtained. 

Polyethvlene films of from 25 microns thick are generally used. 
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Potential advantages of mulchi!I& are; 

(i) Conservation of moisture; 

(ii) dlack films give coaplete weed control; 

(iii) In wet cliaates leaching of fertilizer is reduced; 

(iv) Soil teaperature can be modified - a clear fila v1ll iacrease soil 

teaperatures. A vbite-pig.ented or aluaioiua coloured fila vill reduce 

soil teaperature; 

{v) Plastic aulches allov crop roots to raaify l.D the upper surface of the 

soil - tbe most fertile layer. 

c;rain storage 

Polyethylene fila l.D the fora of sacks in sheeting lends itself to grain 

storage applications. Large stores can be aade by lining earth silos (pits) or 

cylinders of aetal aesh vith polyethylene fil.s - usually in the range of 

125 aicrons tnick. 

Aniaal shelters 

Black polyethylene sheeting can be used as a low cost substitute for 

corrugated iron or asbestos sheeting. Films vith a thickness of 125 or 150 aicrons 

are adequate. 

Heat-insulated buildings can be aade by sandwiching an insulating aaterial 

(e.g. glass fibre, straw board, coconut aatting) betveen tvo sheets of plastic 

films. Such structures have been used for poultry houses - which can be 

econoaically air-conditioned in hot climates. lney are also used for growing 

mushrooms in Europe. 

Some misce1laneous uses 

Pots for plants. Polyethylene film pots or bags for groving plants have now 

largely replaced traditional clay pots in plant propagation. Black film is used 

for durability and the thickness used depends on the size of the containers. 
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naru.na snrouds. It has De~n found that a bag of tnin clear polyetnylene film 

put over the developing fruits of ~anana increases crop weight and prevents damage 

to tne skin as the fruit matures. Diinnest availaole clear film bags are usea. 

Grafting tapes. ~hen.trees ~re grafted on the rootstocks (e.g. citrus, 

prunus, pyrus, .alus) strips of polyethylene fila about 40-60 aicrons thick and 

2 ems wide are preferable to traditional tying materials. Plastic strips are 

waterproof and tne fact that polyethylene is peraeable to carbon dioxide (produced 

by growing plant tis$ue) .ay speed up the union of stock or scion. 

Fruit protection. Protection from attack by oirds and insects can sometimes 

be obtained by enclosing individual fruits in thin (and consequently cheap) clear 

polyethylene fila bags. Die tecnnique is used particularly vben unbleaisned fruit 

is required for export markets • 

• 
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Paper No. 4: 

Production and processing of natural rubber 

With a Population of 80-90 million people the potential local market in 

Nigeria for market products is larRe and sufficient to support a prosperous rubber 

manufacturing industry oriented largely to the domestic market and to those of 

nei2hbouring African countries. 

there is a rough sound figure that the per capita consumption of rubber is 

1 kg of rubber for every US$1,000 GNP per capita. thus in the Peoples Republic of 

China vith a GNP per capita of US$260 consumes 395,000 tonnes of rubber or 0.31 kg 

per capita, and in Indonesia vith a GNP per capita of US$530 the consumption of 

rubber is 81,000 tonnes or 0.59 kg per capita, and in the USA vith a GNP per capita 

of US$12,820 consumes 2,657,000 tonnes or 11.56 kg per capita. And there are 

similar figures for other countries. 

I understand that a sound figure for the GNP per capita in Nigeria is about 

US$1,000. this Rives a domestic consuaption of rubber goods of about 80,000 tonnes 

of rubber. Boveve~, in addition to satisfying the local market there could be a 

target for the conversion of a larg~r proportion of the locally produced natural 

rubber into oroducts for export either overseas or to neighbouring African 

countries. this vill Rive not only increased foreign exchange from the value added 

to the rav material currently exPorted but also increased employment vith all that 

entails. A determination to drive the rubber products industry forward as a 

spearhead for the exoansion of resource based industries could with the necessary 

2overnment support and fiscal incentives achieve an increase in exports satisfying 

a much larger proPortion of the total world market. 

I think th•t it is appropriate that we start by considering the natural rubber 

supply/demand position vis-l-vis that of synthetic rubbers particularly in relation 

to Ni2eria's 4th development plan involving increased production of natural rubber 

to 100,000 tonnes of rubber a year, and also of increased industrialization with 

natural rubber as an important natural resource. 
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To set the scene let us first go back to the 1960's just 20 years ago when 

there appeared to be three main issues clouding the future of NR. (1) First was 

one of price, synthetic rubbers were being produced at relatively low prices from 

very cheap oil feedstocks and were profiting from economies of increased scale of 

production and from new technology; and HR, as a labour intensive industry, could 

only envisage increased costs and there were forecasts of the programae erosion of 

its competitive positions. (2) ~econd although Nil. was still tbe foremost general 

purpose rubber there seemed to be a good chance that the research and development 

in polymer industry, vnich had been so successful in toe 1930's, would produce a 

wonder rubbex which would outperform N~. {3) lbird from strategic reasons the 

concentration of production of rubber in SE Asia favoured a synthetic industry 

based on oil. 

Today the picture is quite different. Die price of oil has increased manifold 

and the cost of feedstocks has increased •s a result, while increased productivity 

for natural rubber bas been more successful in holding down costs than could have 

been hoped. Mo wonder rubber bas appeared and the possibility now looks remote. 

Finally oil supplies are also susceptible to political events. 

Dlrougbout the 1970's and at the beginning of the 1980's there was a growing 

and ultimately a strong feeling of confidence among natural rubber producers that 

increasing supplies of natural rubber would be required to meet world demand and 

steps were taken to meet this requirement. TI\ese involved the planting of rubber 

in new areas and replanting existing lower yielding varieties of trees by higner 

yielding ones and the drawing up of plans, f~r further increases in rubber 

production in the 19dO's. Dlis is reflected in the 4th Nigerian Development Plan 

with the projected planting of 11,600 hectares of new rubber and rehabilitation of 

another 8,100 hectares. 

In the longer term the prospects for NR appeared even rosier as the finite 

resources of oil were progressiveiy used up. 
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'Dlese increased supplies of natural rubber would be required not only to 

retain its then present portion of the overall lallrke~ for natural and synthetic 

rubber of approximately 32 per cent, but also to satisfy an additional requirement 

resulting from an increase in this percentage and reflecting developments in 

technology affecting the relative position of natural and synthetic ruboers as 

demonstrated for example by the trend towards radial ply types. Tne figure of 

32 per cent is not a magic figure it merely reflects the amount of natural rubber 

produced. 

'Dlis confidence was reinforced by the world wide International Natural Rubber 

Agreement set up in 1980 by both conswaing and producing countries alike to provide 

an international price stabilization mechanism for natural rubber. 

For consumers the agreement provided the prospect of secure and adequate 

supplies of NR at fair and reasonable prices. For the producers it provided the 

prospect that they would receive at least a minimuaa price for their rubber and thus 

confidence that in times of world economic disarray the price of natural rubber 

would not again fall to extremely low values bringing suffering and starvation to 

small producers. 

I am sure that in 1980 when the machinery was set up no one anticipated that a 

year later by the end of 1981, the price of natural rubber would have fallen oelow 

intervention levels. Die subsequent prolonged slump in the price of natural rubber 

is causing some natural rubber producers to question their attitudes towards 

expansion of production and to wonder whether increased investment in output would 

not be better directed elsewhere. 1bus in Malaysia, a major producer of NA has 

announced that, after a period of years when NR had been progressively replaced by 

oil palm, their target is 80 per cent oil palm and 20 per cent Na and others are 

following suit. Diis decision has been taken on the grounds of the much greater 

profitability of oil palms per hectare. 'lbe new enemy for mt is not synthetic 

rubber but whether greater profit can be reaped from the land with an alternative 

crop. 
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Given the dependence of natural rubber demand on a sluggish world economy and 

the related excess capacity for synthetic rubber production it is not difficult to 

explain the low prices of NR during recent years. But unless tne confidence of 

producers can be maintained the full potential of increasing the growth of its 

supply will not be reached. 

It is not surprising that there are two forecasts of the likely level of NR 

production by 1990. Die first assumes t~at plans for estabiisning new planting 

areas and replanting old trees coaes to fru tion; this gives about 6.4 million 

tonnes a year. Die second assumes that with a sluggisn world economy and low 

natural rubber prices little of t~is will happen and gives an estimate of aoout 

5.0 million tonnes a year. 

Similar uncertainty, though with different causes, exists in forecasts of 

world (natural plus synthentic) rubber consumption. Forecasts have been 

continuously revised downwards and now it appears that consumption is likely to be 

around 19 million tonnes a year. Diese figures give natural rubbers percentage 

ranging from 34 per cent to 28 per cent depending on whether optimistic or the 

pessimistic figure is taken for NR production. 

Diere is real cause for concern that NR will increasingly become a material in 

short supply and that additional sources of isoprenic rubber will be required. 

Diis could be good news for the remaining suppliers of NR but it would be bad news 

for the long-term !uture of an expanding NJl producing industry. 

Research over the past 50 years has already provided the means for much 

i9creased rubber production. 'lbrough selection and breeding the yield of ruober 

has been increased from about 4 to 500 kg/ha to over 3,000 kg/ha while yields of 

over 5,000 kg/ha have been obtained from new more promising materials. Extensive 

replanting has increased the average estate yield in Malaysia from about 400 kg/ha 

to about 1,600 kg/ha but there is much scope for further increaae particularly in 

small holding which supply the bulk of NR supply. 
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Additionally the yield of tr~es can be further increased by th~ use of yieid 

stimulants. lbis development has been already widely adopted by estates and 

increases in yield of 40 to 60 per cent are readily achieved. Improvements in 

other agronomic techniques such as reduction in the period of immaturity of rubber 

trees, the three part tree, increased density of planting, and new tapping 

techniques provide further increases in productivity. 

Let ae now turn from the production of n.~tural rubber to the requirements of 

the consuming industry. 

Processing 

Processing is the key consideration in the manufacture of virtually every 

rubber product. Uniformity of processing is essential not only for consistency of 

the finished articles but also for the smooth flow of material through the 

factory. In the past when processing units were small then difficulties which 

occurred could be overcome at the expense of loss of production as the materials 

were treated to remedy their faults, but in larger units with more efficient, more 

complex equipment processing difficulties cannot be tolerated in the same way. 

lbese include variable viscosity with possible longer mixing cycles and non uniform 

extrusion; scorch and variable cure. 

'lbe demand is for natural rubber with improved cleanliness, :improved 

uniformity and i~proved consistency. 

the establishment of technical specification schemes for natural rubber in the 

1960's was an important step in this direction. It was tnen clear that the 

competitive position of natural against synthetic rubbers was adversely affected by 

its relatively poor packing and the lack of technical specifications. Now aoout 

40 per cent of world production of NR is marketed as TSR (70 per cent Indonesia, 

50 per cent Malaysia). 

Specifications give information on contaminants, material adventitiously added 

to the rubber, dirt is principal ~arameter, also information is given on ash and 

~itrogen content, volatile matter of which wet rubber skill provides problems and 
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demands from consumers particularly tyre companies to improve tests to detect 

virgin rubber, P1U provides a measure of oxidation resistance (Cu and Mu). 

Information on cure behaviour is provided by modules, as for premium grades cure 

rate information by the Rheometer. Host recent development is the introduction of 

SKHGP by Malaysia. 'lllis. results from a 60/40 blend of late7 and field coagulum. 

'Dlis radical departure from traditional production procedures which always 

separated latex and field coagula is intended to encourage a move towards higher 

quality NR. At present 70-80 per cent TSR are in grade 20 or below but consumer 

requirements are for higher perfonaance. 

'Dle purpose is to provide a larger volume general purpose TSR grade of hign 

quality (basically TSR 10). 'lhe blending is highly beneficial in obtaining intra

and inter-batch coasi~tency. To increase acceptability to consu~ers SMRGP is 

viscosity stabili;ed with a viscosity of 60-65 Mooney thus giving a rubber with 

easy processing characteristics. Cure behaviour is indicated by rheom~ .~r tests. 

But there is continuing pressure for still furrher development. 'Dlese are the 

demands. 'Dlere has been severe competition in tyre industry during recent years 

with requirements for increased durability of tyres. 'Dlis places suppliers of raw 

materials under pressure to provide more consistent nigh quality rubbers. 'Dlis 

involves provision of bettar consistency in terms both of processin~ and final 

product properties. 'Dlis demands better tests than dirt and of Pi! as primary 

determinants in the current scheme. Unfortunately consumers nave not bee~ able to 

indicate what tests are needed and there is little doubt that most of them do not 

make much use of information on cure rate and viscosity already provided. 

Trends in the rubber manufacturing industry involve a steady movement towards 

more nighly automated processes. 'lhese provide {i) savings in energy and labour as 

batch processes are replaced by streamlined continuous processes, and 

(ii) increased uniformity of properties and performance of dnd products. ProgresG 

is however relatively slow due no doubt to the very high capital cost of 
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equipment. 'Dlis is typical of the rubber industry for example the radial tyre was 

clearly e~tablished in 1950's as the tyre of the future, but the high cost of 

conversion of cross-ply type equipment led to the major companies in USA resisting 

it& adoption throughout the 1960's and beginning of 1970's. Mow thirty years later 

in Europe and USA ovec 90 per cent conversion to radial ply tyres. 

Nevertheless there is a popular concept of the hibhly automated factory of the 

future which abandons Dales and involves the use of free flowing pre-compounded 

powdered or liquid rubbers able to be directly moulded or more radically or 

thermoplastic rubbers capable of dispensing with botn the mixing and vulcanization 

stages. Here the basic motives are savings in labour and energy and improvements 

in quality control. 

Here the recent developments of micro processors are providing the key to the 

design of a new generation of more versatile machines. 'Dle development is the 

production of mini computers at relatively trivial cost which are capable of 

controlling operations carried out with greater reliability and accuracy and able 

to be prograllll:led automatically to adjust operations for optimum performance in 

response to information from sensing devices incorporated into equipment. 

We can confidently predict that by the end of this dec~de and certainly before 

the end of the century that the rubber product manufacturing industry will be much 

more highly automated and that the new technology developed to meet its needs will 

involve significant advances both in equipment and raw materials. 

For example it is already clear that machinery and processes will have become 

increasingly dedicated to the use of rubber capable of being handled as fluids in 

liquid or powder form. Use of such materials would permit simplification and 

consequent economies in transport, handling, storage and tabrication. 

Powdered rubbers are not new but until recently their use had largely been 

confined to the adhesive industry. 'Ibe prospect is of powdered rubber being 

~etered with other compounding ingredients into rapid and low cost powder mixers 

and continuously fed to the hoppers of continuous mixer extruders, or injection 

• 
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moulding machines with savings of energy, labour and reduced complexity of 

operations. Capital costs are greatly reduced by the elimination of conventional 

warehouse~. fork-lift trucks, internal mixers, sheet-off mills and so on. 

In the factory powdered rubber offers alternative processing routes. 

With conventional mac~inery - existing internal mixers and sheet-off mills can 

handle more material, savings in mixing costs can be considerable if a mt:ltistage 

process can be reduced to a single stage process. (One example in which a two 

stage process was reduced to a single stage process led to a 38 per cent reduction 

in mixing costs). ~xisting machinery can handle more material and so provide the 

possibility of savings in capital expenditure required for additional machinery. 

Die use of powdered rubber &lso gives lower mixing temperatures with the associated 

advantage of increased scorch safety of compounds. 

With machinery specifically designed for powder material. lbis of course 

enables the fullest advantages to be obtained. Die first stage involves a simple 

relatively cheap powder blender in which the rubber is loosely mixed with the 

compounding ingredients including ~ulphur and accelerators. 'llle powder blend is 

then compacted and thoroughly mixed in a further high shear rate process. Various 

new continuous mixer-extenders have been specifically developed for this nign shear 

rate operation. Probably the two most successful of these new machines are the 

Farrel Bridge MVX and the Werner Pfleiderer E.VK Machines. 

lbe essential features of both of these machines are (i) a means for 

compacting the powder rubber, (ii) carrying out mixing at relatively low 

temperatures, (iii) withdrawing air and other volatile materials and (iv) extending 

precision ser.tions. 

Farrel Bridge MVX Machine. Dlis Mixing Venting Extruder has an air operated 

mixing ram which feeds the mixing chamber under pressure. 'lbe vacuum vented mixing 

chamber contains two delta rotors tranversely above the mixing chamber which is 

relatively ~hort (4 to 5D). Dle distribution of ingredients is done at room 
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temperature in a premixer. Trend is to blend all powders, waxes, oils and 

curatives in premixed premix rubber in premixer B (to break up powder 

agglomerates). feed to weigh hopper by screw teed conveyors controlled by 

microprocessors and then to MVX itself via the f,~ed bopper which is a reciprocating 

air operated plunger which stuffs rubber into mixing chamber. lhe mixing chamber 

has two three blade rotors which counter rotated and is filled between 60 per cent 

and 80 per cent, ~o venting can occur and gases escape up the feed jacket. lhen to 

the extruder screw - the screw can go into reverse to divert material during start 

up and then door closed for normal operation. 1he operations of differ~nt sections 

automatically synchronized with the output rate determined by screw speed. 'Die 

machines operations can be adjusted to suit the temperature and viscosity of mixed 

materials and the output can be in strip sheet or pelletized form. 

lhe whole process is ideally suited for microprocessor control with visual 

display of temperature, speed, power, discharge temp., output. 'Die MVX can wurk 

fully automatically with control of screw speed to watch output, degree of mixing, 

and temperature of mix and scan of information every 5 or 10 seconds. ~maller 

production units can run continuously and the output can be of strip sheet or 

pelletized form. 

Werner Pfleiderer EVK Machine. 'Dlis machine has a built-in screw compacting 

and feed arrangement leading to a long (24.5D) vented extruder. lt is here that 

mixing takes place and it relies on the special design of the extruder screw with a 

number of shear clamp which create intensive shear and permit flow in neighbouring 

flight channels. 

'Die machines allow the mixing and direct shaping of extended products such as 

hose, direct covering of bead wires witn Mooney viscosity of materials up to 120. 

lf the products are then passed to a liquid cu~ing media (LCM) bath or to a 

microwave curer cnen overall technique offers important savings. However, at 

present, it is ~ore common for strip or diced materials to be fed co a conventional 

extender for conventional production or continuous curing of hose, cables, or 

• 
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profiles. Strip or diced material can also be fed direct to existing conventional 

injection moulding machines or via •ould blanking machines to coapression presses. 

Experience in the industrial use of botn of these machin~s confirm lower 

energy of mixing, higher output, high level of physical properties (this normally 

involves higher Mooney compound viscosity and higher hardness and aodulus of 

vulcanizates). Dispersion of difficult to disperse carbon blacks are adequate but 

not as good as can be achieved oy conventional blending. 

One of the reasons why powdered rubber has not become popular is that maximum 

savings are only achieved in pc.vder processing equipment specially designed for the 

purpose. Die prospect of carbon black master batches in povder fora prepared from 

HR latex and carbon black slurry offer .much promise. SB&/carbon black powdered 

master batches are Ltready available from <hemische Werke lllls and development work 

on MR/carbon black master batches is already at a pilot plant stage. 

Cavity Transfer Mixer. A more recent development is the Cavity Transfer 

dixer. Dlis increases the efficiency of mixing by cutting the material in an 

extruder and turning it before subjecting it to more shear. Die device is fitted 

as an extension to an extruder barrel and its use is not restricted to powdered 

materials. It is a combination of a cylindrical rotor whic4 is attached to the 

output end of an extruder screw and rotates within a stator. doth units have their 

surfaces filled with an array of hemispherical hollows. As the compound is pushed 

through the CTK it simulates the cutting and turning action of a two-roll mill and 

ensures thorough blending and mixing and can be used 1n any extruder mixing process. 

In view of its advantages rubber powder technology should make an important 

contribution to future rubber manufacturing ir.dustry. At the moment producers and 

consumers alike lack the initiative - there is a chicken and egg situation - where 

each will not move without the other. But the stepwise introduction of powdered 

raw materials initially perhaps communicated by consumer and the transition from 

conventional to continuous processing techniques appears to be only a question of 

time. 
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Liquid rubbers 

Like powdered rubbers, liquid rubbers have been available for .. ny years. 

Liquid c:astaole polyurethanes have been used for almost twenty years a~d have shown 

steady growth in their use in foaa, aicrocellular and solid articles and recently 

in the production of cast pneumatic tyres. Liquid butadiene, butadiene styrene and 

butadiene acylonitrile rubbers have also been developed. 

At present the aarket for liquid natural rubber is a few hundred tonnes a 

year. It is used in adhesives, paints and inks and in the production of soft mould 

and prepared by the oxidative depolymerizatioo of a solutio~ oi natural rubber. A 

nev development has been the production of liquid natural rubber froa latex and a 

pilot plant has just been constructed in the Ivory Coast in a progra.ae of work 

carried out by UNIOO and IBCA. Ibis involves the depoiymerization of latex using a 

redox systea - air and phenyloydrazioe. 'Die aamonia is first removed then tne 

latex stabilized using vulcastab LS, then depolymerization, precipitation and 

drying. It has an appearance and viscosity of hooey vita a KWt between 5,000 and 

20,000 depending on conditions. 

Up to nov it has not been possible to reinforce liquid natural rubber with 

fillers such as carbon black and the properties of solid articles made froa liquid 

natural rubber are inferior to their high KWt counterparts. 

Until ways are developed for self-reinforcement and chain extension the use of 

liquid natural rubber will be re~tricted to special applications and it will not 

challenge general purpose rubbers. In addition, tne cost oi the modification to 

produce liquid rubber is substantial and approximately doubles the cost of the raw 

material. 

Nevertheless interest is being shown in its possible use in a number of 

relatively low volume applications and it is probable that it will be able to find 

a aiche Where its special properties meet specific industrial needs - in adhesives, 

paints, inks, as a non-extractable plasticizer (reactive) possibly for addition at 

• 
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latex stage to ?rovide easier processing of rubbers as aoditives to brittle 

plastics to give great~~t i.apact resistance for coating rubber ingredients. 

lbe ?ilot plant in the rvory ~st is currently supplying sufficient 

quantities for large scale commercial evaluation and during the next year a clearer 

picture should evolve of the industrial interest and requirement for liquid natural 

rubber. If there is de.and aodified foras of liquid natural rubber can be .. de 

availa,.ble and here special interest is being shown in chlorinated liquid natural 

rubber particularly for paints and coatings. 

In longer tera a viable method of producing liquid ..atural rubber and 

i.aproving its properties to .. tch general purpose rubber could be of vital 

i.aportance for the continued acceptability of Ill.. But this depends on SI 

developments. 

lbermoplastic rubbers 

lbe expanding use of thermoplastic rubbers is much more certain. lubber 

product manufacturers have for long looked with envy at the simple one shot 

manufacture of products from thermoplastics. lhe attraction is the eliaination of 

the expensive vulcanization process with its related scorch problems and 

difficulties in recycling scrap. Already there are a number of SR thenaoplastic 

rubbers available and their growiug acceptance indicates an industrial need. 

thermoplastic rubbers are having an increasing share of the rubber and 

plastics markets. they have a growth rate of about 20 per cent a year and this 

year they are expected to reach a world wide figure of over 500,000 tonnes. they 

have been seized upon by the rubber manufacturer as a route to high speed 

production and by the plastics industry because of their high impact strength. 

they are used in a wide range of applications footwear, adhesives, automobile 

components, hose, wire, cables, modification of brittle plastics, flooring, etc. 

So far the greatest usage and future potential is for 'ypes based on 

mechanical blends of rubber and a crystalline polyolefins, as in automobile 
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components sue~ as bumpers and flexible panels for which mat~rials of oaraness of 

approximately 90 Shore A to 60 Shore D. 

Other contenders for these applications are theraoplastic polyurethanes, RIK 

polyurethanes, polycarbonates, polyester ~TIC, saturated ai.x block styrene 

copolymers (~roton 9) and fibre reinforced vulcanized EPlll. 

lberaoplastic rubber blends can be tailored to these requirements by varying 

the proportion of the rubber and the polyolefin resin. 

It is obviously important that tben.oplastic forms of Nit should take their 

place in this nev technology and in a progr~ of work sponsored by UMIDO and 

carried out by the illlll1JB. It vas possible to demonstrate successfully tbat natural 

rubber polypropylene blends have the necessary properties and could be prepared at 

lover cost than their wholly synthetic counterparts. 

Kuch of the vork on thermoplastic natural rubber blends has been done vith 

automotive applications in aind. Here one important attraction is light veigbt but 

they can be used for many other products such as pipe joints, footvear, sports 

goods and electrical fittings, tank and pipe linings. 

Ibe preferred aethod is a batch process employing Baubury type ai.xers. Die 

polymers must be blended above tne melting point of the polfolefin (165-175.C in 

the case of polypropylene) and high speed is generally advantageous. 

'lbe beat build up during mixing is considerable and the required temperature 

is normally reached in 2 to 3 minutes. With small scale mixers it can be 

advantageous to raise the temperature of the mixer by steam heating but not found 

necessary in JD Baubury or Shaw K2A (25 litres). While still hot it is sheeted on 

a mill and left to cool as slabs 8 mm tnick. It should not remain on cool mill 

more than few seconds otherwise it crumbles and is difficult to handle. It must 

not be left in lumps before sheeting as it is then impossible to granulate. 

Material granulated on rotary outlet using a small quantity of talc, other 

methods of pelletizing such as extension and chopping can be used. 
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Generally all materials such as antioxidants pigaents as well as two polymers 

added at start of aixing cycle. With blends containing more than 65 per cent NR. 

lsofter materials) partial crosslinking of rubber improves the physical 

properties. When a crosslinking agent is used its addition is delayed until the 

polyaers have aelted and if organic peroxide used as partial crosslinker tne 

addition of the antioxidant is left until the crossl"inking reaction is virtually 

coapiete. 0.2 parts peroxide reduces c011pression set and removes tackiness of 

scfter materials. lhe presence of peroxide may have adverse effect on 

weatherability and another crosslinker should be used. 

TPlll blends are resistant to ozone cracking. s .. 11 amounts of fillers are 

useful to make •inor adjust•ents to properties. Carbon black gives resistance to 

UV light and iaprove aouldability as surface finish and makes antistatic and 

suitable for electrostatic painting. Silica improves abrasion resistance of white 

or coloured articles. Calciua carbonate reduces shrinkage. Relatively large 

amounts of filler may be used to reduce cost but this leads to increased density. 

In short TPNR can be added to the list of thenaoplastic rubbers which are 

making inroads into traditional rubber and plastics applications and also into 

entirely new product areas. It is more than competitive in price and properties. 

It can be manufactured in conventional rubber mixing equipment and tailored to 

specifications for automotive bumpers and filler panels. 

'Dle fact that can be manufactured in h~use provides an economic advantage 

particularly overseas where snipping of granules is more expensive but in Nigeria 

can correctly be 111&de by a custom compounder for distribution within the country. 

Endowments and resources 

Let us now consider the expansion of the Nigerian rubber products 

manufacturing industry. 
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uw materials 

lbere is a wide variety of products requiring a wide variety of compounds and 

raw materials. A typical tyre or engineering compound is: 

B.ubber 100 parts by weight 55% by cost 

Carbon black 50 II 29% II 

Zinc oxide 5 .. 3% II 

Process oil 5 II 3X II 

Stearic acid 2 II 1% II 

Antioxidant 2 II 8% II 

Sulphur 2.5 II u II 

Accelerator 0.5 II 2% II 

Natural rubber 1s available to product manufacturers in Nigeria as a natural 

resource and its use should be favoured compared with synthetic rubbers. 

Synthetic rubber is imported. But with a developing petrochemical industry 

locally produced synthetic rubber could correctly become a resource in the future. 

A viable small plant would be of 30 to 50 thousand tonnes of rubber. 'nlis would 

involve •the industry growing to consume approximately 100,000 tonnes of rubber. 

Carbon black 

Carbon black is a major ite• typically 30 per cent of the cost. Here again a 

small carbon black plant capable of producing 20,000 tonnes and using local oil 

should be viable as soon as the industry consumes approximately 50,000 tonnes of 

rubber. 

Zinc oxide 

Zinc oxide is already available from local manufacturers. 

Stearic acid 

This could be produced locally from palm oil. 

Other fillers 

Clay and whiting should be available locally; silicas, silicates and resins 

are also required. 
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Other chemicals 

These are used in relatively small proportions but they contribute 

significantly to the cost. Local manufacture is not really viable as the 

individual quantitites are small but with expansion of the industry para-phenylene 

diamine antioxidants and thiazole accelerators could oifer proaise for local 

aanufacture. 

Before discussing other resources and requirements such as manpower, training 

of manpower, regional dispersal of the industry product quality and quality 

control, acquisition of new technology, and identification of products for 

development. It would be helpful to consider what is the Niger;~~ policy for its 

rubber product manufacturing industry? Or perhaps what should be its policy? 

Whether its target is one of converting a much larger proportion of the 

locally produced natural rubber to satisfy not· only the local market but also for 

export overseas to give increased foreign exchange and value added? Or whether its 

target is a less ambitious one aimed at reducing imports by their substitution with 

locally made products thus saving foreign exchange? 

The industry is at present in a rudimentary stage of development and initially 

a target of expansion progressively to substitute imports aud ultimately to satisfy 

the requirements of the domestic market and export to neighbouring African 

'o~ntries appears to be an appropriate one. 

If this policy is adopted then it will require the industry to expand 

consideraoly and to manufacture a much wider range of products some of wnich will 

require higher technology and a wider range of raw materials. 

With this as a target we can now go back and talk of the factors involved. 

After raw materials it is appropriate to talk about manpower. 

Manpower 

There is obviously a plentiful supply of labour. In most developing countries 

wishing to increase L~eir exports the availability of cheap labour provides an 

important contribution to the cost competitiveness of the industry but this aspect 
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is not of prime concern if the dowestic market only is of importance. Many 

developing countries have high manning levels, high turnover of staff and high rate 

of absenteeism all of which militate against the efficient use of labour, but again 

not an aspect initially of prime concern. 

However there vill be an urgent need to train a sufficient number of technical 

staff of the required calibre particularly rubber technologists and managers. lbis 

is an ongoing requirement and demands the provision of training in schools, 

polytechnics and universities. For an industry consuming 40,000 tons of rubber, an 

annual input of about ten technologists, ten engineers, ten applied scientists, ten 

diploma technologists, ten technicians would be an average type requirement in 

Europe. Necessary for industrialists and educationalists to get together to 

provide a statement of manpower and training requirements. 

'lbe larger companies will no doubt provide in-house training to give requisite 

basic technical skills. 

As the industry expands increasing numbers will be required and the output of 

qualified personnel will need to .. :celerate. 

Regional dispersal 

'lbe industry is material intensive and requires large amounts of energy 

electricity and oil - and of water and thus its natural development would be i~ 

industrial centres close to urban development. 'lbese factors together with good 

road and telecoaaunications are important in any future expansion and provide 

constraints on the dispersal of the industry in programmes of regional development. 

Acquisition of new technology 

One route is to seek foreign or joint venture companies who obtain their 

technology from tneir parent companies. 'Dlese of fer a good route to modern 

technology and equipment and to the manufacture of articles of quality particularly 

if foreign markets are envisaged. In addition they can play an important role in 

the provision of marketing skills and market entry overseas. &ut for domestic 

markets licence arrangements can provide a satisfactory alternative. 
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Product quality 

'lllis is an item of extreme importance if export to world markets is 

envisaged. But even if only domestic markets are considered there is a need for 

factories to be adequately equipped and staffed for quality control. Dae planned 

expansion of tne industry will require upgrading ot plant and machinery and quality 

control. 

Products for development 

'llle rubber industry world wide is dominated by the use of rubber in tyres. 

Almost 70 per cent of natural rubber and about 50 per cent :,& goes into tyres. And 

if we consider other automotive uses the figure is 11a1ch larger. lbe breakdown of 

world consumption is: 

Passenger car tyres 27% 

Truck and bus tyres 19% 

Industrial tyres 4% 

Retreads 4% 

Latex products 9% 

Footwear 4% 

Belting 2% 

Hose 2% 

Wire and cables 1% 

Other products 27% 

'lbe Nigerian breakdown will be different and to identify products within the 

industry suitaole for development it is necessary to consider: 

'lbe market requirement, its potential; 

tne technology capability; 

For export the comparative advantage. 

Although not strictly a product premixed compound which is imported must be 

the first target for substitution. 
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'Dlen tyres are dominant. 'Dle move to radial-ply tyres has already occurred 

and the cross-ply tyres are in dire straits and any new capacity in Nigeria should 

be for radial-ply tyres. 

Precured retreads with a high natural rubber content would be suitable for 

both the d0111estic and export market. 

'Dlere is an obvious domestic requirement for footwear which could be readily 

satisfied and here thenaoplastic rubber could be important. 

Belting, hose and automotive components are also targets for import 

substitution. 

Engineering coaponents are precision articles with high natural rubber content 

and high value added. 'Dlese ~nclude bridge bearings, dock fenders, engine 

mountings. 

Latex dipped goods are made entirely fron natural rubber and have a most 

attractive export potential. 

'Die need is for expansion and diversification into wider range of products. 

'Dlis will require the easy import of the necessary raw materials such as different 

types of synthetic rubber, rubber chemicals, fabrics and tyre cord materials, and 

the creation of simple flexible import procedures is important. But wnen the 

industry becomes of sufficien: size the development of ancillary and supporting 

industries becomes logical. 

'Die factories need not necessarily be large - except for tyres where there is 

larger capital expenditure and advantage in size. Smaller companies employing less 

than 100 workers with paid up capital of less than a quarter of a million dollars 

could provide a large sector of the industry certainly in the number of companies. 

Big tyre companies involve much more capital of tens of millions of dollars and 

employ 500 or more staff. 

the challenge then is to expand and diversify the Nigerian rubber product 

wanufacturing industry to satisfy more of its domestic re ~ents and to reduce 
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imports of rubber goods. 'llle next stage of a drive to export its products would 

follow naturally as industry grew. 

To assist to this end a technical centre with staff and equipment to provide 

information and expertise on pL'lduct manufacture, standards and testing and 

especially quality control would be a correct early development. 'llle existence of 

a Rubber Institute would seem to make it inappropriate to create a new centre but 

to strengthen it by providing adequate facilities and staff. 
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Paoer No. 5: 

NOTE ON APPLICATION OF LOW ENERGY SYSTEMS IN BUILDING MATERIALS 

AND CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY 

1. The building materials and construction industry represents an important area 

of socio-economic activity in a developing country being primarily related to the 

basic needs of acquiring shelter. Its influence extends further to other social 

and cultural sectors such as education, health, coDDUnity life and administration. 

Si2nificant proportions of the building materials used in the developing countries 

are still being 1~ported resultin~ in foreign exchange expenditure of considerable 

ma2nitude. From a national economic point of view, there would be enormous 

benefits to gain in the development uf an integrated local building materials 

industry. 

Every product is made from raw materials through sequence of operations 

requiring inout of energy; even the commercial and administrative operations 

connected with the subsequent utilization of the products consume large quantities 

of energy. The summation of all energy needed for each operation is the 

"integrated energy input". To obtain the integrated energy input per time unit, 

one has to divide by the life time of the product. The energy savings can thus be 

realized by reducing the energy input or by increasing the lifetime. 

2. As a matter of interest, it is proved that the in~egrated energy input for a 

normal motor car is nearly 5-6 times the total equivalent quantity of petrol that 

the car will consume during the whole period of its use without even considering 

the social costs or the transport infrastructure. This is indicative of the kind 

of topic on which efforts 3re needed to promote energy saving. The magnitude of 

the P.ner2y consumotion can be ~auged from the fact that one litre of oil has an 

ener~v equivalent of 10,000 k.cal. whereas a man is able to produce 500 k.cal. a 

dav. The energy value of one litre of oil is thus equivalent to the work produced 

by a man durin2 one whole month. Manufacture of one cubic decimeter of steel 
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requires 10 litres of oil. 'lllis small quantity of metal is nearly equivalent to 

the work of a man for one year. A brick or a glass bottle corresponds to more than 

one week of numan labour. 

It is even established that modern high agricultural inputs in developed 

countries by way of fertilizers, machinery, energy, transport etc. does not proauce 

the amount of cal~ries that are put into the ground and consequently it has a 

negative energy balance. 

Authoritative opinions give warning that serious problems will arise before 

the eud of the century and possibly even earlier if no solu~ions are found. lbe 

position of the developing countries which are continuously increasing the input of 

energy consequent upon the economic development programmes could be seriously 

affected by the shortages of energy and raw materials. 1be solutions to this 

dileama must be provided by tne technological solutions to the basic requirements. 

J. An innovative technological approach to these problems has been supported by 

UNIDO since 1971. A typical example of a product witn high energy input is 

housing. 1be broad areas of activity covered: 

Polymerizt:d clays 

Low energy housing systems 

Low energy storage silos. 

4. Polymerized clays 

A useful but not quite a scientific subdivision of construction materials 

could be: metals, ceramics and polymers. 

Each of these three families of materials have common properties, metals 

conduct electricity and heat, ceramics are hard and orittle, polymers have low 

specific gravity, are poor conductors of heat and electricity, have poor 

temperature resistance but present large scale versatile mechanical properties. 

They can be rubbery, visco elastic, rigid though elastic. 
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At the Free University, Brussels, experiments have been conducted on a pilot 

plant scale to emoloy low energy technologies for polymerizing the clays. 'nle 

experiments included kaolinitic and lateritic clays. 'nle process uses only 

20 oer cent of water and an alkali like caustic soda - NAOH or Lithium hydroxide or 

lime depending on availability. In Europe, caustic soda is available very cheap 

2nd various concentration could ran~e in 5 per cent or so. 'nle clay dough can be 

converted into shapes of brick or blocks of desired sizes by hand presses or even 

the conventional extruder system - if so desired from the point of view of 

-production outout. In the existing brick kilns the existing system of brick 

moulding can be continued to be employed. 'nlese moulded clay forms are exposed to 

0 
temperatures of 80-85 C. For such temperatures the existing system of heating is 

possible to be employed but it is not necessary and it is in fact possible to use 

the solar energy. 'nle time of polymerization depends on the temperature to which 

the moulded clay is exposed to usually a few hours {up to 24 hours) but at higher 

temperatures of 120-130°c it can be in minutes. 'nle solar heating system which 

is central to the energy saving objective is quite simple and in the pilot scale an 

inexpensive system as detailed below could be adopted: 

4.1 Solar system: A tin or aluminium plate available from any existing 

operation such as printing would be adequate. 'nle plate with a primer on it can be 

easily painted black to serve as a black body. 'nle black body has to be covered by 

a transparent sheet which could be a cheap polyethylene clear film which normally 

has a life of up to 2 years or a Tetlar which is rather expensive but may have a 

life of up 20 years or even glass which has the disadvantage of being breakable. 

Air circulating on the black plate continuously removes the heat absorbed and it is 

made to pass over stones which are usually of definite dimension to enable air flow 

with least pressure drop but absorb maximum heat. The stone boxes act as a heat 

sumps which enables supply of heat continuously for polymerization of the clay for 

the required period of time. The system of heat stora~e could be underground with 
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insulation by foam polystyrene to control any losses of heat. Counter current 

system of heatin~ and cooling has to be employed to enable a continuous supply and 

an efficient heat delivery. a co-current flov vill not vork. Normally it is not at 

all difficult to reach a tempErature of 85°c. However. higher temperatures are 

also attainable by supplementing the solar system of heating vith auxiliary firing 

if the situation so demands thou~h this is not necessary for the process. The 

solar ener~v system may cost around USilJ for a 2 of the surface required. 

4.2 Adoption of the system for bricks and blocks: Before considering the 

adoption of this scheme. it is necessary that a short survey of the country 

includin~ geological assessment of its clays and their properties is undertaken. 

In practically all cases it is advisable to obtain the sa.ples of clay and have 

thea analysed and tested in an experienced laboratory vbich can only thereafter 

develop a scheme of production. The quality of clay deteri::ines the quantity of 

water and alkali to be added whereas the temperature to which the clay moulds are 

to be exoosed to will determine the polymerization time. These have to be 

developed for each clay in the laboratory before undertaking production on the 

field. 

The process and scheme is amenable to adoption to the local conditions and 

needs. Dependin~ upon the climatic requirements different pigments could be added 

to produce for example white coloured houses. 'nle materials produced have the 

benefit of complete dim.?nsional stability. The dimensions of the moulded clay do 

not under~o any chan~e durin~ the course of polymerization. If the moulding is 

uniform and ~ood quality the product should be correspondingly the best quality. 

FurtheTIDOre. the process does not have any wastage unlike in the conventional kilns 

whose overburnt or underburnt as well as deformed products are quite cOlllllOn to come 

bv. It is essential, however, that the dough which is at room temperature must be 

moulded in 10 to 15 hours for best results. The dough can contain foaming 

materials to produce products with varying densities which are highly desirable in 

construction of tall buildings. 
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4.3 Reinforcement of clays with fibres: Dle iiores boldi~ potent1~l tar 

reinforcement of clays can be divided into the following three categories: 

(i) Higo technology fibres: tnese include glass. polypropylene fibres. 

araaide, carbon fibre, etc. 

(ii) Textile fibres: these include cotton. wool and flex, etc. 

(iii) Waste fibres: these are thick and cannot be spun. such as coconut 

fibres, baggasse, etc. 

Die first and seco~d category are aost expensive and have other high value 

uses such as industrial and apparei. From the point of vie• of cost tne third 

category would be the aost suitable, without fatigue the natural fibres could be as 

strong as the glass fibre. Trials on clay fibre co:aposites are underway with 

interesting results. In the aeantiae. fibre from coconut has been bonded with 

phenol formaldehyde resin very suitably and cap be useJ for panels or ceiling 

board. 'Dlis will utilize the local materials to the e';tent of over 80 per cent of 

value and displace imports up co that •~!~c acc~1~ingly. Diese comi>osites nelp 

avoid bacterial attack on the natural material•, improve brittleness and make them 

cougn and impart ductile properties to ceramics. Dle local building materials may 

be tried in due course, these include national products such as latex. 

5. Low energy housing systems 

In most developing countries low cost housing schemes enjoy the highest 

priority and in quite a few places tnese have become synonymous with low quality 

housing. 

Extensive programmes on low cost housing using less raw materials with low 

energy input were accordingly launched oy UNl.00 in mid seventies. 1ne 

investigation led to the deployment of composites which met the requirements and 

the ~bjectives set. 

5.1 Composite systems: Composite materials are developed from components on 

tne basic assumption tnat the properties of the whole are different from and 

represent more than the sum of properties of the components. The composites have 
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one •ore iaportant property. Tne relations~ip between tne coaponents are more 

iaportant than their intrinsic properties in determining the nature of the whole. 

the coaposite acquires a certain degree of independence irom its coaponents. 

Accordingly a component having similar relations with the others may act as a 

suostitute for tne original 10 spite of its being different. Some examples may 

illustrate this aspect. 

An insulating aaterial is coaposed of c binder like a pol]meric aatrix and air 

inclusions. l'he composites have insulating properties that cannot possibly oe 

obtained froa the separate coaponents. It is also possible to substitute materials 

such as polystyrene or polyurethane or any other polymer in toe aatrix. In the 

same way it could be possible to replace air by any other inert gas without 

changing very aucn the insulating properties. 

A fibre reinforced coaposite is developed from a matrix - polymer, cement, 

gypsum and a reinforcing fibre. lbe mechanical properties of a fibre reinforced 

polyester do not have any comparison-at all with the properties of either of the 

components. It is now possible to develop alternative composites with otner 

aacrices and other fibre reinforcements, without changing the principle of the 

composite system. An insulating plate of foamed polyurethane with its protective 

skin can insulate 25 times better than a brick wall of the same thickness and its 

weight is 750 ciaes less. 'Dle application of composites systems allows co lover 

drastically the amount of raw materials and the non-renewable energy in doing the 

job. 

It is quite evident that a methodology has been discovered in development of 

materials which overrides che traditional dependency o: materials and properties. 

Die raw materials used, till now, in construction have been limited co restrictive 

classes sucn as metalG, ceramicr, glass and polymers. Tnese materials nave 

specific properties which are suitable for certain application and would need 

improvement in otners in order to be utilized 1n the oest manner. lne mater~als as 
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an example are either goud or baa conductors of electricity and heaa. tne 

seai-conductors are elaborated materials. It is general experience that s0111e 

iaportant needed properties are completely absent such as the absence of 

unbreakable, ~nsulating temperature and crash resistant material for aishes. In 

general, the &lexibility of cnanging properties of materials bas been greatly 

limited. 

It should, however, be noted that nature bas always used the principle of 

coaposites - in structural applications: wood, bones. lbe model of reinforced 

polyester or metallic alloys, etc. is the human i.aitation of the structures 

existing in nature but the exploitation of thi~ principle in general teras and to 

the grass roots level has been neglected. 'Dlere is vast scope for exploitation of 

this concept and its application is oriented to suit the environaent and 

availability of local resources in the developing countries. One wou)J be faced 

with choice of materials which have increased their technological and intellectual 

qualities hundred of tiaes. But their properties nave no longer to be determined 

and have to be reinvented for each application. 

It is recognized that for the development and design of products out of the 

composite materials, new creative methods have to oe worked out. Innovation in 

composite systems is not limited to 2dding and assembling elements. On the 

contrary, development of composite products tries to study and to understand global 

and integrated problems a~d to consider the components in their mutual relationship 

and the structure as a whole. Even the traditional strength calculation has to be 

reconsidered. In most cases the conaposite structures do not fail by lack of 

tensile or compressive strengtn of the material tney are made of, but the stress 

concentration, influ~nce of the environment, lack of fracture energy or by 

fatigue. 'lbese factors are usually more dependent on structural information, 

interactions and relations between the different components than on the specific 

properties of the material itselt. In most cases the design is more important than 
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the stren~th of material and instead of reRardin~ the structure as an assembly of 

components suitable for calculation, one should consider and study it as a global 

structural entity adapted to experiment. 

5.2 House construction; Having this principle in mind, UNIDO planned a 

housin~ pro~ra.ne for the developing countries. The construction had to meet the 

requirements of low cost locally constructed, low energy and material input, high 

construction speed, use of non-skilled labour, integration of locally available 

.aterials. 

A series of dewonstration projects were carried out in Cyprus, Uruguay, 

Ecuador, Mexico and Burkina Faso, introducing each time new technical and 

architectural variables such as sandwich construction, design improvements, 

mechanical strength of construction, variation in dimensions, use of natural fibre 

reinforcement, etc. 

The oerformance of fibre reinforced material in a given application depends to 

a lar~e extent on the method of manufacture. Considering the requirements, an 

appropriate system of filament winding came out as the most adequate method to 

construct the insulated space of air needed for the building of dwellings. Among 

the several building systems designed using composites, the one which is simple in 

desiip1 equipment and utilization of materials is that of the "Patfoort Building 

Sy~tem". It allows to obtain a maximum strength of the structure, using a minimum 

amount of raw material. The shape of a housing module has been found to be 

perfectly suited t? the process of filament winding. Composite construction of the 

walls can combine stren~th with high insulating properties. The high technology 

filament windin~ process has given the proof of being extremely adaptable to 

simplification, hi~h quality pieces have been made on a hand driven machine. 

The mound shell have been manufactured on a locally made retractable 

rotational mould supported by an axle dri~en by hand by means of a crank and a 

reduction devise. The fibres pass in a resin bath, laterally moving along the 
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rotational mould distributin~ the wet reinforcement on the mould. The resin bath 

is a wooden support with a throw-away polyethylene sack containing the resin. nte 

excess of resin is pressed out by the adjustable strips that permit at the same 

time to adjust tension on the fibres. 

5.2.1 Structural behaviour: It is worth to examine the behaviour of the 

structure in sustainin~ loads. The structure is strengthened at both ends by two 

flanges. 'nley have a dual purpose: they are useful in bolting the end walls at 

one module to the other. Structurally they act as a diaphragm providing rigidity 

to the cylindrical shape. 

Beam action in the lon~itudinal direction is negligible, because the module 

does not span between the flanges but is resting and is sustained over its whole 

len~th oa a bed of sand and stones. In that sense strength and rigidity is only 

required during transport. On the contrary, the membrane action, typical in shell 

structures transmit load axially, which is the strongest cross sectional shape in 

this respect being the circle. The greater the deviation from the circle the 

lesser is the structural strength which the better space demands. The flanges act 

in this respect as strengthening elements. Present technology allows to adapt the 

quantity of strengthenin~ elements and to improve their design and to augment their 

dimensions. In that way it has been possible to obtain a fantastic increase in 

rigidity and to eliminate any sagging after removal of the mould. Using this 

design method it has been possible to obtain even rectangular shapes, using of 

course more material to obtain the same strength. 'nle cross section can also be 

considered as an arch; the lateral stresses of the upper arch are taken over by 

the lower arch working as a flying buttress. 
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Paper No. 6: 

CONCEPTS IN BIOFUELS DEVELOPMENT 

1. ARricultural wastes and residues 

(a) What they are 

Field residues which remain after harvestin~ a crop. Examples: cotton 

stalks, cereal straws, corn ;obs. 

Food processinR r~sidues which are generated ~s a by-product at a central 

location. Examples: coffee hus~, bagasse 1 nutshells, rice husks. 

Organic wastes, usually liquid or high moisture waste streams generated at 

household, co11111Unity and industrial levels. Examples: wastes from 

livestock, canneries, dairies, abattoirs, etc. 

(b) How they can be used as fuels 

Domestic sector: Use of domestic stoves capable of burning field residues 

as a replacement for wood and charcoal. Small "biogas" plants for the 

conversion of organic wastes to methane fuel gas and fertilizer. 

Small-scale, decentralized charcoal production from field re~idues. 

Industrial and agro-industrial sectors: Use of field and food processing 

residues in solid fuel burning appliances, boilers, kilns, furnaces, etc. 

for process heat steam and power. Industrial-scale manufacture of charcoal 

briquettes. Anaerobic digestion of organic wastes producing fertilizer and 

methane gas for process heat and steam and also power generation. 

Gasification of field and food processing residues for irrigation pumping 

and paver generation. 

(c) Why they should be used as fuels 

In many countrie~ Jood and charcoal have always been the traditional fuels for 

domestic cooking and heating. A significant portion of the population of 

developing countries are hopelessly dependent on these two fuels. Their 

acquisition and use is characterized by primitive and wasteful techniques of 
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cnarcoal making and of fuel burning in domesti: stoves. In iormer times 

regeneration of trPe-covered land ensured an adequate, sustained supply of 

woodfuel, out rapid population growth in recent years has put sucn pressure on 

forest resources as to cause uncontrolled deforestation and desertification. Die 

welfare of those people living in regions affeted by this pattern is largely 

dependent upon the supply of fuel. Provision must be ma.de to ease the burden of 

collecting fuel and to prevent further destruction of remaining forest lands. 

Agricultural residues are ·an alternative to wood and wood charcoal for domestic 

fuel. Kerosene and bott!ed gas have replaced traditional fuel in urban areas of 

the 1110re advanced developing countries but they are too expensive for their use to 

become widespread. 

In net oil importing countries, where the purchase of petrolelllll-derived fuels 

leads to a serious drain of capital resources, substitution with indigenous iuels, 

such as agricultural residues, can result in savings of valuable foreign exchange. 

'Die greatest opportunities for effecting a savings of im1?<>rted fuels are to oe 

fuund in the industrial use of indigenous new and renewable fuels. 

(d) What are the problems? 

Alternative uses for field residues: What, in the first world nations may 

be waste material, can fiud uses as livestock feed and, to a lesser extent, 

as a building material in developing countries. Some residues are simply 

returned to the land and their use as fuel could result in the loss of a 

nutrient supply to the soil. 

Acquisition: Field residues can be scattered over wide areas; their 

collection is expensive and logistically difficult. Dle seasonal nature of 

the availability of residues necessitates storage during which organic 

materials of this type tend to degrade. 'lbe stored material is a fire risk 

and potential cause of pest infestation and disease propagation. 

IJevelopment and acceptance of new technologies; When burned on an open 

fire, residues tend to smoke so new designs of stove are required if wood 
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and wood ~harcoal are to oe replaced by raw resid• • Some re~idues can oe 

converted to charcoal; this requires the introduction of nP.w but simple 

cnarcoal kilns. For tne industrial and agroindustrial sector investment in 

solid fuel firing capability is expensive since the plant is larger and 

more complicated thau would be required for gas-oil firing of equivalent 

thermal output. Furthenaore, greater control of the combustion process is 

required to avoid "slagging" - fusion of the asn to form a glass-like 

material which causes blockage. 

Pollution: Where this is an issue additional problems of cleaning up 

solid, liquid and gaseous waste streams need to be contended with, 

particularly in industrial applications. 

(e) What about densification? 

Frequently put forward as a solution to many of the above problems this 

involves either pelletizing or briquetting agricultural residues to increase bulk 

density. Whereas d~asification c~n alleviate problems associatea with collection, 

transport and storage, it can substantially increase fuel cost to the user of the 

briquettes. Although several densification processes are available and equipment 

manufacturers relatively plentiful, equipment field trials have, to date, met with 

few successes. 

(f) UNIDO's role 

Domestic sector 

Support of technical programmes involving the design, fabrication and field 

testing of efficient stoves capable of burning agricultural residues. 

Support of technical programmes involving the development of hardware for 

the small-scale conversion of agricultural residues to charcoal fuel. 

Demonstration programmes for proven, n~w hardware capable of using 

agricultural residue. 

Surveys to quantify the resource base and to identify the extent to which 

agricultural residues can replace wood and charcoal as household fuels. 
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Assistance ~itn the development oi fuel supp1y mecnanisms. 

Strengthening infrastructure required for the fabrication of new hardware. 

ilesign of appropriate hardware production systems. 

Assistance with the development of a marketing strategy for stoves and 

charcoal kilns. 

Industrial s~ctor 

Preparation of technical/economic feasibility studies covering (but not 

limited to) the following issues: 

Collection systems for field residues; 

Upgrading of existing agricultural residue burning facilities. Examples: 

cogeneration at sugar mills and other food processing plants, which already 

burn residues, leading to export of surplus power; 

Conversjon of existing gas/oil-fired facilities to solia fuel combu~~ion. 

Examples: retrofit of boilers ana kilns witn external combusters ~ .. J 

gasifiers capable of burning agricultural residues; 

Installation of a new plant. Examples: continuous kilns for tne 

production of charcoal with waste heat recovery and briquetting the 

Charcoal product. Anaerobic digesters for the conversion oi liquid waste 

steams to organic fertilizer with methane recovery for power and process 

neat/steam. Gasifiers coupled to engine-generators and engine pumps. 

2. Charcoal 

\a) Background information and justification 

In many countries wood and charcoal nave always been the traditional fuels for 

domestic cooking and heating. A significant portion of tne population of 

developing countries are hopelessly dependent on these two fuels. Their 

acquisition and use is characterizea by primitive and wasteful techniques of 

charcoal making and of fuel burning in domestic stoves. In former times 

regeneration of tree-covered land ensured an adequate, sustained suppiy of 
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woodfuel, out rapid population growcn in recent years has put sucn pressure on 

forest resources as to cause uncontrolled deforestation and desertification. lbe 

welfare of tnose people living i~ regions affected oy this pattern AS largely 

dependant upon the supply of fuel. Provision must be made to ease the burden of 

collecting fuel and to prevent further destruction ot remaining forest lands. 

UNIDO is supporting charcoal projects which encourage the rational and 

efficient use of forest resources. To achieve this goal UNIDO consultants are 

assisting GovernmeLts to introduce kilns to replace traditional, inefficient earth 

pits for making wooJ charcoal, and briquetting techniques to utilize the 

unavoidable charcoal "fines", which would otherwise be wasted. 

(b) Charcoal or wood? 

Charcoal has twice the potential energy per unit weighc as air-dried wood but 

70 to 80 per cent of the energy in the wood is used to produce the cnarcoal. 

Cliarcoal, however, is cheaper to transport and store; it can Le used for cooking 

with greater effic.iency and more Cllnvenience and does not produce so mucn smoke. 

For small-scale use, whether it is better to use charcoal or wood fuel is an 

issue wnicn depends on several factors including: 

'lbe combined efficiencies of the charcoal making process and charcoal 

stoves, compared to the efficiency of the wood stllve; 

Whether the fuel is intended for use in rural or urban areas and the 

transport distance between source of wood and area of use; 

Whether air qualit• is an issue. 

Traditional methods of utilizing wood for fuel either directly or vi~ charcoal 

have evolved over a ~ong period and what has been developed is usually appropriate 

to the prevailing cultural and economic conditions. UNIUO's goal is to work within 

tne existin~ pattern of wood utilization to make available Knowledge and improved 

techniques capable of saving energy and of making fuel available at reasonable cost 

to the consumer. 
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Ci.1ar~oal's convenience maKe it the preferred fuel for rural industry sucn as 

blacksmithing but larger industrial fuel users such as boilers can have the 

capability of burning wood wita adequate efficLency making dD intermediate 

charcoaling step redundant. Where there is a history of charcoal production and 

use and where the forest resource is both adequate and protected by ~lanned 

exploitation procedures, the co-production of charcoal ana energy may be an 

attractive option. ~everal designs of industrial retorts provide for charcoal 

production combined with waste heat or gas recovery for the generation of process 

heat or steam and ele .. trical '.°)ower. 

In addition to wood, agricultural residue~ can be used as feedstocks: coconut 

shell charcoal is considered superior in ~· ·lity to wood charcoal. 

(c) UNIIX>'s role in i~proving charcoal production 

Introduction of impru J ~ilning techniques. Aside from the traditional 

earth kilns, charcoal-making k~lns fall into one of two categories: 

Brickwork or 

Steel. 

Both can yield up to 20 per cent charr.~al lbased on dry weight of wood 

feeastocit) which is double l.ae yield achievable with ea ~h kilns. BricK kilns nave 

the advantage of using locally available materials. Steel kilns on the other hand 

require imported material and tne use of a metal fabrication facility, but they 

offer portability and snorter carbonization time. 

Provision oi training and laboratory facilities for cnarcoal testing and 

determination of kiln efficiencies. 

Introduction of charcoal briquetting tecnnology. 

Feasibility studies for industrial charcoal producing facilities covering: 

- Investigation of feedstock •upply 

- Domestic and export mark~L· •urveys 

- Site-Ppecific studies for proposed ne~ facilities. 
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3. Gasification of biofuels 

(a) What is gasification? 

Gasification is the conversion of a solid fuel to a gaseous fuel. It takes 

place inside a '"gasifier" or "gas producer". The resulting gaseous fuel, known as 

producer gas or, more frequently now, low-Btugas, can be used as fuel for internal 

cOlilbu~tion engines or to replace gas or oil fuel in boilers, kilns and furnaces. 

Gasification has recently received attention in association with new and 

renewable fuels since gasifiers can convert charcoal and also wastes and residues 

from agricultural and forestry activities to a useful fuel gas. 

(b) How does gasification work? 

-
Either oxygen or air is introduced into a bed of solid fuel contained in the 

gasifier. This air supply is controlled so that a partial combustion occurs 

producing a fuel gas which is a mixture of carbon C10noxide, hydrogen, methane and 

also non-combustibie components including nitrogen which, in the case of an 

air-blown gasifier, is present in concentrations. of about 50 per cent. Many 

different internal configurations of gasifier are available or being experimented 

with, which detennine bow the air supply comes into physical contact wih the fuel 

bed. Fixed bed reactors tend to be used for small systems (50 kw and below), fluid 

bed reactors have application to larger gas users such as the retrofit of 

industrial boilers and kilns. 

(c) What are the applications? 

Composite gasifier-engine-generators and gasifier-engine-pumps can utilize 

agricultural and forest residues and other "biofuels" in irrigation pumping and 

remote power generation applications. Such systems are usually mobile with the 

three units mounted on a common skid or trailer. The gasifier requires periodic 

refuelling, usually a manual operation which can be accomplished without shutdown, 

and ash removal, which may require a daily shutdown. 

Industrial gas or oil using appliances such as boilers, kilns and furnaces can 

be converted to solid fuel operation (employing biofuels) by retrofitting with 
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gasifiers. Where the installed plant is rei&tiveiy new, this offers an 

economically attractive alternative to the instal)ation of new solid fuel firing 

plant. Gasifiers for this type of application tend to be larger lten million 

Btu/hour minimum) and require automatic, continuous fuel feeding and ash removal. 

(d) What are the problems? 

Probably the most significant i~suc currently inhibiting the widespread 

adoption of gasification is the level to which the technology has been develot>ed• 

Biofuel gasifiers tend to be troublesome in operation and not always capable of 

delivering the designed output capacity on a continuous sustained basis. 

Satisfactory performance - from both technical and economic standpoints 

depends on careful selection of the equipment giving adequate consideration to the 

following issues: 

Type of fuel for use in the gasifier: wood and charcoal (in lumpform) are 

ideal fuels but not always available at an acceptable cost. Where the use 

of these fuels may lead to or accelerat~ deforestation it is clearly not 

appropriate. Agricultural and food processing residues such as cotton 

stalks or rice hulls, particularly where their disposal can incur cost, are 

more attractive from an economic standpoint, but they are aiificult to 

gasify. Gas exiting the gasifier is contaminated with particulate Cash, 

soot and tar aerosols) and ~apour (steam, hydrocarbon and organic acid 

vapours). 'nle level of contamination depends on th~ design of the gasifi~r 

(internal configuration), tne extent to wnicn it is running at or below 

design capacity and the typ~ of fuel being gasified. Aside from charcoal, 

biofuels tena to generate copius qua~tities or tars (vapours and aerosols) 

when gasified. Removal of this tar and its subsequent disposal can be 

major obstacles in the way of satisfactory gasifier performance. 

Intended duty: where the task required of the gasifier system is seasonal 

or periodic rather than year round, as in the case oi irrigation pumping 
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aod crop drying. the proposed installation may not meet conventional 

criteria for economic feasibility. such as pay-back period or return on 

investment. Ultimately thi~ will be largely a function of the cost of the 

conventional - "petroleua-derived" - fuel. Gasifier-engine-generator 

systems have poor load following characteristics. Slow response ti.mes and 

are rarely able to meet shc~k loads. For these reasons their use tends to 

be restricted to a mixed load of lighting and small priae aovers wnere 

frequency and voltage control - within reasonable liaits - is not too 

critical. 

Operator capability: for guaranteed satisfactory perforaance, regular 

maintenance must be undertaken on the gasifier, the gas cleaning system and 

the engine or other gas using device. 'Dlis activity can require 

considerable time and effort on the part of tne gasifier operator. 

Adequate skill levels must be available if these tasks are to be performed 

satisfactorily. 

(e) UNIDO's role in the application of biofuel gasification 

l. Assessment of the role which biofuel gasification can play giving 

consideration to: 

~atiunal pattern of energy production and consumption; 

Availability of potential gasifier fuels; 

Availability of suitable applications. 

2. Support of programmes wnicn demonstrate the technology to the potential 

user: 

Installation of demonstration units; 

In-country training and overseas study tours. 

3. Assessment of the extent to which gasifier equipment can be manufactured 

locally. 
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Paoer No. 7: 

DEVELOPMENT AND MANUFACTURE OF AGRICULTURAL MACHINERY AND IMPLEMENTS 

1. Introduction 

1.1 n.e economies of most developing countries are predoainantly 

a~ricultural, vith little industrialization in general and inadequately developed 

aetalworkinR and en~ineerinR industries in particular. 'nle chanRinR agricultural 

oattern over the past few years has, however, created an increased demand for 

industrial inouts for aRricul~ure, necessitatinR the local production of suitable 

aRricultural tools and imolements and machinery to meet the demand. 'nle 

aRricultural machinery industry is special, in that it offers a wide choice of 

technoloRies aoorooriate to local circumstances. 

1.2 To cope with the projected papulation growth till the end of this 

century, increased production of aRricultural tools, implements, machinery and 

allied equitMDent will help attain more crops and intensified industrial activity, 

consequently more employment. Although one of the reasons for local manufacture of 

a~ricultural machinery is to save foreign exchange, a more important reason in 

predominantly aRricultural countries is to establish a balance between industrial 

and agricultural development, with the former providing support to the l&tter where 

necessary and vice versa. ('nte recoaaendations contained in the last chapter will 

be based on this opinion.) 

1.3 What is needed in mcst developinR countries of the world is a full range 

of appropriate tools, implements, machinery and equipment that takes into account 

the size of holdings, the farm income, the agricultural technology at the present 

farming level, etc. The need is for 111achinery that can be produced locally, i.e., 

simple agricultural tools, animal-drawn implements, manually operated equipment and 

low-cost, power-dra~n machinery and implements. The following broad-based 

categories can be defined: 



Category I: 

(simple} 

Category II: 

Cintermediate) 
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Hand tools: hoe, machete, spade, weeder, knife, sickle, axe, 

pick-~e, shovel, ~tc. 

Manually-operated equipment: pedal thresh~r. hand sprayer, corn 

sheller, cassava puller and cnopper, naud pump, chaff cutter, 

storage bins, etc. 

Animal-drawn implements: plough, cultivator, leveller, ridger 1 

seeder and fertilizer drill, pump, sugar-cane c1usner 1 reaper, 

cart, etc. 

Tractor-drawn basic implements: plough, cultivator, harrow, 

leveller, seed drill, reaper, trailer, etc. 

Simple low-cost low-power equipment: power thresher, pump, chaff 

cutter, corn sheller, peanut decorticator 1 rice mill, naDDer mill, 

power tiller, low-engine, etc. 

'Die following categories apply to the more developed of toe developing 

countries:. 

Category III: 

(standard) 

Category IV: 

Power-operated equipment: tractor, pump, harvest and post-harvest 

equipment (may be manufactured in a few developing countries). 

Specialized machinery: complex high-power tractor, combine 

harvester, special crop machinery (at present not suitable for 

manufacturing in most developing countries). 

1.4 ~equirements for agricultural tools and implements e.g., hand tools, 

animal-drawn equipment, hand-operated and intermediate power equipment - will have 

to be determined, based on a concrete assessment oi the actual national situation. 

Local manufacture of the selected items would be aimed at saving foreign exchange 

by reducing imports and also at developing local industrialization and tne 

employment potential. However, the following preparatory measures must oe taken: 

Identification of the required products including tneir specifications; 

Evaluation of the expected demand in numbers; 
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llesign development and testing of the appropriate prototype equipment and 

machinery; and 

Training in production methods, repair and maintenance of agricultural 

tools and implements as well as their quality control. 

1.5 Handicrafts and small- or mediua-scale industries manufacturing 

agricultural machinery and equipment play a dominant role in prograuaes for rural 

development. 'Die promotion of these industries leads to an improvement in social 

and economic conditions and an overall balance of rural and urban industrial 

activities whicn retards migration of labour from rural to urban areas. It, 

tnerefore 1 apP£ars advisao!e that sucn decentralized production units be linked to 

a central urban workshop to form an overall system to carry out efficient 

production and local maintenance tasks. 

2. Design. development, adaptation, testing and quality control 

2.1 'Die design, development and adaptation activities should be developed 

primarily to suit the manufacturing programDe and- local conditions and to assist 

the country to become self-reliant in matters of engineering, design and 

development, both in respect of improving locally available designs and adaptation 

of technologies obtained from abroad. Ev_~ when a basic design of a machine is 

available, it requires to be suitably modified and altered to suit the local 

conditions, the manufacture and trial ~f pro~~ ·?es. All these activities do need 

adequate engineering capabilities. 'DlerGt ~. tnese activi,ies should consist of 

establishing not only the physic?l facil~ries, but also programmes for training 

local personnel in engineering tee. : ... •-:.s. 

2.2 Ln the beginning, it may ·~ necessary: 

(i) To identify item3 whicn need manufacture; 

(ii) To analyse existin~ facilities; and 

(iii) To formulate projects for implementation. 
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Die design, development and adaptation prograane may, therefore, be integratea 

with a manufacturing plant or treated as an independent activity depending on the 

needs oi a CQuntry. 

2.3 Quality control and performance evaluation is another essential part of 

any industrialization prograaae. It serves both the manufacturer and the customer 

by ensuring that the product confor:as with design specification and performance 

characteristics. Laboratory and field tests show how tbe designs should be 

altered. Die quality control activities embrace different aspects of enterprise 

development as it involves an engineering approacn to the problems of design, 

adaptation and assembly/manufacture. 

J. Production units 

3.1 Production units in all developing countries can be classified at the 

following technological levels: 

(i) Family type (1-5 persons) - mainly manual operations; products 

consisting of simple hand tools and hand-operated and animal-drawn 

implements; 

(ii) Small- and medium-scale (30-200) persons - manufacture in urban areas is 

mecnanized, wi~~ batch production of animal-drawn implements, handtools, 

pumps, crop protection equipment, sprayers, etc.; 

(iii) Large-scale (more than 200 persons) - machinery and equipment made with 

conventional, semi-automatic, automatic and special purpose machine tools 

on a high volume, high-p=ecision and high-investment basis. Products 

include tractors, tillers, ploughs, power tillers, disc ploughs, pumps, 

sprayers, storage bins, etc. Plants are mostly in urban areas, 

rural~rban borders or industrial estates. 

3.2 For all practical purposes level \iiiJ, the large-scale unit, should 

presently not be considered because of the complexity of problems involved. llley 

range from an expected availability of: large sums of money needed for investment 

and working capital; extensive markets to support large volume production which is 

frequently based on imports of selected components and special materials; ana a 
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substantial numbe= ~f ancillary industries ~o su~ply parts that otne=wise cannot be 

produced economically within the plant. 

3.3 For these formerly stated reasons. our study will concentrate on tne 

priority needs. e.g. selected hana tools. hand-operated macninery and animal-arawn 

equipment. Details on industries operating at the first two technological levels 

are given in taoulated form below: 

Family type production 

Product: 

Design: 

Investment: 

Market: 

Management: 

Working area: 

Facilities: 

Materials: 

Hacninery: 

Spades. shovels. spading forks, ploughs. digging hooks. 

hoes, animal-drawn equipaent. 

Mostly for local need either by modifying equipment from a 

national supplier or by manufacturing cheap local 

replacements for conventional equipment. 

Very small. sometimes up to US$100. particularly in 

least-developed countries. 

Depends solely on local need. 

None (family type operation). 

100 to 300 ft 2• 

In many cases limited supply of water and electricity. 

Mostly mild steel (KSJ. ~NI series; occasional use oi MS 

sheets, round and angle sections. 

Small band tools, e.g. naamer, anvil, chisel, nacksaw, small 

coal-fired furnaces with hand-operated blowers, 

pedal-operated grinding wneel, occasional welding, drilling 

and bending. 

Production technique: Objects and parts produced manually: hand forgings 

Q.1a.lity control: 

Employment; 

predominant; no application of jig tools or batch 

production methods. 

Very limited. 

One to five persons; sector provides consideraole rural 

employment. 
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Small and medium-scale production units 

Product: 

Design: 

Investment: 

Market: 

ttanagement: 

Working area: 

Facilities needed: 

Materials used: 

Machinery: 

Animal-drawn implements, e.g., plougns, tillers, ~oes, 

diggers, pumps, sprayers, etc.; small hand tools on batch 

production. 

Use of local design, adaptation of well~own products, 

indigenous design supply from a research and aevelopaent 

centre. 

Varies from USSS,000 to US$80,000 or more. 

lbere is a greater demand for these products, but little 

export opportunity except for pumps and sprayers. 

Hostly run on line management; individual ovnersbip or 

partnership. 

2 10,000 to 50,000 ft • 

Adequate power and water supply. 

Various shapes oi grade 17 castings and various steels, 

e.g., ENl, ENS, EN16, EN32 and EN42, which are imported or 

acquired locally, are coaaonly used. Use of gaivanized MS 

sheet, round, flat, angle and hexagonal sections is common; 

springs, bearings anJ hardware axe imported. 

Power-operated hauaers, presses drilling machines, milling 

machines, electric and gas welding sets, conventional 

machine tools and equipment, limited inspection equipment, 

electrical-, coal- and oil-fired furnaces, pneumatic systems 

and spray paints usually available; hand-operated flat 

roller benders and angle benders also c0111110nly used. 

Prod~ction technique: Application of welding jigs and fixtures are commonly used 

in manufacturing; production more on a job shop basis with 

minimum batch size; assembly •nd sub-assembly often 

introduced to increase production, incentive schemes applied. 
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.ltate~ial processing: Proper neat treatment facilities availaole; scientific 

carburizing and hardening. 

~ality control: Inspection system in most iirms: micrometers, neight 

gauges, callipers, etc. 

Employment: Generally from 30 to 200 persons. 

4. Manufacturing profiles 

4.1 'lhe following profiles for the manufacture of agricultural bandtools at 

nandicraft level (re. 4.2) and of animal-drawn implements at rural small-scale 
~ 

industry level (re. 4.3) cover only a few selected ite-.JS. A more comprehensive 

list of products that may be considered for local production and a seieccion of 

illustrated sketches are appended to this paper as annex I and II. 

4.2 Tnis profile covers selected hand tools, e.g., sp.&de, noe, fork and 

sickle. 'lhese sim.ple tools for agricultural operation are mostly used by small 

farmers nolding less than 2 ha or by gardeners. 'lhe supply of wooden handles, 

nails and ferrules accounts for a linkage with other industries (woodworking or 

local carpenters). Material specifications tor handtools are SAt: 1078, 

carbon 0.72-0.85 per cent, manganese 0.30-0.60 per cent, making it suitable for 

forge and heat treatment for which expert advice can improve on product quality. 



Product 

Spade 

Hoe (tined) 

Fork 

Sickle 

Product 

Spade 

Hoe 

Fork 

Sickle 

Total 
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Table 1 

Product specifications (four selected products} 

Specification 

tslade and shanit size. overall length 20''. olade size 8" x 
weignt 1. 5 kg. 

o". • 

rtaximum length of tine 10"; width 6"; tine diameter 1/2; weight 
l kg. 

Weeding fork, 3 prongs, length 14"; width 7"; diameter of prong 
j/d"; tang bore aian:eter l 1/4" lmin.} to 2 1/2" lmax.J; weight 
2 q. 

Length 9", maxilllWll width l"; handle 5"; weight 1/2 kg. 

Table 2 

Production volume l8 hr shift) 

Shoe witnout electricitI Shoe with electricitI 
uaily Annual J)aily Annual 

eroduction eroduction production eroduction 

4 1,000 12 3,000 

4 l,OIJO 12 3,000 

4 l,000 12 3,000 

4 l,000 12 3,000 

16 4,000 48 12,000 

Manpower requirement 4 9 

The required floor area is 300 ft2 (20 ft x 15 ft) for a shop without 
electricity; 1,200 ft 2 (40 ft x 30 ft) for a shop with electricity. 

-----~ --
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·raoJ.e 3 

Estimatea cost ot macninerv and equipment 

!:land-operated macnine tools 
uescription ~ntity Estimatea cost 

J.l" hand shear l 

Coal-fired furnace with l 
nano-bellow-type olower 
24" lt 24" lt 18" 

Anvil with pedestal, l 
200 kg 

Quenching tank 1 
24" lt 24" lt 24" 

Pedal-type grinder l 
1211 wheel 

Pedal-type polishing l 
machine 

tland nibbler 1/4 l 

d1acksmitn's and l set 
conventional tools 

Miscellaneous 

TOTAL 

(USS) 

200 

2 200 

200 

300 

100 

100 

200 

t>OO 

300 

4 200 

ilectrically=operat~d macnine tools 
llescription Quantity Estimated cost 

1/4" power shear 

Oil-fired or coal-fired 
furnace, l/2 hp. 
24" lt 24" lt 18" 

Mechanical spring 
iorge haimaer, 
lt, 3/4 hp. 

Quencning tank 
36" lt 36" lt 36" 

Anvils with pedestal, 
200 kg 

Douole-ended pedestal 
grinder, 1/2 hp., 
12" wheel 

i.Jouble-ended polisn1ng 
machine, 1/2 np. 

Manual roll oending 
machine 

Electric arc welding 
machine, 120A 

Blacksmith tools, 1/4" 
portable drill, paint 
can and brushes 

Miscellaneous 

lLISS) 

l 500 

l 5 000 

1 4 000 

l jUO 

2 200 

l 400 

l 400 

l 200 

l 200 

l set t>OO 

500 

12 ;oo 

Investment required (US$): Shop without electricity Shop with electricity 

Total fixed capital 
Total working capital 
Total investment (excl. cost of land) 

t> luO 
2 100 
~ 200 

21 200 
6 500 

27 700 
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4.3 lb.is profile covers the following implements: single-hand wheel hoe, 

animal-drawn disc harrow, animal-drawn mould board plo~gh. 'Dlese products are 

mostly used by farmers with 2-5 ha oi lan3. With the necessary technical Know~1ow, 

it is p.:>ssible for the plants producing tools ~f this size tQ export their 

products. The viability of these industries in rural areas dep.:nds en the 

evaluation of demand by the faTIDers at local and nation~l level, backed by proper 

feasibility and market studies. Expert assistance may be required for tne 

feasibility study, training, product design and development, marketing and neat 

treatment. ~inkage witn other inoustries: foundry, forge, stockist and nardware 

industry. Joint venture is recommended because of the hi~h investuaent requirement. 

Table 4 

Product specifications (tnree selected products) 

Product 

Single-hand wneel hoe 

Animal-drawn disc harrow 

Specification 

Weight 12 kg (optional; 3 hoe blades, or 3 
c~ltivator tines, or 3 ploughs 

Weight 50 kg; discs 6-12; working width 36"; 
working depth 2 1/2-5"; output 0.25 ha/hr. 

Animal-drawn mould-board plough Weight 35 kg; furrow width 5-8"; furrow depth 
2 1/2-7" 

Table 5 

Production volume (8 hour shift) 

Product description Daily production Annual production 

Single-nand wneel hoe 24 6 000 

Animal-drawn disc harrow 8 l 000 

4ni~al-drawn plough 8 2 000 

Manpower requirements: Skilled Semi-skilled Unskilled Total 

Direct labour (total) 29 14 5 48 

Indirect labour (total) 16 2 18 

Total manpower 66 

The required floor area is approxiruately 40,000 ft2 for the fac~ory building and 
2,000 ft2 for the administ~ative block. 



Area 

Cutting shop 

Forge and heat 
treatment shop 

Hacnine snop 

Toolroom and 
maintenance 
shop 

Inspectio:i 
welding and 
manufacturing 
shop 

Sub-assembly 

Paint room 

Ccmpressor 

::>tores 

Mechanical 
handling 
equipment 
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taole 6 
~stimatetl cost of macn1nery and equipment (US$) 

Description Number 

Power hack saw, round bar, up to maximum 
diameter of 3" 1 
Abrasive cuti:er/grinder 1/2 hp. 8" wheel 1 
Hand shear 12" diameter 1 

Mechanical hammer forge 50t (for bot forge) 1 
Oil-fired furnace with blower 30" x 30" x 15" 1 
Water-quenching tank 3 ft x 3 ft x 3 ft l 
Oil-quenching tank 3 ft x 3 ft x 3 ft 1 
Anvil 2 
Blacksmith's tools set 

P'-destal grinder 12" wheel, double-ended 2 
Upright drill, MS l" dia. Radial drilling 

:nachine l 
Racial drilling machine - 3 ft arm, 

steel, l l/2" dia 1 
Lathe, max. bore 3" swing 18" max., length 36" 1 
Capstan lathe with hex turret and 

attachl..~nt swing 6", gap 24" l 
Jigs and fixtures for par~s 

Universal milling machine arbour 
l" dia., table 3 ft x 1 ft 1 

Universal cutter grinder up to 12" l 
Surface plate 1 
Gauges and tools set 
Maintenance equipment set 

histruments, table, etc. 
Arc welding 250A 
Press brake, 10 ft long, 5t 
Excentdc press, 35t, 4" gap 
Welct:..,g fixtures and jigs 
Manual roll bending 1113chine, up to 111 ro-:1 

Drilling machine upright, MS up to 111 dia. 
Portable grinder 6 11 dia. !.iheel 
Portable drill gun 1/2 hp 
Sub-assembly fixtures 

Pneumatic spray, pain~ equipment, etc. 

Complete motor compressor set 
300 ft3/min; line pressure SU psi 

Racks, stillage, pallets 

Fork-lift truck lt 
L/it. hoist 

Hydraulic pallet truck 

set 
2 
l 
1 

set 
l 

l 
2 
2 

set 

set 

set 

set 

l 

2 

lnve~tment required (US$J: 
Total fixed capital 
Total working capital 
Total investment (excl. cost of land) 

388 200 
127 500 
515 700 

£st1mat~d cost 

l 000 
800 
200 

14 000 
5 000 

.)00 
300 
200 
400 

800 

5 000 

8 000 
6 000 

9 ooc 
0 000 

8 000 
9 000 

800 
l soo 
l 500 

2 000 
l 000 
5 000 
8 000 
J. 000 

150 

2 500 
300 
600 
500 

300 

10 000 

8 000 

H 000 

800 
134 l 50 

________________ ....,. ____ .,.......,. ____ ,_ -·---------------
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j. Impressions of local situation 

j.l Unfortunately, our short stay Ln your country did not provide sufficient 

time to get better acquainted ~itn the prevailing conaition in the agricultural 

machinery manufacturing field and my opinions or suggestions are only based on 

certain ooservations and statements made by relevant managing personnel. 

5.2 Ouring a visit to the Centre Pilot, a UNIDO-sponsored project, I engaged 

in long discussio~s with Mr. Toure, the centre's national director, and 

Mr. Isekon Kante, the technical director of USOA (Usine d'ontils agricoles) in 

Mannou. Both of them complained bitterly about the serious shortage of electric 

power and raw materials needed for efficient operation. Later that evening, I had 

the opportunity to meet also Mr. lbennissen, the CTA of the centre, who confirmed 

the views expressed. He is here amongst the audience ar.d I shall ask him to tell 

you later about the historf of the UNIDO project and the shortcomings. 

5.3 But, first, I would like to report to you that I was very much impressed 

by the centre's facilities, i.e., the equipment, and also the work performed Ln it, 

which includes prototype machinery (such as a water pump, rice milling machine, 

brick compression machine, etc.J, electrical repair work (rewinding of motors) and 

other miscellaneous jobs ordered by customers. However, I also noticed that the 

facilities uere underutilized. F~r those of you who have never seen tnis centre, I 

would highly recommend you to pay it a visit in the near f~ture. 

5.4 As regards the agricultural machinery pl~nt at Hannou, l ca :y c~nvey 

the description given to me: thP. factory has 7,155 m2 of floor space, is located 

on 2 ha of ground and empl~ys, at p~esent, only 50 people though the full capacity 

would engage 280 workers. Dley allegedly are producing: hoes, macnetes, sickle3, 

ploughs, harrows, chains, hatchets, pick-axes, spades, shovels, rakes .ind big 

sickles. 

5.5 Oue to the aforementioned major problems, both the Centre Pilot and th~ 

agricultural machir 0 ry factory are operating w~y under their capacity; yet ~hey 

~re well equipped and would, through ~ddi:lonal strengthening, fit the first two of 
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:he reco1Iz111.e~aations that I am going to present later, provideo tne responsible 

authorities request relevant assistance. 

But, now, I should like to ask Mr. lbennissen to come forward and give us his 

story about the Centre Pilot. 

6. Conclusions and recommendations 

6.1 Many countries produce agricultural tools and implements a~ the artisan 

or small-scale level, but the ~uality is often poor because of a lack of common 

engineering services and basic facilities. Although a few de ng countri~s are 

assembling or manufacturing standard tractors, engines and pwq;.~, there is almost a 

complete gap in the local development and manufacture of equipment in the 

intermediate category, such as improved agricultural implements and simple 

low-horse-power machines. Accordingly, UNI.DO emphasizes che need to develop 

self-sufficiency in the local manufacture of agricultural machinery, tools and 

allied equipment, and renders assistance for establishing small workshops with 

emphasis being plac~d on local design and development and maintenance and repair 

services. 

6.2 Over the past years, UNIDO has n~dertaken a number of technical 

assistance prograumes in the agricultural wacninery and implements sector in many 

developin& countries. Special attenti~~ is now being paid to this sector's 

technology, including the development and transier of appropriate tecnnology, 

selective import~ng, testing and evaluation, and the acceleration of the expansion 

of local produc,ion. 

6.3 Technical co-operation activities in the agricultural machifiery industry 

during 1983-1984 wer~ concerned witn tne improvement of national capabilities in 

product design, production, repair and maintenance. In Africa, assistance was 

provided to Ethiopia, Somalia, Uganda and the United Kepublic of Tanzan~a in the 

establishment of development ~entres and rilot plants for national design and 

production tecnnology. 'Through the development oi national capabi!.itiec in product 
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design and production technology as well as tne subsequent manuidcture oi low-cost 

agricultural machinery and implements, increased output and g~eater labour 

productivity could be achieved. 

6.4 In this connection, the establishment of such a technological centre and 

pilot engineering worksnop in Guinea could be strongly reconmended. 'llle physical 

facilities for the manufacture of agricultural handtools 1 sheet-metal products and 

fabricated items would facilitate training in engineering production techniques and 

management, and also assist in the development of local entrepreneurship at a 12ter 

date. 'llle product range ~s to be limited and volume, initially, on a modest 

scale. If this concept is supported by the Government, its implementation should 

take into account: 

(i) Possible expansion of existing facilities; 

(ii) ~tiiization of local raw materials including scrap iron; and 

(iii) 'llle 3esirability of establishing a new unit. 

b.5 ·.nie oojectives of such a technological centre are as follows: 

To carry out applied research designed to facil~tate the designing, 

adaptation and development of machinerv and equipment suitable for use in 

agricultural and r~ral development; 

To develop and manufacture approved p~ototypes 1 components and required 

technologies and evaluate their suitability for local adaptation; 

To adovt foreign designs of agricultural macninery and equipment intenoed 

for use in agricultural and rural development in this country and to 

publish r.heir results; 

To conduct short training courses designed to provide practical training 

and knowledge to village co111111unities in the use and maintenance of 

agricultural machinery and other appropriate technology devices; 

To offer consultancy services on tne designing, testin~ and otner tecnnical 

aspects of agricultural mechanization; 
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To act as the national link with other national and international 

institutions engaged in activities related to the functions of the centre. 

b.6 As already mentioned in tne introauccion 1 the nan~icrafts 1 small-scale 

and medium-scale indus~ries manufacturing agricultural machinery and equipment play 

a dominant role in programmes for rural development. 'Ille promotion of tnese 

industries Leads to an improvement in social and economic conditions and an overall 

balance of rural and urban industrial activities which 1 in turn. retards migration 

of labour from rural to urban areas. 'Dle establishment of manufacturing units 

throughout tne countryside can create new possibilities for employment. 

6.7 It 1 therefore. appears appropriate to recolll!llend the creation of a rural 

network of production units in areas of this country. where agricultural activities 

are concentrated. To this end 1 it is suggested tr use the following approach. if 

so acceptable to the responsible officials: 

(i) 'llle number of family-type production units should be? as high as possible. 

preferably one in each village. so that farmers couJd get minor repairs 

done and/or purchase new tools within the village; 

lii) Small- and/or medium-scale production units would have co be placed in 

some strategic location to be easily approach~ble from the neighbouring 

villages and have a capacity depending on the demand of the ~egion; 

(iii) A central workshop will act as the industrial nucleus, should directly 

supervise the other production units and have the responsib~lity of 

providing raw material~ ~pare parts, technical know~ow and training to 

medium- and fa10..Lly-type units; in t.Jrn, tbese units may expect to gee 

some f:ll-in jobs from the CPntral workshop, yet utili.zing most of their 

capacity for repair work and to meet the local demands for ne1 products. 

6. 8 In concludirag, it should re stated chat, upon request, UNI DO is always 

ready to provide assistance to developing countries, either alone or in 

co-operation with FAO, in expanding existing agricultural machiner~ plants or in 

establishing new ones. 'mphasis will be given co appropriate product lines; 
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technology and level of manufacturing; training; and tne development of local 

engineering and technological capabilities. UNIDO is also able to offer assistance 

in developing appropriate projects, including tne preparation of the initial 

proposal so as to obtain funding. Moreover, with the aim of furthering 

co-operation and exchange of experience among developing countries and promoting 

"twinning" of appropriate progranaes between developing and industrialized 

countries, UNIDO is involved in proposals for an international centre for the 

promotion of the agricultural machinery industry in developing countries. It has 

prepared a project proposal for such an international centre to be established in 

Beijing, Ciina, which, if approved and finances are made available, could become 

one of the most significant projects in this field. 
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ROLE OF A SHORE FISHERY COMPLEX 

IN FISHERIES DEVELOPMENT 

Fisheries are understood as a complex of many and various kinds of 

activitiPs. Basically fisheries' activities can be grouped into the following 

areas: l/ 

1. Production 

2. Supply and services 

3. Handlin~ and processing 

4. Marketing. 

In this oaper the author presents general remarks on the shore-based fisheries 

activities, which have si20ificant influence on effectiveness of the main sector of 

fisheries i.e. production. 'nlis topic has also been selected by UNIDO for the 

First Consultation on Fisheries to be held in Poland in 1987; the Consultation is 

to be co-orga.1ized by Central Union of Work Co-operatives of Poland. 

II. Some general remarks on fisheries development 

Fishing has been a major source of food for man from the early days of his 

existence and still plays an important role in human diet. Fisheries are an 

important part of the economy of many countries: contribute significantly to 

supplies of nutritionally valuable food, to emp:oyment of people and to the income 

of foreign exchange. 

The introduction of a new legal regime over marine resources - establishing 

the 200 mile exclusive economic zones (EEZ) - has increased awareness of the role 

fisheri~s mav play in the economy of countries which have access to ma~ine fishery 

resources. 

11 Some authors also include into fisheries activities credit, savings and 

insuranee as well as ~ocial and commu~ity SLrvic2s (Small-scale Fisheries 

Co-operatives - some lessons for the future, COPAC Secretariat, 1984). 
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fishery products are hignly nutritious. Fish protein is supposed to be the 

most beneficial to humans in terms of its easier digestability a~d level of 

utilization. In countries where Lnere are aoundant sea-fooJ resources the 

development of the livestock industry is generally mcdest for many reasons, the 

main one being given above. Besides, with tne same investment, tne totai biomass 

obtainable irom the sea-food production far out-weights that of livestock for the 

same period. 'Dle cost of producing of animal protein from the sea is significantly 

lower than cost on land in terms of energy expenditure. 

In 1982 the world fish production was 75.7 million tons. At the same time 

meat of all kinds amounted to 143 million tons. In terms of protein contribution 

of fish to the animal intake of humans (direct and indirect human consumption) 

accounts for 24 per cent (A. Labon). 

AccorJing to FAO projections (Prospects of World Fisheries to 2000), food fish 

de~nd will increase to 100 million tons by the year 2000. Developing countries 

will require an additional 39 million tons in 2000 and their share in total fish 

consumption is expected to increase from 48 per cent in 1980 to 64 per cent in 

2000. It is estimated that marine catches from convent~onal resources will not 

fulfil the pcojected demand for fish by the year 2000. Only a part of this 

potential increase in catch may be achieved through increased fishing effort and 

substantial part will be achieved only 1f better management of resources takes 

place. 

III. Efforts to increase production through improved utilization of fish 

Apart from attempts to increase the total catch through better management of 

resources, investment programmes in veasels etc. an important matter requiring 

attention is the improvement in utilization of fish being harvested. It is 

estimated that aoout 20 per cent ot all fish taken from the sea and fresn waters 

never reach the consumer. ntere are thus considerable possibi!ities for increasing 

rhe supply of fish througn improved utilization and, it seems, it would also oe the 

least costly method of increasing supplies. ntere are two main situations wher~ 
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~aste can be prevented or reduced, namely in the utilization of by-catches (of fish 

caught by shrimp trawlers) and by reducing losses of cured fish in tropical 

countries. Part of the remedy in both cases lies in providing necessary economic 

•ncentives, but the most important eleraent in any progranae to avoid waste is 

improvement in the on-shore handling, processing and storage facilities. 

Improved facilities on shore including especially harbour services and 

co11munications will help to reduce wastage and increase ~arketing prospects. lnese 

considerations apply first of all to small-scale traditional fisheries, an activity 

that not only produces one-third of the foQd fish supplies to tne world, but also 

represents the livelinood of more than 30 million people. Very often limited 

marketing opportunities waste and poor quality result in low returns and give 

little incentive to ar:isanal fishermen to increase their catches. lbe need for 

improvement of fisn handling and warketing generally arises from the fact tnat 

mostly fish rroducts are perishable and are produced, in case of shore fisheries, 

very often in locations far away from the marketing centres. Given above factors, 

the introduction of improved fish preservation and storage reduces fish losses by 

limiting spoilage and makes fish available in different parts of the country. 

Without such improvements to the shore-b&sed infrastructure, attempts to 

improve vess~ls (e.g. through motorization schemes or investment progra:nmes) have 

ofter. failed since, without better marketing opportunities and consequently nigner 

pr~ces (for oetter quality of fish products), motorization ~r investment prograaanes 

merely a~d more to costs than to revenues. Requirement1 to improve the situaticn 

are much the same as tor more industrialized fisheries, e.g., facilities to nandle 

and cispose of the catch and ~lso facilities for repair and maintenance of small 

fishing craft. Summing up the aoove considerations it must be recognized that: 

(1) possessing fishery resources alon~ is not enough; the dedign of fishing 

equipment and shore infrastructure is a key factor in fisheries development, 

(2)·the fish prcduction - processing - marketing system represents an integrated 

and interdependent relationshi~ since no area can be developed in isolation. 
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IV. ~eneral functions and scope of a shore fishery complex 

Fishing, as has been mentioned before, is a business encompassing many 

different aspects and many other groups of people besides the fisnermen. Fishermen 

play the essential role in the production side while other groups of people are 

involved in handling, processing and marketing of the fish or provide support 

services such as boat bui14ing, engine repair and maintenance, provision and upkeep 

of ice manufacture and cold stores, fish net and gear supply and repair. ~ven at 

the simplest subsistence level, fishing is a complex activity which requires 

interaction within tne whole community and outside. 

Production 

Production is the fundamental sector in the fishing industry and plays an 

essential role in fisheries development. lbe fisnery resources witnin the 

exclusive economic zones create appreciable potential opportunity to develop sea 

food production in the coastal states. It is obvious 'hat the fisheries 

development plans must be firmly based on adequate stocks of commercially valuable . 

species. A necessar/ fishery resources survey should estimate the marine resource 

potential in the territorial waters and economic zones. 'Dlis information is 

essential to decide on optimum fishing efforts and fleet size, the technique of 

fishing and adequate fishing vessels to be introduced - trawlers, purse 3einers or 

shrimp~rs. Finally the adequate fishing gears and boat equipment should be 

defined. Usually the production sector in fisheries ~s least effective, basically 

because of the capital investment to be involved and still the harvesting costs are 

strongly affected by the price of ruel. One of the ways to increase the efficiency 

of production and income is to provide required harbour services and improved f1sh 

handling, processing and marketing systems. lbis is an area where the shore 

fiahery complex can provide a usefu! service, the land based back-up organization. 

Supply and service• 

lbe shore facilities of the Eishery ~omplex brings ad~antages to the fis~.ermen 

tnrough the economies of scale realized tnrough fuel, ice and risning equipment 
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supplies, dockside services, infrastructure for repair and maintenance of vessels. 

Supply of fuel and ice are the essential activities of the fishery complex since 

tnese inputs are required daily. Fuel can be bougnt in bul~ and then distributed 

at the complex to the fishermen whilst ice may be manufactured on site and supplied 

to the fishermen as well as to the fish processors and vendors. It is the same 

with other necessary dock-side services like water and electricity supply or 

berthing services. lhe other area in which shore fishery complex can assist 

fishing efficiency is the provision of boat yards and repair facilities for craft 

and engines. Other activities wnich migbL ,e considered would be supply of fish 

nets and gear and fish boxes. 'nle improvement of fish net manufacturing can 

significantly increase the catch, while introduction of better fish boxes 

construction can facilitate handling operations and im~rove quality of fishery 

products. As with all inputs and services the facili:ies offered should be 

appropriate and adequate to the needs of fishermen, be ·1 at present and the 

foreseeable future. Only a ~etailed survey will provide this jnformation. 

Handling and processing 

Supply and service activities are examples of horizontal integration of the 

fishing industry. Fish handling and processing begins the process of vertical 

integration. Handling is an exercise in maintaining the quality and value of 

fish. Processing covers up means of adding value to fishery products. 

'nle shore fishery complex can run a variety of handling services providing 

landing facilities, boxes, scales, water and ice and stores. Dlis is an area often 

neglected by the fishermen. 

Fish processing is no doubt the central link between catching and marketing 

and since fish is a per•~hable coanodity, facilities for processing are important. 

In the processing sector a variety of different facilities can be provided 

depending upon the type of fish, quant1:y ~nd markets. Traditional methods of fish 

processing - smoking, salting and drying - may be acceptable to local consumers but 

it must be recognized that export possibilities for such products will be limited 
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since consumers in the countries which at present provide principle export markets 

for fishery products increasingly prefer frozen and canned fish. Fish directed for 

freezing and/or destined for marketing in fresn condition can be processea (gutted, 

headed, filleted and sk:~ned as required) by hand using traditional equipment or 

some of the processing operations can be mechanized by introducing specialized 

machinery like heading and gutting machines and for some filleting and skinning 

machines. Die sort of processing equipment should be designed after tne type of 

fish, quantity and market demand have been carefully recognized. In any case the 

washing and grading operations are highly reconmended botn from the quality and 

marketing point of view. It can be easily done by hand r by special washing and 

de-icing machine and culling table depending upon the quantity of fish whicn has to 

be processed. Freezing requires not only equipment for freezing but also 

facilities for holding frozen product at uniformly low temperature and has to be 

operated under carefully controlled conditions to yield good products. In 

recognition of this fact freezing equipment and cold stores snould be provided at 

the complex. 

Fish canning is the best method to obtain a durable food product from fish but 

circumstances unaer which canned fish production may be justified are much more 

limited and thus not recommended at the initial stage of fish processing 

development. A major obstacle to canning is the cost of the container which in 

most cases may be more than the value of the contents. Besides the present world 

market for canned fish is limited to relatively few species and unless such 

products can be produced uniformly, both in quality and form, the opportunity in 

fish canning is not promising. ln fact considerable technical and economic 

research need to be carried out before any decision is made to invest in canning 

facilities. 

'Ole utilization of fish oifal is the last link in the fish processing 

activities, and is importanr from the economical point of view. 'Ole use of the 

fish offal can be made for simple liquid fodder, fish meal for feeding ani~als a& 
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well as for oil {from fish liver), glue for paper and wood and peari compounds for 

the chemical and cosmetic industries. lbese above-mentioned possibilities require 

different technologies to be applied. However fish meal production o~ liquid 

fodder production, depending upon type of fish offal and ~uantity is recouunended. 

lbis should be also surveyed and the proper alternative selected accordingly to 

local conditions and requirements. 

SUDDing up the above remarks it can be concluded that fish has always been a 

difficult and labour intensive product to process. Improving the fish handling and 

processing, introducing new technology and equipment make possible to speed up the 

processing operations with aa i111Dense saving of labour and fish wastage. Fast fish 

handling and proce3sing operations means less time between catching the fish and 

marketing; better quality and standard of tne final produc~s; it means also ~ore 

hygenic provisions in fish processing plants. Additionally, it makes it possi~~~ 

to process and market small size species that were previously not adequ 

utilized for human consumption. 

lbese are some examples only, because the marketing activities ~ary in ~dch 

country depending upon local traditionss facilities etc. 'lhe marketing .,stem then 

should be adjus~ed to l~cal conditions and should effectively stimulate ~ish 

production and the market. 

IV.l. General characteristic of a shore fishery complex of the 

fisherie3 co-operative at ; fishing village 

Swibno in Poland 

The co-operative employs about 110 workers of which 65 fishermen, 20 fish 

processing workers. 'llle remaining are employed in har?ou~ services, transportation 

and administration. 

The co-operative runs two kinds of activities, namely: 

1. Fisning 

2. Fish precessing. 
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1be fishing fl~~t consist of 26 fishing boats: motor-boats 10 meters long. 

fitted with slow·-speed engines 35-50 HP 1 and crew of 2-3 fishermen; motor-boats 

b-7 meters long. fitted with slow-speed engines 25-30 tiP 1 with crew of 

2-3 fisherlllen; 2 cutters (small trawlers) 17 meters long. 

1be navigation range of the boats is 6 nautical miles 1 the fisning activities 

are carried out in lover course of the Vistula river and in Bay of Gdansk (Baltic 

Sea area) within 1-2 nautical miles off the coast. Above aentioned DOats catch 

around 250 tons of fish annually. 

lbe following harbour facilities have been provided for the boat operations: 

~y 180 • long and 4 111 wide; 

- Basin area 3, 000 sqm, draft 2.5-3 m; 

Small dry dock with the area of 150 sqm; 

- Mechanical and joinery workshop of about 120 sqa provided with all 

necessary machines and equipment for maintenance and repair of boats; 

Fuel filling station; 

- Water and electrical outlets; 

lee plant. 

lbe fish handling and processing complex consists of: 

Handling and so called preliminary fish processing area of about 104 sqm 

provided with simple processing equipment for gutting and heading; fish is 

processed manually; additionally there is a separate space of about 

108 sqm equipped with special tanks used for fish preservation: salting 

and pickling; 

Smoking plant of about 100 sqm provided with 15 box-type furnaces for 

smoking fish; the co-operative mainly smokes salmon (15 tons per year>, 

herrir1g and Baltic spratts are smoked successfully as well; 

Oef reezing room of about 56 sqm where the frozen fish is beina thawed 

before processing in cases wttere the frozen raw material is used; the 

water thawing method is coaaonly used for this purpose; 
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'Dle refrigeration equipaaent is installed at the cumplex to preserve and 

collect the fish during the harvesting season; this section is provided 

with: chill room (about o•c) with the capacity of 10-12 tons ioL short 

storing of fresh fish to keep the fish in good quality standard and to 

reduce the temperature in fish before freezing, freezing room with a 

storing capacity of 10-12 tons at minus ll•c, open air compound for storing 

boxes, barrels and pallets. 

It has to be noted that the fishermen maintain their boats by themselves using 

the wo~kshop facilities; the fishing equipment is che property of tne fishermen 

and also maintained by themselves. 'Dlat reduces the tiae needed for repairing of 

boats and fishing equipment and keeps the equipment at a bigh operational readiness 

ensuring high productivity. 'Dle co-operative's final products are of high quality 

due to efficient shore facilities which results in the effectiveness of the 

co-operative's outputs. Die products are being sold to the State-ovned"marketing 

organization. 

IV.2. General characteristic of a fish landing complex 

in Nassau, Bahamas 

'Ihe Fish Landing Coaplex in Nassau vas constructed in 1983. 'Dlis complex was 

established as a centrally located {~3h marketing and related services 

infrastructure in Mew Providence. lbe wide ranee of the Fish Landing Complex 

activities has been designed to provide much needed service~ to the fishing 

industry in order to improve the landing, handling and marketing of fish as well as 

fishing boat operations in dassau. 'lbe Fish Landing Complex is owneu by the 

Bahamas Government. 

Layout plan 

'lbe total area of the Fish Landing Complex shore facilities of about 2.0 acres 

is divided into two principal parts; landing and marketing area and public area. 
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Landing and marketing area 

- Landing quay - l~ngtn 265 feet, draft 15 feet. 

Open fish handling and marketing hall - 4,104 sqft. 

- ~neral purpose area - 11 390 sqft. 

Cold storage (freezing and storage facilities, ice making machine room, 

electrical room, ante-room) - 2,881 sqft. 

Refrigeration machinery room - 450 sqft. 

Office, change and wash-rooms - 972 sqft. 

Packages and pallets holding compounds. 

Parking area. 

Public area 

- Berthing quay - length 265 feet, draft l? feet. 

- Mechanical workshop - 512 sqft. 

Store room and public facilities (wash-rooms, canteen) - 11 120 sqft. 

- Fishing equipment and vessel supply store - 443 sqft. 

Parking area. 

n.e Marine Products Market consists of: 

- Marketing area - 4,197 sqft. 

C ... ld storage and chill-room - .337 sqft. 

- Ante-room - 488 sqft. 

DT)'-storage - 238 sqft. 

Boiler-room - 132 sqft. 

Laboratory area - 7i 2 sqf t. 

Wash-rooms - 192 sqft. 

Activities of the Fish Landing Complex 

'nlese are as follows; 

1. Management, administrati6n and maintenance of the facilities installed at 

the Fish Landing Complex. 
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2. Unloading, loading, marketing, free~ing and storing operations, :ransport 

and other services in the sale of fish delivered to the Fish Landing 

3. Jlockage and dockside services - supply fishing vessels with water, 

electricity, ice, fuel, fisning gear and workshop services • 
. 

lbe administration of the Fish ~nding Complex comprises the terminal 

facilities and the Marine Products Market - retail outlet. 

lbe Fish Landing Complex is designed for landing iced and frozen fishery 

products from coamercial fishing vessels as well as from cargo vessels transporting 

fishery products. lbe selling of fishery products tbroJlgb negotiated system takes 

place between fish owner and buyers on an agreed (negotiated) price. Fisn which 

have not been sold when landed can be stored in ice in a chill-room or frozen in a 

blast freezer and stored in cold storage until a suitable buyer is found. Fishery 

products landed and marketed at the Fish Landing Cumplex are inspected by the 

inspectors of the Department of Fisheries in respect of size and quality. Products 

not suitable for human consumption are rejected from marketing operations. For 

fish handling and internal operations, plastic boxes and pallets are used at the 

Complex. Dle boxes and pallets which are the property of the Fish Landing Complex 

can be used by buyers for transporting the fishery products. All packages and 

pallets are returnable. 

'nle Fish Landing Complex facilities were designed at a nominal capacity of 

unloading, handling and marketing 8.0 million pounds oi fish a year. 1he equipment 

at the Fish Landing Complex provides for the s~eedy unloading of fi$h from vessels 

and for efficient fish handling. Dle Fish Landing Com~lex has been provided with 

chill-room of the capacity of about 5,000 pounds, blast freezer of the capacity of 

5,000 pounds a day and cold storage capable of holding of about 150,000 pounds of 

fishery products. 
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Dockage and dockside services are provided to the fishing boats through 

service and supply faciliti~s installed at the Fish Landing Complex. Oockage and 

dockside.services include berthing facilities, electrical receptacles, a mecnanical 
• 

workshop, ice making and supply equipment, fresh water outlets, fueling facilities 

and a fishermen's supply shop, catering to th~ specific needs of fishing ~oats. 

To improve the fish landing and fish handling operations, the Government 

provided also a nulllOer oi fish holding facilities on some islands of the 

Archipelagos. Each fish holding facility consists basically of-reception • 

(processing room.., cold store/freezer, a flake ice marker and 30 kW generator). The 

reason for constructing the facilities on the islands was to collect catches from 

local artisanal fishermen, provide freezing and storing facilities which in 

conjunction with ttie transport boats could provide a mechanism enabling fish to be 

delivered to central market in Na~sau ~a:;e_to the Fish Landing Complex) for· 

marketing. 

IV.3. Basic equipment of a typical shore fishery complex 

(General outline as proposed by METALCOOP for Shore Fisheries Co-operative) 

Boats 

1. Boats 6.9 or 12 m ·1ength 10 pcs 

Means of local transport 

l. Battery-electric truck l pc 

i. Fork-lift truck l pc 

3. Hand operated pallet-lift tnick 4 ~· 



;g,.tipment ior production hall 

1. Process~ng tables 

i: .Packing tables 
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3. Machine for comminution of vegetables 

4. Washing machine for production hall 

5. Plastic tank fer pickling oj 5,001 capacity 

6. Ketal tank for pickling of 2,501 capacity 

7. Metal tank for pickling of 10,001 capacity 

8. Clamber furnace for smoking 

9. Cutter for fish offals 

10. o•c cold store, 10-12 Mg 

11. Low temperature xefrigerated store, 10-12 Mg 

12. Ice generator 

13. Scales up to 500 kg 

14. Freezer 12 tons a day 

Workshop equipment 

A. Mechanical workshop 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

Lathe 

Pillar di: ill 

Forge 

Guillotine 

Anvil 

Rectifier for battery charging 

B. Joiners' workshop 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Circular saw 

Band saw 

Thicknessing machine 

4. ::iurfacer 

Slip with mechanical or ~and operated winch 

3 pcs 

3 pcs 

l pc 

l pc 

lO·pcs 

10 pcs 

2 pcs 

15 pcs 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

l pc 

2 pcs 

2 pcs 

l pc 

l pc 

1 pc 

l pc 

1 pc 
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Power requirements 

Power consumption: Processing plant approximately 20 1 000-30 1 000 kWh/year 

Worksi1ops approximately 30,il00-35 1 000 kWh/year 

Cold stores approximately 101 000 kWh/year. 

V. C.,nclusions and recoanendations 

To sum up, it can be concluded that: 

l. Fish has always played and will continue to. play an important role as a 

human food. 

2. Many countries have a good potential for fisheries development within 

their exclusive economic zones. 

3. Ihe cost of produ~ing fish C0111pares favourably with that of warm-blooded 

animals. 

4. Fish can be better utilized when new post-harvesting technologies are 

introduced particularly chilling, cold storage and refrigerated 

transportation of fish as well as processing by salting, smoking and 

other types of fish preservation according to local conditions and 

requirements; provision should be made for production of fish meal or 

other type of fodder. 

5 •. !tis fundamental that fish prvduction, processing and mar~eting be 

viewed as an integrated and interdependent system. 

6. Shore fishery complex plays a significant role in improving boat 

operations, fish handliug, freezing anci marketing and in. integration of 

hs~1ery activities. 

7. The trend of fisheries ·development should be towards smeller scale 

i.e., artisanal and shore fisheries. 
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MINI HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER PLANTS 
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ncHllICAL &DYISORY SEllYI~~ SEKillAll 

Guinea •i•••u and Gunea 

23 October to 1 Woveaber 1985 

DevelopMnt and Application 

21 
Bi1li H!dro-power plants 

Good-Afternoon! Ladies and Gentlemen. 

I wish to t.banlt UllIDO for givj ag 11e a opportunitJ' to viait. J'OU and 

speak to you on the '"DenlopMnt m4 Application of llini Hydro-power Plants". 

Vitb your pet'llission. what I propose to do in this seminar is to concentrate 

more on our discussions, •olve your technical probl- and exchange views than 

•re lecturing. 

The .. ir. objects of the discussions are tc: 

~-> empbasi~e how to initiate the development of aini hydro-electric power 

stations and to explain the layout of the plant. technology, technical design, 

electro-mechanical equipment, installation, protection, -asuring and control 

equipment, application and importance of these equipment. compactness and 

standardisation; 

b. ) to encourage you, having hydropover potential, to •nuf actura 

indigenously components/electro-111echanical •quipment or start producing 

equipment with an assembly-line workshops with an eye to develop 

hydro-electric power plants. 

To •tart with, may I request you all to refer to: 

Appendix Wo. l - Major Equipment for a hydro-electric power plant 

Appendix Wo. 2 - Single-line diagram of a hydro-electric power plant 

(General) 

Appendix lo. 3 - The inside story of "small hydel" set1 (An exploded 

,:ev of a typical Pelton type, hydel 1et). 

Any questions, plea;e! 
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I ban here on the table a prototne •electric-generator•. 

which we shall see and discuss in detail aft.er this lecture is over. 

l think by now. J'OU have a fairly good idea of the -jor equipment 

required in a aini/ ... 11 hydropower stations. 

Sow. -y I show JOU a few slides t.o d.-nastrate further the utilisation 

and application of the electro-mechanical equipment and protection systems of 

a bydro power plant: 

Slide Ro. 1 - An installation or a penstock 

Slide Ro. 2 - Francis turbines or various sizes 

Slide lie. 3 - A Kaplan turbine under inspection 

Slide Ko. 4 - A Pelton turbine under manufacturing process 

~lide no. 5 - A Power Plant in Borvay shoving-a Francis turbine 
vith Synchronous generator and turbine ref.Ulator 
1250 KVA( iooo KV), Loo v, 50 F.z, 750 r.p.:. 

~lide No. 6 - Svitch and Control roOI!! 

Slide Bo. 7 - Machine room shoving - different sizes of 
Francis turbines with eynchronous generators 
( 3 slides ) 

elide No. 6 - Cubicle Arranr.ment, Protection for Generator-Transfomer Uni1 

Slide No. 9 - Transmission lines 

Any questions, please! 

To 1NJ11111arize, what we have done so far in these 20 minutes are a.) seen 

the major equipment required and b.) the utilization and application of the 

electro-mechanical equipment. •ow, in order not to waste too much of time in 

speaking, let us see: 

Appendix lo. • - prices of electric generator• 

Appendix lo. 5 - approximate estimate price• for lOOKW, 250~'W and 

SOOKW mini hydro power plants 



Appendix h. 6 - a •ketch •bowing plat co•t breakdOllft for ciril 

works. ..chanical and electrical part.8 

Appendix So. 1 - ""packaged -unit .. tne. - aicro 9ini hfdel •t. 

suitable for p«JMar outputs nn&ln& f raa 5'111 to 

50'111. Thi• ..,1op a ..rtical Pnncis TUrbine, 

•elf-exciting and •elf-regulating altemator, oil 

pressure governor and control panel. It cm be u•ed 

for low heads (approxt..tel7 bet.ften 3 to 12 -ters). 

Following points .. , be observed for planing purpo•es: 

l. Production 

(see Appendix •o. 8 - for Impl-.ntation Schedule) 

a) Historical developMnt of ..uufacture in developing count"."ies 

l. Stage l: Assabl7 and CGllPl•tion of electrical equipwit 

and nall control boards for ... u bJdrt'POW9r stations. 

2. Stage 2: SVitcb-over froa assabl7 and COllPletion to the 

manufacture of standard •terial. 

3. Stage 3: Stagevi.se expansion of aanufacturing activitiu 

- to include graduall7 more complicated and technically 

sophisticated electrical products. Liaitation of 

aanufacturing activities. 

b) Problems in connection with manufacturing activities 

1. License .. tters (collaboration), sanctions and procedures 

2. Available production •chinery 

raw •terials, s-1-finished products. 

sub-supplies (qualitJ) 

qualitJ control of incoming and outgoing products 

1 



c) Specificat.ions and standards 

l. YDE - ISS - ASA - ISC etc. 

ttr.paratiO!l of norm and specifications with reference t.o 

local conditions. 

2. Required design alterations ruulting fraa availability 

of local ...afactund standard parts like profiles. 

sheet.s. nuts and bolt.s. 

II. Project - 2l.annin& 

a.> Size and tne of project - tisb involved 

b.) Qualification of project planning personnel 

c.) Co-operation and co-ordination bet..,._ local personnel and 

specialists delegated f raa industrialised countries 

d.) 

Ill. Service and llaintenanee 

a.) Selection and training of •intenace penormel 

b.) Spare-l';tarts •tocking 

c.) Operating and -lntenance instructions 

Shall we tab a ca•e •tudJ of a 11ini hfdropo119r project in the 

Philippines. 

Before coaing here, I bad the opportunitJ of visiting Agua Grande, a 

... 11 hJdro pcver station in the Philippines and .. de some interesting slides 

and pictures which I will be •bowing JOU shortlJ. I would, therefore, like to 

tab thi• up as a case •tudJ and discuss brieflJ •o that in case JOU have a 

•illilar project in aind, JOU .. J clarifJ aftJ question• JOU have. I shall give 

a brief description of the Project and show JOU •ome •lid•• after which you 

.. J wish to ask • some questions. 

Slide lo. 1 - shows 5 units of 910JCW each 

Slide lo. 2 - one unit of 910JCW with Control Panel 

Slide lo. 3 - Protection for a generator directly connected with network 

Slide lo. 4 - Protection for Generator Transfol"lller unit 
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Slide llo. 5 - static cenerator Protection 

Slide •o. 6 - Static cenerator Protection - ... r •ide of the cubicle 

Slide llo. 1 - Signal Flow ln static Generator Prot.ecUon 

Slide llo. I - stator Kart.la hull ProtacUon with lOCS protect.ion 

rmge-Prlncipl• 

Slide llo. 9 -

Slide llo. 10-

Slide llo. 11-

Slide llo. 12-

Tbe project.. Agua Onnde. generates llJdro-eleclric ,...r fraa tbe bead 

anilable MllfMlft tbe forebay and the powr st.at.ion. Tecbnical details end 

financial aspect of the plmt are shown ln a ..,.rate sheet. attached with this 

paper. (see Appendix llo. 9). 

Appendix •o. 10 •bows two photographs of the JN*er plmt.. The first 

photograph shows a •Jnchronou• type generator. a turbine. bearings. flJWbeel 

and -.uring devices. The second photograph •bows control panel with 

protective relar •JStea. 

One can talk for hours on tbe subject of .tn1 hfdro development. but I 

think it'• time I must atop hM"e and throw tlle subject open for di•cu•sion -

and ansv8r your questions. 

I would like to distribute two separate sheet• of dellOftStration llOdels, 

namelr: 

1. Demonstration model for generator protection; 

2. Demonstration model for •J•t .. protection. 

These models are designed for training engineers, which can be employed 

to demonstrate the u'e of various generatorl•J•t .. protection relays, how they 

function and their -..tual tripping discriaination capacity. 

I thank you all - Ladies and Gentlemen! for joining .. in this Seminar 

and I sincerely hope that this has helped you to some extent in building up 

some ideas as to how a mini hydro-electric pow.r plant can be developed. In 

case you have any inquiries and if I can be of further assistance, pl•••• feel 

free and do not hesitate to ask any questions. 
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APPENDIX MO. 2 

SINGLE-UNE DIAGRAM OF A HYDRO-ELECTRIC POWER STATION 
(GENERAL) 
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APPENDIX RO. 4 

lflcee ot Electric Cenerator,1 

Por eett .. tlon purpo•ee, bere'belov are the tr1ce1 or th.ree p~ee, 
electric generator., bl'l~ahle•• \7J»e, 4 pole{1500 rpa),,ao-415 Yolt,50 c/a. 

Ite• 1 ~ c/a,1500 rpa Price• in VS I 
no. DA IV . 

-
1 1'i 1~ 2.o60.-

2 20 16 2,185.-

' 25 20 2,500.-

4 ,1.25 25 ~ Ann -

5 n.50 ,0 ':t ":11;0_ -

6 40 .,2 ~ RnQ __ 

7 50 40 l&.185.-
8 65 52 l&,500.-

9 711) '-n 5,025:-

10 an "7? 5,3P5.-

11 100 80 I 5,800.-

12 12Ci 100 f..r;nn _ - . 

13 150 120 8.200.-

14 '!75 140 e.aoo.---
15 200 160 9,500.-
16 250 200 10,900.-

17 300 240 11,850.-

18 :no 264 , ., r;;nn _ 

19 400 320 ilr. ltc;n·_ 

20 450 360 If..siQ.Q.-
21 515 412 19,350.- ~ 22 550 440 21.000.-

23 600 480 22,485.- -
24 630 504 2':1.-2':!.<; ~ -

·-
--· - ----------
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page l 

Fr'-:£.! ct a com~lete Synchronized Power Plant 

•A• 

faking into consideration the availability of the followi.r.g 
technical data, a rough price has been calcu1ated to give an 

idea of a complete synchronized hydro-electric power plant. 

o~erating Conditions-

H (Height) 
Q (Water flow) 
NT (Turbine capacity) 
NG (Generator output) 

Comt»rises of-

= 
= 

= 
= 

20 m 
730 lit/sec. 
i56 HP 
125 KVA ( atrorox. 100 I 

- Suitable turbine to match the above datas 
Pundament base frame 
Pipeline connections - between the turrine and pressure 
pipe line ( pen stock ) 

- Gear with couplings 
Automatic speed regulation with control drives 
Steel fly-wheel 

- Three-phase Generator brush1ess, self-exciter, with 
.constant voltage regulator and safety switch. 
Cor~trol panel with measuring instruments and protection 
equipment 

••••••• ESTIMATE PRICI •••• US$ 90,500.-

The above price does not include, engineering, planning and 
designing, civil and construction work, penstock, mechanical 
part, transfor.ner, r,ables, transmission overheadlines, etc.etc. 



A?P~DU NO. S 
- .,,.-!'" _..__ - p.ge 2 

Price or n comnlete SYnchror.ized Power Pla.~t 

• I • 

'faking "into -consideration the availability of the following 
technical data, a rough price has been cnlcule.ted to gi. ve an 

idea of a complete synchronized hydro-electric power plant. 

Overatin~ Conditions-

H {Height) = 20 1ll 

Q (\'later now) = 1790 lit/sec. 
MT (Turbine capacity) = 380 HP 

MG (Generator output) = 313 XVA {&'D'Drox.250 l.W~ 

Cot:1-orise~ or-

- Sui table turbine to match the above datas 
- Funda.~ent base f ra..~e 

Pipeline connections - between the tiirbine and pressure 
pipe line ( pen stock ) 

---Gear with couplings 
- Automatic speed regulation with control drives 
- Steel f1y-wheel 
- Three-phase Generator brushless, self-exciter, with 

conste.nt voltage regulator and safety switch. 
- Control panel with measuring instruments e...~~ protection 

e(!uip:::ient 

•••••••••• ESTIMATE PRICE •••• us $ 130,500. 

The above price does not include, engineering, planning and 
designing, civil e.nd construction work, penstock, mechanical 
part, transfor:!ler, cables, trans~i$sion overheadlines, etc.etc. 

I 111 
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pace 3 

Price of a cc~nlete Synchronized Power Plant 
• c. 

Taking into consideration the availability of the following 
technical dat:?., a rough price ha::: been ealcul2.ted to give an 

idea of a co~plete synchronized hydro-electric power ~la.~t. 

0-oeratin&r Conditions-

H (Height) = 20 m 
Q (Water flow) = 3540 1it/sec. 
NT (Turbine capacity) = 750 HP 
NG (Generator output) = 625 XVA (a"D"Drox.500 D~ 

Coc"Orises of-

I 

- Sui table turbine to match the above datas 
~ F-11?1d2.!!lent base fr2.:!le 

- Pipeline connections - between the turbine end pressure 
pipe line ( pen stock ) 

- Gear with c~uplings. 
- Automatic speed regulation with control drives 

Steel fl:,r-wheel 

- Three-phase Generator brushless, self-exciter, with 
constant voltage regulator and safety switch. 

- Control penel with measuring instruments e.nd protection 
el!uipment 

•••••• ESTIMATE PRICE •••• us $ 248,600.-

The above price does not include, engineering, planning and 
designing, civil and construction work, penstock, mech~~ical 
part, transformer, cables, transmission overheadlines, etc.etc. 
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Sketche• •hoving plant coet 'break4ovn 

Berebelov an th~ tv~_!ipre• ~~oving_tnical ~lat1on 
ot the~plant coat breat4ovn tor lov-hea4 an4 

ae41ua-hea1 pover atationa. 

_,,·· 
/ 

:e • 34~ 

I 

I 

•. 

' 

\ 

Fig.1 - Low-head power station 

i 
B1 . A • 6°" -I -\..- -

\ 

\ 
B2 \ 

\ 
'\. B •26% 

I 

I 
i 

. 
' 

Pig.2 - Medium-head power station 

A • Civil construction 

A1• Civil engineering, 
planning, de•ign & 
supervision 

B • Mechanical part 

Penstock, gates 

Turbi~e part, 
machinery,valves, 
sheet metal wo~k, 
a:"td etc. etc. 

C • Electrical pa 
Generator, 
control panel 
other electri 
vork involved 
ll!i see- lla:uous 
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PACOG!D-DIT T!PI ll!DIL SET 

SUITABLE FOR POWER OUTPUTS RANGING FROM 
S KW to SO KW 

APPERDIX HO. 7 
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AGUA CltARDI 
SMALL BmlO-POWER PIOJICT 
.D.OCOS 1'0llT!, PBILIPPIHS 

APPENDIX RO. 9 

Agua Grande lie• aear the northern mat tip of the Cordillera 
muntain• of LuzOll 1D the tavn of Pasudpud, Iloco• Rorte, aome 120 k.11.o.etera 
north of Laoag City (appraimtely 500b froa Manila). 

STAllT or CORS'BUCTION : Ro'VUber 2, 1981 

DATE OF COll«SSIONDIG : .June 1983 

Technical Data 

Toe&l Capacity ••••••••••••••••••••• 4550 m 
S uniu of 910 m each 

Average Annual Energy GeneratiOll ••• 19,508,000 611 
Availability Factor •••••••••••••••• 49% 
Bee Bead ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 180 II 
Deaigned Flow •••••••••••••••••••••• 3.23 CMS 
Drainage Area •••••••••••••••••••••• S aq. b. 

Turbine 

Type ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21" Turgo Iiapulse 
Capacity •••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• S x 1340 HP 
Rated Flov Per Unit •••••••••••••••• 0.646 CMS 
Speed •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 900 RPM 

Generator 

Type••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Synchronous Type 
llated Capacity ••••••••••••••••••••• S x 910 KW 
Voltage •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 4160 V 
Power .Factor .••••••••••••••••••••••• 0.80 
Phase •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 39 
Speed •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 900 RPM 
Frequency•••••••••••••••••••••••••• 60HZ 
Efficiency at Full Load •••••••••••• 94.S% 

Financial 

Total Project Coat ••••••••••••••••• Pesos <•> 80.092 M 
Mini-Hydro Equipment Coat ••••••••••••••••• 36.89 M 

EngineeriLg Service• ••••••••••••••••••• 2.147 M 
Civil & Electro-Mechanical Work• ••••••• 41.0SS M 

Total Investment Coat/KWHR. •••••••••••••••• 4.11 
Total Investment C?1t/KW ••••••••••••••••• 17.602.00 
Generation Coat/XWll •••••••••••••••••••••• 0.64 
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AGUA GllANDE 
SMALL B!DRO-POVEll PllOJECT 
U.OCOS NORTE, PBllIPPINES 

APPDDIX lfO. 10 
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Detailed notes on •~tilization of bentonites 

for soil conservation 

The problea of aankind's nourishment and improvement of living standard call 

for still more UrJtent solution. The necessity of reserving basic living means 

arises mainly in developinR and the least developed countries. Some of thea are 

situated on the African continent and it is natural that the United Rations within 

their Industrial Develoument Decade for Africa are of the Kreatest interest to 

solve these problems usinR reliable, economically reasonable and proapt 

technoloRies. 

The aKricultural production bas been on a lov level in .. ny countries of the 

African continent. The greatest share on this fact bas a number of objective 

conditions, such as clillate, lack of irrigating vater, humus, soil type, etc. One 

of the most negative factors is the existence of pure sandy soils in the most of 

African reRions. The structure of these soils as substrates for plant growing is 

deeply unfavourable - such soils are not able to keep back the irrigating ~ater, 

they contain a small amount of humus and have a light character and the majority of 

nutrients is washed out. But there exists a real and many-ti.mes approved method of 

influencinR this alarainR state to the better one. 

Bentonite as an easy accessible and inexpensive raw .. terial is able to 

improve the soil substrate quality to the fair extent. BeinR a clay inert rock 

with hiih sorptive, ion-exchani• and swellin~ properties, it loads the soil and 

prevents it from nutrient and water escape. 

The active role of bentonite in aRriculture has been proved to a Kreat extent 

by laboratory, pilot-plant and greenhouse experiments and by long-term applications 

in various soil types resultinR into convincing return enhancements of man} 

important aRricultural products. The application of bentonites for soil 

reclamation was performed not only in Czechoslovakia and in other developed 

countries but also in some developing countries, e.g. Egypt. Czechoslovakia has 

been experienced in bentonite application tor soil reclamation for more than 
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20 years vith deaonstrable outstandin11; results abroad. 'Dlat is why this technolo11;y 

bas been offered by the UH~ecboslovakia Joint Pro11:ra.me for International 

Co-operation as an active relief for industrialization and intensification of 

•11:riculture in developi~ countries. 'Dle reliability of soil recl ... tion by 

bentonites bas been appreciated .. ny ti.lies and .. ny developing countries express 

their deep interest -in this tecbnolo17 and contact the UlllDO-Czechoslovakia Joint 

Pro11;r--.e in Pilsen (e.11;. atina. Argentine. Algeria. Jordan. Ethiopia. India. 

Tunis. etc.). The application of local bentonites to pure sandy soil reclaaation 

in E~t has been very successful resulting into a llOre-tban-100 per cent increase 

of crop yield and reduction of irri11:ation vater by up to 50 per cent. Owing to the 

fact that there are localit:es of bentonites vith sufficient properties f~r 

aRriculture exploitation in .. DY African countries. it is possible (through the 

mediation of UllIDO) to broaden the co-operation in this re11:ion as VP.11. 

Bentonite itself is a clay rock with a wide spectrua of applications. there 

are tens of industrial and other branches in which it has successfully been 

utilized. In addition to the traditional exploitation of bentonite (foundries. 

tteoloo. ceraaics, etc.). it can be utilized in a "non-traditional" way as well. 

For example, its utilization for environmental protection is one of these important 

applications in which the UHIIY.>-Czechoslovakia Joint.Progra.iae bas reached 

excellent results. It is to point out that UHIDO Vienna gives attention to 

bentonites in the coaplex sense including their agricultural applications. It is 

able to reserve complex exploitation of bentonites with the outlook of the widest 

industrial and attricultural applications and evaluation of this mineral raw 

material. 

The UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Prottra.ae for International Co-operation in the 

Field of Ceramics, Buildinc Materials and Non-metallic Minerals Based Industries is 

ready to assist the developinc and least developed countries in consultations, 

traininc procraanes and evaluation of selected non-metallic minerals and rocks in 

order to prOtDOte not only the industrial exploitation of local non-metallic natural 

resources but also the intensification of •tricultural production and to contribute 

to solvinc environmental probleme. 
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The Roal of the follovintt lecture is to -ke you faailiar not only vith the 

industrial el[1»loitation of bentonite but also vith applyin« it in soil recl ... tion 

technoloRies. vith results reached in Czechoslovakia and other countries. 

Other non-metallic ainerals and rocks exploitable in agriculture vill be 

mentioned only briefly. Some economic aspects of bentonite application to 

aRriculture vill be introduced as vell stressing both the entrepreneurial economy 

and influence on the national economy. 

II. CORCLOSIOllS ARD RECOllMEIDATIOllS 

1. Bon-metallic minerals and rocks play an important role in agricultural •s 

fertilizers. sorbents and carriers of chemical and biological .. tters. 

2. the application of non-metallic sorbents both for plant groving and aniaal 

breedintt bas very favourable results. 

3. the aost i.llportant aoa-aetallic sorbents for agriculture are bentonites. 

zeolites. perlites. tuffs and tuffites ... rls and soae others • 
. 

4. Soae of 'D011-9etallic sorbents are represented in the majority of developing 

and developed countries. 

5. Dependinc on the conditions of application. soil. cliaate. quality and 

quantity of dosatte. the non-metallic sorbents being applied sbov the following 

increase in the yield in comparison vith original conditions without sorbent dosing 

(see the following review below). 

6. Aside froa the direct economic influence on the agriculture the non-metallic 

sorbents affect the national econoay by decreasing the iaports of food and fodder 

for animals and by increasing the chance of each country to accelerate the 

production of food for its ovn population. 

7. n.e exploitation of bentonite in enviro1111ental protection (aainly in 

vastevater treatment) enables to coabine advantaReous properties of sorbent and 

.. nure. 'nlis mixture is applied directlv in agriculture. 

8. In order to exchan~e experience in the field of non-metallic aorbent 

aDplication in a~riculture, it is recomnended to arran~e an ad-hoc experts' group 

11eetin~ for participants both from developin~ and developed countries. 
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Sorbents for plant growing 

(a) Application under Middle-Euro!!an conditions 

Applied Type of soil (% grain Dosage Tested Increase of 
sorbent O.Ol wa/% humus) Ct.ha-1) plant output (%) 

bentonite 9.2/1.3 20 potato ~ 18.6 
bentonite 9.2/1.3 20 rye 16.7 
bentonite 11.1/1.7 20 barley 11.5 
bentonite 11.1/1.7 20 .aize 8.8 
bentonite 6.4/0.4 20 barley & rye 22.2 
bentonite 6.4/0.4 20 pulses 39 
bentonite 6.4/0.4 20 .. ize 39.2 
bentonite sandy s:-11 10 .. ize 80-90 
zeolite 60!/ R.A.J:/ 4 potatoes 30 
zeolite 50 B.A. 10 capsicua & 

tomatoes 16 
zeolite SO B.A 16 capsicua & 

tomatoes 33 
zeolite 80 II.A. 16 paddy 40 
tuf f R.A. 20 -ize 32.4 
tuffites!f turf 20 .. ize froa 7.9-80.6 

(b) Application in Egypt 

Applied Type of soil Dosage Tested Increase of 
sorbent (t.ha-1) plant output (%) 

bentonite pure soil 20 .. ize 90-100 
bentonite - .. - 20 barley, 

vegetables 90-100 
bentonite - n 18 citrus, 

orange trees 
bentonite - n - 18 barley 
bentonite - n - 18 beans 

Note: !/ Zeolite index marks the percentage of elinoptilolite. 

2/ Not available. 

11 Tuffites of different carbonate content and different sorption capacity. 
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9. Such experts• group meeting viil be the necessary basis for organizing an 

international seminar as the aeans of the transfer of technology and evaluation of 

imPortant questions concerning various territories and countries, such as 

{a) evaluation of geoloRical reserves of different non-aetallic sorbents, 

{b) testing, evaluation and classification of non-metallic sorbents in 

connection vith local conditions in agriculture, 

Cc) determination of necessary refining and up-grading of existing 

non-metallics for the application in agriculture, 

{d) evaluation of local conditions in a~riculture froa the point of view of 

plant RrovinR, 

{e) conductinR pilot tests on the application of non-aetallic sorbents in 

a~riculture of selected developing countries, 

(f) preparation of feasibility studies on comiaercial and economic evaluation 

of the application of selected non-metallic sorbents in selected countries and 

evaluation of projects from the point of vie~ of environmental protection. 

10. The presented lecture brings forward the information necessary not only for 

the preparation of experts• group meetings but also for the start on practical 

applications of non-metallic sorbents in agriculture. 

11. The UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint ProRr&..e for International Co-operation in the 

Field of Ceramics, Building Materials and Non-metallic Minerals Based Industries, 

bein~ experienced in the extraction, up-grading and application of non-metallic 

sorbencs in a~riculture, is ready to extend and transfer the wide know-how 

developed in Czechoslovakia during the past tvo decades to the developing and least 

developed countries. 

III. DEFINITION AND INTEGRATED APPLICATION OP BENTONITE 

1. Bentonite Character 

Origin and depositing 

Bentonite as a clay ro-:k is characterized by dominating share of mineral 

montmorillonite which is chemically defined 
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etc. * Its origin is linked with the weathering of volcanic rocks. such as basalt 

and greenstone. However. the principal parental ma~erials are volcanic ashes. 

na.ely tuffs and tuffites. It is on the transformation of volcanic materials that 

the origin of other clay materials also hinges. Bentonite aake-up (bentonization 

is a frequent term) is confined to humid and incontrovertibly alkaline environments 

which is important for geological prospection progra.aes. 

Accompanying minerals 

the process of bentonization of volcanic activity products was irregular as 

far as ti.me and interaction space are concerned which resulted into a wide scale of 

by-products and minerals accompanying bentonite in a deposit. · 'Die most frequent 

ones are illie, beidellite, .ontronite, kaolinite and elastic ainerals represented 

by feldspar, quartz, limestone, JtYpsua, for instance. Also organic matters and 

other admixtures, such as co•l substances and diatoaites, are present in bentonite 

deposits. 

Colour and propensity to disinteRrate 

the environment of origin and accompanying matters determine all the 

•~bstantial properties of bentonite aa rock. the colours and tints of bentonite 

are various; light-beige, yellow, red, brown, grey-blue and grey-black colours are 

frequent which change if bentonite is subject to the open air effect, especiallv in 

humid climates. Alterations of cold and warm and deviations of humidity result 

into disinteRration of clay blocks in the deposit or dumping ground. The 

disinteRration follows the original texture which extraction and beneficiation take 

advanta~e of. 'nlis disintegration is also appreciated in case of soil reclamation 

by bentonite as it helps ameliorating the soil structure. 

* /~cordin~ to Ross c.s. each mineral having ratio between Si and Al 5:2 

and this idealizr.d formula can be conceived as "the very montmorillonite". 
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Texture and appearance 

The extracted fresh bentonite is of friable as far as ~onchoidal fracture 

which looks Rreasy. Bentonite is persistent as far as plastic and it swells and 

blunRes if dipoed into water. lbe properties of bentonite cannot be judged from 

its appearance exactly unless an extraordinary homo~enous deposit is in question. 

Usually, there are considerable differences of the decisive properties among 

!>entonites coming not only froa particular deposits but from different parts of the 

sa&e deposit. 

Nomenclature 

In accordance with the variability of properties, versatile nomenclatures have 

come into being both petrographic and cOlmlercial ones. Generally, bentonite owing 

to its properties is read among so called aineral sorbents and dispersive minerals 

which differentiates it from other materials of sorbent properties that are without 

the dispersive power, such as zeolite. 

Applicability and quality 

Whether a certain bentonite is utilizable in practice or not depends on the 

content of montmorillonite that is a bearer of most of desirable bentonite 

properties, especially, bindin~ and sorption capacities, dispersion power and 

others. 

Even thouRh other accompanying minerals share in the bentonite overall 

quality, they have only minor effects on switching particular effects leaving aside 

the complex efficiency which is a function of montmorillonite. It is most distinct 

in case of sorption and ion exchange capacities and, therefore, in order to assess 

the quality of a bentonite it is sufficient to determine total exchange capacity 

set out in milliequivalents. Approximately one per cent of montmorillonite in the 

matter corresponds to the 1 mval/100 g of dry matter. (Usual abbreviations of the 

milliequivaler.t are "mval" or "meq"). 

Special uses 

In case of some special uses, for instance for catalyses in petrochemistry, 

other oroperties are looked for which result from chemical composition and physical 
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structure under ccnditions of catalysis and the significance of montmDrillonite 

content is rather subdued. Other process, such as bleaching oil, requires also 

special experiments for the optimal run of the process to be determined. In 

~eneral, however, it is valid that the less montmorillonite the lover total 

exchanrte capacity and the lover quality of bentonite. 

2. Bentonite properties 

The below properties of bentonite are based on both the content of clay 

minerals and their structure, especially on the montmorillonite content. It is 

necessary to mention here that fixing montmorillonite and other clay minerals in 

bentonite is not an easy work. Their crystals are tiny having dimensions of 

•icrons or less and are observable only under electron microscopes with unreliable 

results as the appearance and behaviour of the observed crystals depend on the 

preparation of sample, contents and kind of exchangeable cations. Consequently, 

the determination of bentonite applicability is not easy and infallible without 

carrying out specialized tests and experiments. 

(a) Fundamental structural properties 

Owing to its content of clay minerals, bentonite is defined among so called 

hydrosilicates or aluminium silicates, if need be, that are of the laminated 

structure of crystals consistin~ of tetrahedral and octahedral formations of oxygen 

anions which are tied up with cations inside these spatial formations. The most 

.4+ 3+ 2+ 2+ 3+ frequent ones are S1 , Al , M~ , Fe , Fe • The ratio between 

tetrahedrons and octahedrons is 2:1. There are situated molecular water and ions 

of alkali or alkaline soils in inter-layer spaces. These spaces, similarly to 

crystal ed~es, are source of such properties as the exchange and absorption of 

ions, sorption of anorganic and organic matters accompanied by swelling in water 

and other solvents. 'nie lamination of atoms affects also macroscopically the 

behaviour of thin leaf crystals in the way by which a "card packet" is 

characterized. The crystals, depending on ions and quantity of bound water, can 

mutually shift their faces. They are oriented "edge to face" or "edge to edge". 

It is obvious that this system makes possible to create spatial formations of 
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honeycombed structure which are very solid ir: · .. ~ension and. vice versa. sediaents 

takinst up comparatively small room having arrangement "face t., face". By the above 

mechaniSlD. changes of rheological behaviour and binding power are caused. Fo~ 

instance, the viscosity can change substantially without any change of the content 

of dry matter in the suspension. The area of the inter-layer surface amounts up to 

800 sq.m/g and influences principally the sorption of vapour and gases. There are 

many modifications of the principal properties which affect the industrial 

applications of bentonite. These llOClifiL ~ions have their origin in different 

structures and arranRements of clay aineral crystals. especially those of 

aontmorillonite which can be influenced in many ways, and in the fact that the 

evolution of crystals is not uniform throughout a deposit. 

(b) Review of applicable bentonite properties 

The looked-for properties of bentonite can be broken down into two groups. In 

the first one, there are properties resulting from crystallography of raw material 

whereas the second one comprises properties resulting from physical-chemical 

composition. 

Properties resulting from structure of crystals 

Binding power 

Sorption czpacity both physical and chemical ones 

Dispersion power 

Filling properties 

Electrostatic properties 

Properties resultin5 from physical-chemical composition 

Ion exchan~e capacity 

Catalytic properties 

Possibility to produce special chemical matters and building materials 

Capacity to create or~ano-derivates 

Capacity to create new crystalline phases (for firing in ceramics) 

The above properties of bentonite make it very useful material applicable in 

almost all industries, agriculture and construction industry. The below review 

lists lar~er comsumers of bentonite; 
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Review of principal bentonite applications 

Sector 

Foundries 

Construction 
industry 

Building materials 
metallurgy 

Ceramics 

Pharmaceutical and 
coSlBetic industry 

Food industry 

Geological drilling 

Textile industry 

Chemical industries, 
oil refineries 

Paper industry 

Waterworks 

Ve~~tal production 

Animal husbandry 

Fertilizer preparation 

Dye industry 

Nuclear industry 

Sou~ht-for property 

Binding capacity 
(bonding agent) 
Binding capacity 
(filler, aggregate) 

Oaemical compo!;ition 
Binding capacity, 
creation of nev 
crystalline phases 
Binding capacity, 
creation of nev 
crystalline phases 
Binding capacity, 
sorption, filler 

Selective sorption 

Dispersion capacity, 
filler, sorption 
Sorption, filler, 
Electrostatic properties 

All properties 

Binding power, sorption, 
filler 
Sorption and filler 

All properties 

Sorption, ion exchange 
bonding agent 

Sorption, chemical 
composition, dispersion 
Sorption and dispersion 

Sorption 

Application instance 

Moulds for casting 

Bonding agent, 
insulations, grouting 
and jetting 
Ceaent clinker additive 
Pelletization of ore 
for blast furnaces 

Enhancing compression 
strength of green 
Bodies, plasticizing 
Drug sorbent and binding 
agent of ointments and 
pills 
Bleaching edible oils, 
refining vine and sugar 
Suspensions for drilling 
muds 
Textile thickeners, 
fuller's earth, 
antistatic finish 
Cracking catalysts, 
refining oil and grease, 
pesticide carrier, 
plastics filler, 
dessication of gases and 
vapours 
Paper for special prints 
and copying 
Burdening flocculation 
clouds, cleaning sewage 
water 
Reclaiming arenaceous 
soils, improving 
ecological balance 
Bonding agent and 
envelope of granulated 
feed stuffs, mineral 
feed stuff additi1es 
Additive to composts 
and liquid fertilizers 
thixotropic varnishes and 
lutes 
Decontamination of 
radioactive water and 
other matters 
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IV. BENTONITE APPLICATION FOR SOIL RECLAMATION 

(a) Classification of ~~n-metallic miner•ls and rocks applied in a~riculture 

Non-.etallic minerals and rocks owing to their properties are widely applied 

in agriculture. There are many view points of their classification and they are 

usually classified according to their fundamental functions and the field of 

utilization on: 

Industrial minerals and rocks as fertilizer minerals 

which are the direct condition of farm output. They are divided into: 

1. Primary minerals (n~trogen, phosphorus and potassiua) 

2. Secondary minerals (calciua, magnesium, sulphur) 

3. Micro and trace minerals (boron, iron, manganese, copper, zinc, molybdene, 

chlorine and cobalt) 

Industrial miner•Js and rocks as sorbents 

which are not f~rtilizers but their presence in the soil is indispensable. They 

are divided according to their activity in the soil and the field of .:lization as 

follows: 

1. Sorbents in vegetal production where they are applied for 

sandy soils (bentonites and marls) 

argillo-arenaceous soils (tufts, tuffites, expanded perlite and zeolites) 

2. Sorbents in animal husbandry (bentonites and some of zeolites) 

Industrial minerals and rocks as carriers 

Diatomaceous earth is among others suitable raw material for carrying 

chemicals to protect plants against insects. 

(b) Properties of bentonites important for soil reclamation 

Bentonite is a clay rock of high content of montmorillonite. From the point 

of view of practical industrial ap?lication it is (together with zeolites, tuffs, 

tuffites, marls, etc.) so called non-metallic sorbent. In the line of sorbents, 

bentonite is of prior economic importance. 
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Main properties of monP-:.>rillonite 

1. Large specific surface of particles (about 800 sq.m/g) 

2. Particles have electric charge 

3. Particles have chip-like shape 

The first two properties influence the perfect sorption capacity. It is on 

the electric charge that the mineral acts as ion-exchanger. The third property 

influences especially good physical and mechanical properties of suspensions and 

pastes. 

In harmony with montmorillonite contents bentonite displays the above 

properties. There is soil, bentonite affects especially water retention of soil, 

soil capacity of reversible change of micro- and macr~-nutrients, generation of 

organic-anorganic sorption complexes and eventually bentonite improves whole the 

soil profile. 'lbis is valid for soils that lack mineral sorbents (clay colloids), 

i.e. sandy soils. 

Dispersion capacity and surface acrivity of particles are those agents that 

make bentonite be a perfect means of efficient carrier of pesticides to protect 

plants. 

Applying bentonites the objective of fertilization of sandy.soils by 

~enerating a sorption C01111>lex of bound sandy grains and organic colloids is 

followed which prevents water to percolate quickly. 1 g of bentonite can bind as 

far as 20 g of water creating so a stable gel which has perfect binding properties, 

the fact on which, e.g. the application of bentonite to foundry sands is based. 

The comprehensive quantity of reversibly bound water is a reservoir of humidity of 

soil utilized by plants. Reversibility of water affects porosity of soil as the 

drying gel shrinks and generates hair cracks. Hydrophilia of bentonites which is 

represented by liberating as far as 88 J of hydration heat per 1 g of bentonite 

receiving water affect• positively assimilation processes in plant and controls, to 

a certain degree, temperature of soil. 

The mineral sorbent affects temperatures of sandy soil both direct and through 

enhanced contents of water in soil. This theoretical hypothesis was proven by 

exact field tests, bentonite reduced d~ily alterations of temperatures during the 
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radiation type of clima~e which is of importance for li.mitatiQn of detrimentally 

overheating surface. Bentonite enhances both heat conductivity and heat capacity 

of soiL, organic matters assist jointly. 

However, the principal improving effect on soil is attached to volume 

changes. As a consequePce of expansion during water reception the nuaber of 

capillary pores grows to the detriment of non-capillary ones resulting into 

considerably enhanced quantity of acceptable water for plants. It results 

eventually into better water regiae and dynamics of microbial processes in soil 

even at comparatively small dosa~es of bentonite. 

Beneficiation of bentonite for agriculture 

The process differs according to the further use of bentonite. Die bentonite 

for fertilization of sandy soils can be used without industrial upgrading, whilst 

the bentonite for application in animal husbandry and in industrial production of 

granulated fodder needs the industrial upgrading to reach perfect homogenization. 

Mining of bentonite without industrial upgrading 

The way and technological process of mining depends on local conditions and on 

geological situation of strata deposition, i.e. overburden and layer proper of 

mineral sorbent. 

The mining of bentonite for the fertilization of sandy soils must be efficient 

and simple in order to reach favourable economic relations. Die important 

precondition is a low thickness of overburden. The deposits of bentonite for 

fertilization of sandy soils are suitable only in cases of easy surface mining. 

The lon~all method is the most suitable, especially in regions with occurrence of 

sandy soils which need the amelioration by bentonite. 

Deeper deposits of agricultural bentonites are acceptable only as interlayer• 

or underlayer1 of more valuable industrial bentonite1, quartzite•, etc. and they 

must be mined out anyhow. 

The next sources of agricultural bentonite1 are 10 called dumped earth• -

remainders of bentonites which don't satisfy the standard of industrial 

bentonites. This material is usually contaminated by carbonates which is 
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favourable for a~ricultural bentonites. The admixtures of bivalent iron and other 

toxic elements are undesirable. lndecomposed volcanic admixtures and coal 

particles are not injurants. 

It is necessary to solve the shortest possible transport froa ai.ning cent~es 

to ameliorations in regions with sandy soils to lower the transport cost. 

Opening of a deposit is preceded by geological prospecting and determination 

of technological process of ai.ning, frOll which the type of used aining machinery 

results. Before the stripping starts, the preventive water drainage (drains, 

sewers, etc.) should have been done. 

Mini!l5 process 

'lbe strippinR of overlaying waste rocks is conducted by bulldozers and 110bile 

excavators with direct loadinR on lo-rries and transportation to a dump. the mining 

proper is then conducted by the same machinery. 

Technological process of aining must be accordant with regulation for raw 

material mining in open beariUR and is controlled by mining inspection. ~e 

extracted bentonite is transported by lorries to a depot, established on the open 

area with solid subgrade. The lump bentonite can be stored up to the height 

0.7-1 •· It is mixed rouRhly and levelled by the shovel loader and then left to 

weather effect. 

A natural disintegration of a lump bentonite occurs as an effect of the 

weather - precipitation, frost and sunshine. Considerable homogenization of 

bentonite is reached by its stratification and mixing on the open-air depot. Thus 

the fluctuating quality of bentonite from various places of the deposit is 

eliminated. 

The natural disintegration and drying of benton~tes can be used in areas of 

mining with occurrence of sandy soils as well as for the preparation of composts in 

these areas. 

Basic properties of bentonite for fertilization of sandy soils: 

1. The most important property of bentonites, used in agriculture, is the 

swellin~, i.e. volume expansion in contact wtih water which must be higher than 

10 per cent. 
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2. eo.p1ete SOrl>tion capacity should be in the range froa 20 ailligr&:mequivalents 

per 100 Rraas to 40 ailligraaequivalents per 100 grams. 

3. The disintegration of luap bentonite on the open area lasts in avera~e froa 

several aonths to one year. It can be intensified by aechanical turning 

upside-down durin~ the period. 

Kinint: and industrial UPRradiDR of bentonite for agriculture 

the aining is siailar to that of bentonite used without industrial upgrading 

{points 1 to 6 in Figure 1). the extractel bentooi:e is transported by lorries to 

dU11Pint: Rrounds and to homo11tenization stocks. the raw bentonite is transported 

froa stocks to a feeding bopper (7) which is the beginning of technological line. 

Rav -terial is transported by inclined belt conveyor (8) through the feeder (9) 

and by another conveyor {10) to the pug aill {11) of raw bentonite. At the same 

ti.me, the precise dosage Cl to 3 per cent) of pulverized soda {Ma2co3> is added 

to the aill by the turnstile from the storac..e tank of soda {12). the activated 

aixture from the pug aill enters the worm blender {13) where the next aixing and 

heating by the steaa is carried out. The mixture of bentonite and soda enters by 

the inclined belt conveyor {14) the parallel-flow rotary drier {15). The parallel 

flow is used to avoid breaking of material structure by overheating. 

Dried bentonite from the drier falls to the set {16), consisting of elevator, 

crusher and belt conveyor, leading into the fine-grinding aill {17). The aill is 

equipped with screens, efficient air technique, cyclons, separation filter, 

.. KOetic filter of the grist and belt conveyor which transports finally upgraded 

bentonite to the storage bin {18). n.e ground and dried bentonite is discharged 

from the storage bin through the set of belt conveyor + packing machine (19) into 

bags or through special filling equipment to a tank waggon (20) (See Figure 1). 

(d) Results obtained from bentonite application 

n.e practical effectiveness of known theoretical regularities of the effect ~f 

artificially introduced sorbents in soil was verified by precise operation 

experiments in field conditions. 
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Field experiments vith bentonite took their course in 1964-1967 and 1973 in 

five .. in areas of light soils in Czechoslovakia and c011prised soil sorts ranging 

froa sandy to earthy soils. The precise field experiments vere carried out on the 

surface of 11Dre hectares. they were based on and evaluated according to statistical 

principles and they helped to solve the forthcoaing practical problems. 

1. ()pti.llal dosaKe 

the info~tion on the dosage is various. The initial -.ttempts used very 

small quantities of bentonites. e-K· 0.5 ton per ha. Later. the dosace was 

Kradually enhanced and -ny reports reveal quantities of 10-20. so. 100 and 

900 tons per ha in case of recultivation of dumped waste after coal ainin& for 

eza111>le. The Czechoslovak long-run ~rillents with bentonite recl ... tions are 

concluded into an assess of production curve which accounts for its .aximua at the 

dosaKe of 25 tons per ha. Since the .aximua of unit increment ..:urve lies in the 

point -rking 9-ton dosage.the econoai.cal optU... is as•essed to be in the interval 

between 10 and 20 tons per hectare (Figure 2). Beyond this interval. the law of 

diainishing return starts perforaing. the upper liait of the interval vas also 

verified to be a liait of agricultural applications for locally available sorbents 

in Czechoslovakia from the point of view of costs in trall9port as far as distances 

about 100 laa were concerned. 

For more information on the experiments. the reader is referred to the Joint 

PTottr ... •s publication "Production and Application of Non-metallics in 

ARriculture", JP/149/83, February 1983. 

2. Influence of bentonite on other intensification factors 

The follovin~ dependences ell9ued from the interaction of effects of mineral 

sorbent bentonite with other intensification factors in polyfactorial field 

experiments; 

The effect of bentonite increases at higher level of fertilization. 'Die 

sorbent also increases the exploitability of mineral fertilizers and 

prolongs their subsequent action. 
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The simultaneous application of organic .. nures jointly vith beotonite 

raises the eff~ctiveness of both cQ11POnents. This correlation is direct 

and is liaited (accordinR to the results of 90Clel experiments) by the upper 

liait of the dosa~e of organic .. nures amounting ~o 3 per cent of .. tter 

(i.e. about 90 tons per ha) treated soil. A hi1her dosa1e of orgsnic 

.. nures exceeds the effect of aineral sorbent. Bentonite prolongs the 

effectiveness and subsequent action of organic manures. 

The reclaiaing application of aineral sorbents is demonstrated relatively 

llO~e expressively without watering than vith watering vbich veils to a 

certain extent the effect of ben~onite on physical properties of soil. If 

bentonite is applied vith watering. its sorption effect is applied to the 

liaitation of leaching of nutrients. 

As it is apparent that bentonite effect is enhanced in coincidence with the 

application of fertilizers. identically. a hypothesis can be drawn that beotonite 

conserves the fertilizers and irrigat5on water by their better exploitation. 

3. Reaction of different crops on bentonite (Table 1) 

The return on bentonite application depends also on price of .. rteted 

productions and the actual increase of yield of a crop. It was experienced that 

the hiKhest increases vere reached in case of root crops an~ that in case of 

cereals there was a series of best results as follows: (from the best results to 

the worst ones) maize, rye, wheat, barley, oats (Table 1). Bc;vever, the yield is 

very dependent on accompanying circU8Staoces. For example, winter crops reacted 

110re readily than spring crops. The effect of bentonite on the yield of straw vas 

in ceneral lover than on the yield of grain in case of winter crops while in case 

of sprini crops these results were opposite. 

This differentiated reaction of crops is very well explainable by theoretical 

findinc of the influence of added sorbent on equilibria in soil and to dynamics of 

nutrients, especially on the ratios M:P and K:Ca and ecological demands of 

particular croos in relation to the effect of bentonite on equilibria in soils. 
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4. Influence of the other accCJllP&nyinc circumstances on the effectiveness of 

reclamation by beotonite (Table 2) 

The llOSt si~~ficant reaaininc circumstances that vere followed in relation to 

the effectiveness of bentonite are the methods of introducing bentonite into soil 

and the character of ve~etation period. 'Dle llOSt suitable method of this transfer 

appeared to be the basic autumn ploughing which spreads the sorbent in the whole 

layer of arable land and enables the stabilization of equilibria in the period of 

rest before the be~inninc of vegetation. The sorbent introduced by basic ploughing 

is thus .ade available by current periodical soil treatment and its contingent 

aigration into the lover soils is eli.ai.nated. 

The character of the vegetation period vill contribute to the effectiveness of 

sorbent or to th~ reaction of plants under cultivation. A .ore expressive effect 

of bentonite vas found in dry vegetation period in the application of a higher 

dosaKe while in .oist vegetation period the effectiveness was lover and it was 

applied also in the zone of lover dosages. The action of sorbent in vet vegetation 

period is analo~ous to the action of sorbeut in the participation of an exceeding 

factor, e.g. the watering. Table 2 de.onstrates results of bentonite applications 

in dependence on huaidity. 

5. Experiments carried out under desert conditions 

The experiments that were carried out in Czechoslovakia with bentonites 

yielded a conclusion that the efficiency of bentonite application would be very 

impressive under desert conditions, i.e. on sandy soils and in drought. this has 

been confirmed by experiments conducted in Egypt recently which have led to the 

conclusions that mixing sandy soil with local bentonite will improve mechanical, 

hydrophysical 3nd chemical properties of sandy soil. Consequently, yield and water 

use efficiency by plants are increased. 

(a) The optimal dosage of bentonites was experienced to be 20 tons per ha or 

9 per cent rat.e bentonite in soil. 

(b) The reaction of different tested plants was positive, beans yielded twice 

in comparison with control field. 
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(c) Bentonite influenced positively the period of geraination, grovch of 

stalks, nutrients uptake, water efficiency. 

(d) At the opti.mua dosage the consumption of irrigation water vas cut by a 

half. 

'Ihe results obtained per.it considerations to apply local bentonites 

econ011ically in a laQte scale. 

Results of bentonite application tests are suaaed in Table 3. 

Ce) Application of bentonites to the soil 

Bentonite bas been·verified to be an excellent amelioration aeans which 

affects Positively fertility of arenaceous-argillaceous soils considerably. 

Czechoslovakia bas put effort in researching the bentonite effects in last 

20 years. the results were published in world's literature. Principally, 

behaviour of bentonite applied to indigent arenaceous soils bas been researched and 

results obtained are very good since bentonite enriches soils by argillaceous 

components and enhances sorption of water and nutrients. Another sought-for effect 

is the iaproveaent of soil structure since bentonite swells and its enhanced volume 

.. kes soil air so that the soil permeability is higher. 'Ihe sorption capacity of 

bentonite brings about even a certain protection of underground water from leached 

industrial and organic fertilizers, however, this is not without a reservation 

since it is a question of equilibrium and concentrations of respective matters 

according to the specific conditions. 

For bentonite to be efficient as much as possible, the following principles 

are to be kept: 

(a) Bentonite should be applied to the indigent arenaceous or argillaceous

arenaceous soil containing maximally 2 per cent of humus when tue reclaiming effect 

is optimal. (Figure 3). 

(b) 'n\e content of clay mineral montmorillonite is important. 'Ole minimal 

ion-exchange of 30-35 .J1Val per 100 g is recoaaended. Enhanced share of CaC03 is 

not detrimental. 
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(c) Natural crude bentonite is to be applied. Neither acidic nor alkaline 

activations are needed, suffice it to introduce crushing or coarse grinding, 

artificial dryin~ is not recommended since it brings about reduced sorption and 

high costs. 'Dte lump bentonite is required to disintegrate spontaneously into 

smaller pieces. 

(d) Bentonite is recommended to be spread as regularly as possible on the 

field, e.g. by means of .. nure spreaders, industrial explosives or simply 

.. nually. 'Dte proper method is to be chosen according to local conditions. n.e 

dosaite varies between 10 and 50 tons per ha, usually 20 tons per ha. The .. terial 

is recommended to be applied during autumn fitting as the ploughing is deepest at 

that time. 

(e) To obtain the optimua effect, al' the principles of proper ~grotechniques 

are to be kept, first of all, sufficient fertilizing by bot~ mineral and organic 

fertilizers. 

(f) Service life of the bentonite application is verified to be 7 years, at 

least, and during this period the output is higher by 20 per cent in average while, 

in individual cases according to the plant and environment, this number is as far 

as 100 per cent. 

(~) Bentonite applied in this way enhances vegetable crops and affects as an 

accumulator of nutrients which are kept for further crops. 

Among other bentonite effects in soils, the following is worth mentioning: 

enhanced accumulation of organic matters in the area of application, reduced 

mineralization of the organic matters preferentially, enhanced occurrence of bulb 

bacteria includin~ their more intensive activity, better water regime and proper 

re~ulation of soil pH. The results obtained by bentonite reclaiming tests in 

Czechoslovakia in last two decades have been summed up to be presented in 

Fbures 2 - 4. 

V. EXPLOITATION OF BENTONITES IN ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION 

Another area of wide bentonite exploitation is that of environmental 

protection, mainly in water technologies. The problem of wastewater• is one of the 

mo•t concernin~ symptoms at present. 

• 
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The application of bentonite for wastewater treatment depends on .. ny factors, 

such as properties of bentonite 1 its activation, pollution characteristics and 

content of suspended .. tter in the treated water. Bentonite is a very suitable 

a~ent especially for wastewater polluted with a higher amount of insoluble, 

suspended or floated substances. On the contrary, when soluble substances are 

predoainatin~ contaminants, sorption and flocculation processes are less effective. 

Bentonites are utilized for the wastewater treatment either without other 

a~ents or more often in various compositions with other chemical or natural 

substances. As for bentonite proper, it serves as an excellent sorbent for llllmlOnia 

and amaonium ion removal particularly after its acid activation by means of 

hydrochloric or sulphuric acid as well as after heat treatae"~ up to 

200 - J00°c. It is suggested that during heating the inner crystalline structure 

under~oes a change irrespective of the dehydration effect. 

Interesting results were obtained by purification ~f water polluted by polymer 

flocculants of anionic, cationic and nonionic type {their content being in the 

ran~e of 1 - 100 ppm). By using various types of bentonite {in Na+, 1•, Hg2t, 

ea2 •, Ba2
+ cycle) all the pollutants were reliably removed with a high 

efficiency. In this process, the strong selectivity of removing organic substances 

with regard to the activation conditions was observed. 

Bentonite itself has been used as a flocculating and clarifying agent for 

V•rious types of wastevaters. As a hiihly colloidal clay it produces readily 

filtered floes having an apparent volume greater than t~at produced with other 

substances {e.g. alum), and in addition it has good base-exchange properties. The 

coagulation properties are largely independent of pH-value. 

In case of wool industry the optimized amount of added bentonite was 3 g per 

litre of wastewater; the COD value {chemical oxygen demand) decreased to one third 

of the original value. 

The exploitation of bentonites for wastewater treatment is most familiar in 

case of compositions with other substances. Thus, wastewater from soya processing 

industry was treated with bentonite together with FeC1 3 and 
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Ca{OH) 2/ratio 750:600:400 ppa/. This mixture is able to remov• ~ollutants fro• 

more than 90 per cent. Another composition has been used for purification of dye 

industry polluted waters. For this purpose, a mixture of bentonite, aluminium 

sulphate and various organic substances proved to be efficient. Similarly, from 

experiaents concerning removing of turbidity from wastewaters, the exploitation of 

bentonite and aluminium sulphate resulted as the best clearing agent. The most of 

these compositions have been used for the purification of waters polluted by crude 

oil and products of its rafination. Two-step treatment has commonly been used for 

emulsions removal. In the first step, the emulsion has been broken into the 

nonstable system using a flocculating mixture {e.g. aluminium sulphate and sodium 

dedocylbenzensulphonate). Secondly, some adsorbing materials, such as bentonite 

and/or activated carbon with coagulant {polyacrylaaid) are added. By this method, 

the decrease of COD from 3760 to 5 ppm in clarified wate~ was observed. 

Organobentonites are exploited mainly for removal of organic contaminants of 

oily nature from the water surface. Bentonites impregnated by organosilicon 

compounds (methyl - and phenylchlorosilanes) are of great use as well. This type 

of hydrophobization is based Ot' •. nysical sorption of the agent on the surface of 

bentonite. After impregnation, bentonite is dried in vacuum in order to remove th2 

solvent carrying the active organic substance. Such treated bentonites absorb oily 

substances very readily and nearly quantitatively. 

The treatment of industrial wastewater& from yeast and vinegar production, 

slaughter houses, meat processing, chemical industry and pig-fattening stations 

(representing different types of pollutions) by bentonites proved to be very 

effi,ient, inexpensive and fast. Results of laboratory and pilot-plant 

applications showed lowering of chemical and biological contamination down to 

10 per cent of the original value. 

Sludge originating in the process of wastewater purification by bentonites 

contains many nutritionally valuable compounds and can successfully be exploited as 

fertilizing agent. 
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VI. OTHER NON METALLIC MINERALS ARD ROCKS APPLIED IN AGRICULTURE 

1. Perlite 

Perlite is most suitable for vegetative propagation, for plants cultivated 

from cuttings, for cultivation and root taking of wine cuttings. It is also used 

for transport of young seedlings. Experiments were conducted to apply perlite to 

arable soil for monocotyledonous, dicotolyledonous and hybrid sorts of plants, also 

for pot plants, for root-taking purposes in nurseries and culti?ation of 

vegetables. The results of laboratory and pilot tests have proved among others for 

tobacco, that if perlite is applied 15 - 20 ca into the soil layer of the tobacco 

seedling beds (cultivation area of 25 sq.a and 140 - 200 litres of perlite) the 

sprouting occurs 4 - S days earlier, there are less weeds, root-taking is more 

active, uprooting plants is not detrimental and after bedding out a larger amount 

of seedlinRs develops - 20 - 28 per cent c~•red to those cultivated in soil 

without perlite application. 

Field tests have shown that the complex effect of the perlite application is 

best utilized if perlite is applied during the autumn soil fitting. The depth of 

the ploughed layer is bigger at this time and the soil utilizes winter rains best. 

Perlite used in any cultivation branch yields better results when its grain sizes 

are larger (2 - 3 mm diameter). This perlite type should be used for cultivating 

ornamental plants, horticulture, etc. 

2. Zeolites 

Zeolite tuffs and tuffites cause neutralization of acid soils and regulate 

deliverinR amoniak and other cations from fertilizers. First attempts with 

clinoptilolite in paddy cultivation were conducted already in 1943. Rice seedlings 

are cultivated in a blend of soil, clinoptilolite and fertilizer for a certain 

time. 'lben they are planted in fields. Five per cent higher crop was a result of 

attempts with zeolite containin~ 60 - 90 per cent of clinoptilolite. In case of 

wheat, zeolite containing 80 per cent of clinoptilolite causes enhancin~ output by 

10 - 15 per cent. 
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VeyY successful results were reached with cultivation of potatoes and tomatoes 

in Sachalin. Tvo-year tests of zeolite with 50 - 80 per cent of clinoptilolite 

dl!!llDnstrated increased output of potatoes by 30 per cent (400 kg/ha added to 

standard dosa~e of fertilizer). When dosaRe of fertilizer was lowered to 

50 per cent and the dosage of zeolite remained the same (400 kg/ha), the output of 

ootatoes was 120 per cent. As well, green-house output of tomatoes was higher by 

20 per cent when 58 g of zeolite per sq.m were applied. 

The results reached in cultivating tomatoes in the USSR prove that zeolites 

considerably influence yield potential if they are used in optimal dosage with 

fertilizers according to the specific conditions. When tomatoes bad been planted 

in zeolite only, yield was 33 pieces of tomatoes per 1 bush. When blend 1:1 of 

zeolite and black soil had be~~ -~plied, yield was 23 pieces per 1 bush while 

bushes planted in black soil only bore 18 pieces. Dosage of 5 tons of zeolite per 

hectare resulted into 190 kg pe~ hectare higher output of wheat, 20 t/ha shoved 

270 k~ hiRher output. The optimal dosage was 10 t/ha resulting in 440 kg higher 

output. 

3. Tuffs, tuffites 

Tuffogenous rocks as tuffs and tuffites of basalt rocks that have become 

sufficiently clayey have the effectiveness as bentonite. Their montmorillonitic 

clayey component is very effective. Besides, they contain a higher percentage of 

carbonates, macronutrients and trace elements. 

The tuffaceous structure contributes to better disintegration and consequently 

to an easier processing and dispersion in soil. n.ese properties make the tuffs 

and tuf fites very suitable as reclaiming matters even for the poorest soils. 

4. Marls 

The application of marls can be considered for very permeable soils with 

acidic soil reaction as marls contain a considerable percentage of Ca - Hg 

component. n.e effective application of marls will be favourable for sandy soils 

(terrace sands - average ,rain size above 0.45 n:m) by st~ thening the sorption 

complex with concurrent application of fundamental nutri~ _ soil. 
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VI!. ECONOMIC ASPECTS 

Utilization of bentonite for light sandy soils reclamation is generally widely 

spread in many countries vith developed agriculture. Bentonite acts as a soil 

sorbent mainly during the process of hwaification of sandy soils for originacing 

sorption complex by bonding ~•nd grains and organic colloids and for protection 

against fast percolation of water through the soil. 'l'he research results proved 

that bentonite reduced vash-out of water, affected as a stimulator of assimilation 

process, increased fertilizing efficiency and regulated soil temperature to a 

certain extent. 

1. Social benefit - cost analysis of bentonite application in developing countries 

During evaluation of any project of soil reclamation by bentonites in 

developing countries, impacts of such a project realization on social-economic 

conditions in tbe country are to be taken into consideration. 'l'hese impacts may oe 

expected to affect decisions about project realization: 

(a} Increase of the food production on existing soil area may influence the market 

prices of food and thus result into increasing consumption by the poorest. 

(b} The area of agricultural land may be ex ,oded by bentonite reclamation and 

thus a favourable development within the given region can be promoted. 

(c} In countries where foods beLong to tradabl&s, enhancement of their production 

will influence favourably their foreign currency ~xcbange. 

(d} Reduction of irrigating water consumption (application of bentonite in Egypt 

proved reduction oy 50 per cent) may conserve the capital which would have to be 

spent on irrigation systems, otherwise. The yield of agriculture is 2 times higher 

per unit of irrigation water. 

(e) Bentonite increases significantly the efficiency of fertilizers (by 

30 - 40 pe cent) which may stop their soaring consumption and contingent imports. 

The reduced wash-out of ffrtilizers and chemical matters, which means a reduced 

pollution of environment is the acompanying effect • 

• 
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2. ~ancial analysis of bentonite application 

(a) Increase of agriculture enterprise's revenues 

Reactions of particular plants on bentonite in different climate and soil 

conditions are listed in Table 1. These results may be summarized into the 

conclusion that within the Kiddle-European conditions the average increment yield 

ranges between 20 - 40 per cent. The arid condition experiments proved higher 

increments of yields amounting to more than 100 per cent. It has been proved by 

bentonite application to oranges, lemons, vegetables vine growing under assistance 

of the UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Programme. The favourable effect of bentonite is 

evident in case of old and young cultures (bentonite introduction amounting to 

7.5 wt per cent into desert soils increases yield of uld citrus cultures by 

100 per cent, young cultures yielded already 2 years after bentonite application. 

From Table 2 it is apparent that different plants exhibit different increase of the 

yield under otherwise identical conditions, the lowest effect being in the case of 

cereals in the following order: oats, barley, rye, wheat, maize (from the worst to 

the best). Potatoes, tomatoes, pulse and capsicum showed about 'wo-fold higher 

effect. 

From the revenues point of view the relative increase in per cent is not 

decisive but the absolute market price realized for the increment (on world 

markets, wheat and maize have two-fold price roughly than other cereals). 

(b) Decrease of production costs 

Results of experiments and practical applications showed that bentonite 

application to soil results in increasing of fertilizing and irrigation 

efficiency. In Egypt conditions, the need of irrigating water was lowered to one 

half conclusively. The increase of fertilizing efficiency by 30 - 40 per cent was 

proved by precision experiments in Czechoslovakia. Although these data cannot be 

simply economically interpreted (e.g. 40 per cent of costs savings for purchase of 

fertilizers) they are significant for financial analysis in special cases, e.g. 

larler areas will be able to be irrilated from one reservoir, etc. 
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All the field experiments aim at finding bentonite optimal dosage, the 

criterion being maximum yield. Kost of available information sets out the optimal 

dosaRe in ranRe between 15 and 25 tons per hectare (1 hectare • 10,000 sq.m • 

2,471 acres). In Egypt, the UNIDO-Czechoslovakia Joint Progra .... e proved 20 tons 

per hectare as optimum. (in pure-sands soils). This dosage will be taken into 

account for economic calculations, the service life of application being 7 years. 

(1) Costs of optimal dosage application. 

Cost of bentonite - as it is mentioned in part lB, non-prepared naturally 

disintegrated bentonite with the exchange capacity from 20 to 40 aval/100 g is used 

in agriculture. Since this bentonite is supposed to be mined in the open pit mines 

(the stock piles are considered for one year period only), relatively low price can 

be expected. Such raw bentonite is cca five times cheaper than the beneficiated 

one and the average yield per 1 ha is approximately sixty times higher than the 

price of 1 ton of bentonite (in Czechoslovakia). 

Transpor~ costs - manipulation and transport costs may exceed the price of 

bentonite in some cases. It is recoaaended to optimize the transport of bentonite 

since this can be the deciding factor in accomplishing a given project. 

Costs of bentonite application into soil - in case of shrub plants or trees 

bentonite is simply heaped up to the plant. If corn is provided with bentonite 

homogenous strewing over the whole field surface will do. Distribution by means of 

various types of distributors or by blasting is also usual. In case of manual work 

the costs are equivalent approximately to the wages of l tractor driver and 

2 workers + tractor operation within one day work. 

Weathering costs - in this analysis the presumption of existence of the 

one-year storage dwup is taken into consideration. Within this period necessary 

natural disintegration of bentonite takes place. The costs will ccrrespond to the 

interest taken from that one year stock (roughly 10 per cent of bentonite price). 
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(3) Service life of the application 

Service life of the bentonite application has been estimated at 7 years. the 

bentonite effect is decreased after S years of application, after 7 years new 

introduction of bentonite into the soil is necessary. 

(4) Simplified model of bentonization economy 

S R(l + a)-t • 20 (P + J + Tx) + M 

t - l 

where R value of increase in yield per l ha after bentonite 

utilization, depending on the soil type, plant, climatic 

conditions, it ranges between 20 - 100 per cent 

For rou~h assessaent of revenues also prices of cereals as roughly indicated 

on world markets in July 1985 can serve: 

Chicago wheat US $ I bushel • 2.99 

Chicago maize us $ I bushel • 2.80 

Winnipeg rye Can s I bushel • 1.19 

Chicago oats us $ I bushel • 1.41 

Winnipeg barley Can $ I bushel • 1.237 

(Bushel equals approx. to 48 pounds • 21.8 kg) 

a required rate of return 

the dosage of bentonite is considered 20 tons per ha. 

P price of bentonite (1 ton) 

J weathering costs per 1 t of bentonite (assessed at 10 per cent of 

bentonite price) 

N ... 

transport costs of l t of bentonite from the mine to the place of 

utilization 

Costs of application per 1 ha, estimated as the equivalent of 

1 day wa~e of tractor driver and two workers together with 1 day 

tractor operation 
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2. Experiments concernin5 application of bentonite 

'nle llOdel mentioned above can serve for the coarse asseas.ent of econoaic 

effect connected with the application of bentonite in an agricultural enterprise or 

fara without further experiments. 

Precise answer with respect to effectiveness of bentonization projects can be 

.. de after long tera observation tests and investment analysis (erection of aining 

and preparation equipment. irrigation. etc.). 

'nle first phase of experimental work is aimed at gaining the information about 

tecbnoloKical data (optU... dosage of bentonite. water consuaption. reaction of 

plants. effectiveness of fertilization. ecological influences. etc.) It can be 

carried out as a s .. 11-scale experiment (ca 1 ha of soil) at a relatively low cost. 

'nle second phase of these experiments ought to be done at real working 

conditions (20 - 40 ha area) at the basis of .. thematical statistical evaluation of 

experiments. For this phase. representative saaples of soils are to be chosen for 

the relevant area. Ibis phase is to generate data for exact econoaic evaluations. 

3. Conclusions 

(1) Experiences show that bentonite reclaiming will be profitable in all 

probabilities when local deposits of bentonites are exploited. 

(2) Applications of bentonite for reclaiming purposes enable erection of 

economically effective mining and upgrading plants making thus possible the 

utilization of bentonite also for other purposes (fodder additives, foundry 

materials, ceramic rav materials, chemical products, etc.). 

(3) Utilization of bentonites in case of soil reclaiming belongs to the cheapest 

technoloKies in this respect. For comparison, increasing the humus content in the 

soil by 0.5 per cent requires application of organic sorbents for 15 years period. 

Bentonite application must be accompanied by other agrotechnical measures and 

appropriate fertilizin~ since bentonite does not function as a replacement of other 

inputs but as the sorbent serves rather as a catalyst of their effects. 

(4) Spreadin~ of utilization of non-metallic minerals in a~riculture can increase 

the production of food-stuffs. This task is topical especially in Africa and has 

significant social and political implications. 
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(S) 'Dle presence of bentonite in the soil substanti•lly decreases the specific 

water consuaption in case of irriKation, which often represents the lillliting factor 

in the development of a~riculture within the arid areas. 
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Table 1. lnc~ementa of Yield by Sorbent Application 

Applied Type of aoil 0oaa1r 
aorbent (% Rrain 0.01 lfllft/% humua) Ct.ha- > 

Teated Increase of Application 
plant output (%) in 

-
bentonite 9.2/1.3 20 potato• 18.6 Czecoalovakia 
bentonite 9.2/1.3 20 rye 16.7 II 

bentonite 11.1/1.7 20 barley 11.5 II 

bentonite 11.1/1.7 20 maize 8.8 II 

bentonite 6.4/0.4 20 barley & rye 22.2 II 

bentonite 6.4/0.4 20 pulaea 39 " 
bentonite 6.4/0.4 20 maize 39.2 II 

zeolite 60!/ N.A.~/ 4 potatoes 30 II 

zeolite 50 N.A. 10 capiacum & 
tomatoes 16 USSR 

zeolite SO N.A. 16 capiacura & 

zeolite 80 N.A. 16 
tomatoes 33 II f-J 

VI 
paddy 40 Japan VI 

bentonite sandy soil 20 maize 80 - 90 Hungary 
bentonite desert aoil 

(pure aand) 20 barley 90 - 100 Egypt 
bentonite II 20 veget11.blea 90 - 100 " . 
tu ff N.A. 20 
tuffitea 'l,.I turf 20 

maize 32.4 Hungary 
maize frora 7.9 - 80.6 llungary 

Notes; 1/ Zeolite index marka the percentage of clinoptilolite. 

2/ Not available. 

3/ Tuffites of different carbonate content and different sorption capacity. 
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Table 2. Bentonite Effctiveness with Respect to Watering 

Experimental Character of Index of bentonite effectiveness 
year vegetation period at the dosage 

5t/ha 20t/ha 

1964 dry 122.6 131. 7 
1965 moist 126.6 126.2 
1966 moist 107.8 113.6 
1967 dry 113.1 132.9 

Cotment: 
Accordin~ to the results obtained in Egypt with applicaton of bentonites to 

~itrus and oran2e trees, barley, beans and grapes field, the water demand has 

dropped down to 50 per cent of the original value. 

Table 3. Desert Bentonite Application Results with Barley 

Bentontite Germination Growth of Relative cont Water use 
content in stalks (%) of dry matter efficiency (%) 

soil/wt (%) 
after after after after 
90 days 4.5 months 90 days 4.5 months 

0 78.7 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
3 83.3 105.8 114.40 125.58 114.l 129.8 
6 86.8 110.3 139.18 127.84 137.9 125.9 
9 93.3 118.6 141.24 141.22 139.8 138.6 

12 90.7 115.2 104.12 123.26 102.2 120.9 
15 87.3 110.9 93.81 i i.8.89 91.9 116.3 

• 
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Fiqure 2 Dependance of Yield Increases (sandy and 

argillo-arenaceous soils) on Bentonite Dosage 

including Marked Interval of Optirr.urn 
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x - tons per hectare 

y - yield increas~ 

PK - production curve 
PK' - first derivative of PK 
JP - unit in~rease of yield 
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Relation between Reclaiming Efficiency 

of Bentonite and Type of Soil and Humus 
Content in Soil 
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EFFECT OF BENTONITE ON HUMUS RETENYION 

IN ARENACEOUS SOIL AFTER FOUR YEARS 
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Figure 5 
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EFFECT OF BENTONIT£ ON PORE OISTR:IBUTION 

IN ARE~ACEOUS SOIL 
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Figure 6 
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Application of bentonites for wastewater 
treatment /Pollution by acrylic emulsions/ 

A ~astewater from e chemical plant, 
w!thout bentonite addjtion 

8 ~as~e w&ter from & chemical ~lant, 
af~~r 30 minutes cf benton1te 
11~pl icati or. 
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<Presented at a UNIDO Seminar in Harare, Zimbabwe, 

6-12 January 1996> 

. 
1 • .uu;.~_QJ!.Y.GJJ.9.JJ 

When industr1al1zin9 a country some steps have to ~e 

taken, following a consistent plan. 

Tryin9 to burn off som~ intermediate sta9es may lead ta 

unsuccessful! actio~s, therefcre delaying the pr~cess much to the 
contrary of acceleratin9 it. 

On the other hand, PTT policy 9uidelines will have, in 
some cases, an important impact in the way the proc~ss develops. 

Ar1other iMportant issue is related to the typic::rl 
situation of each individual cou~try. 

In trying to illustrate these issues, some experiences in 

Portugal can be interesting. 
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Therefore, the east significant were selected in order to 

help us to situate the proble• of industrialization in the field 

of !eleco••un1cat1ons. 

It is however i•portant to say so~ethin9 about the 

Portu9uese Telecommunications so that we understand the kind of 

env1ro•ment wnere the experience was developed. 

Portu9al has today 10 aillion inhabitants and occupies the 

Western fa~ade of the Iberian Peninsula, facin9 the Atlantic 

Ocean with an area of 100.000 sq km includin9 the Archipela9os of 

Azores and Madeira. 

f i5. 1 shows Portu9al in European terms, the conclusion 

bein9 that it has a lower GNP than the other Western European 

Countries and also less te~ephones per hundred inhabitants. 

Fi9. 2 shows how aany hours Portu9uese subscribers have 

to work, on avera9e, to pay for the telephone service in various 

European Countries. A9ain we see that, when comparin9 Portugal 

with other European Countries, a bi9ger effort is required to the 

common citizen in order to have access to the telephone service. 

finally Table I shows the differences in the number of 

telephones in various re9ions of Portugal. It is to be noted the 

disproportion of the number of telephones per hundred inhabitants 

when we compare the main cities with predominantly rural areas. 

As we see in Table I there are still areas in Portugal with a 

r~te of telephones per hundred i~habitants very far from avera9e 

European standards. 

Industrializin9 a country in the field of 

Telecommunications requires a stron~ will, namely within the PTT 
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Lisboa 

Porto 

Aveiro 

Braga 

Coimbra 

F.Foz 

Guarda 

Setubal 

Faro 

Odem;ra 

Portimio 
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Nllllber of telephone Hnes per 100 inhabHants 
in various regions (situation in 1983) 

Population Telephone line rate 
per 100 inhab. 

2 317 189 25.68 

1 122 344 17.96 

247 434 9.54 

571 244 5.62 

259 469 10.22 

59 948 12.00 

121 984 5.35 

130 283 12 .1 

146 468 12.5 

29 257 3.90 

125 107 10.47 

Main acUvities 

Industry,Services, 
Government 

Industry, Services 

Industry 

lndustry,Agric. 

Industry,Services 

Industry 

Agriculture 

Industry 

Tourism, 
Industry 

Agriculture 

Tourism, 
Industry 
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or~an1zation, sole custo•er in the area. Particularly when, ~s 

today, we are livin9 in a period when technolo9ical develop•ent, 

tosether with econo•ical recession, are creatin9 difficulties to 

the Telecom•unications Hanufacturin9 Industry. 

Ther~fore a fiercy co•petition, characteri=es the present 

situation in the world. Hore and more finance resources are 

required in order to develop ne~ products so that an industry c~n 

be kept co•petitive; less and less people are necessary to 

operate a plant leadin~ to labour proble•s not easy to solve in 

a.3ny co•Jntr ies. 

characterized by 

On the other hand electro•echanical syste•s were 

a hi9h percenta9e of personnel devoted to 

•anufacturin9 whereas about 10% were desi9nin9 new equipment; 

electronic industry also reverts the equation leadin9 to about 

90% of staff co•posed by hi9hly skilled people devoted to 

desi9nin9 includin9 software en9ineerin9. 

As a consequence, a new aanvtacturin9 industry has to be 

based upon a well known and controlled m~rket, the lar9e majority 

bein9 the domestic PTT network. 

It is also i•portant to note ttat a new born manufacturing 

industry in a developing country ~ill inevitably lead to delays 

in supplying the equipment, qu?'j' problems and probably morP 

expensive equipment, in •o~t c: -~, at least in an early stage. 

It will however create n~w job increasin9 the independence ot 

~he country and allowin9 #,r ~ hi9her de9ree ot intervention of 

local technicians. 

As a consequence, it is obvious that PTT are an important 

a3ent in industrial development. 

Therefore, it PTT are not prepared tc 91ve up some degree 

ot freedom in sel~ctin9 equipment there will never be a local 

manufacturing industry. 
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Due to the i•portance of PTI in the process, it is also 

interesting to say a few words about tt~ present trends in 

Teleco••unicat1ons •ana9e•ent, and how they can affect the birth 

of an industry in developping countries. 

Very briefly we can say that there are today two important 

issues in the world of Ieleco•~unications, in terms of the basic 
philosophy of the service itself. 

First of all some countries are adopting a dere3u!ation 

philosophy, allowing for coapetition in soae areas, and trying to 

offer tariffs to the public strictly linked to the cost of each 

sin3le service. Secondly, there is also a certain trend towards 

the separation of the traditional activities of Posts and 
Telecommunications. 

I will not develop the analysis of these two issues as not 

directly related to the subject of this conference. It is 

however important to comment briefly on their possible results. 

As we know, the concept of cross-subsidization is part of 

Teleco~munications tariffs in the large majority of countries. 

Particularly in developing countries cross-subsidization is a 

fundamental principle, as to Maintain the service in faraw~y 

places. Tariffs in straight accordance with costs will inevitably 

lead to difficulties in developing countries. 

Let us analyse the proble• a bit more in deep. 

Norrnaly there are two important subsidizing flows: 

- Within telephony, mainly from international but also from 

long-lines towards the local networks 
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From telephony, as a total, to other services, namely 

tele9raphy 

Dere9ulation, tends to reduce cross-subsidi=ation effects, 

therefore leavin9 less roo• for strategic decisions towards the 

industrialization. As a matter of fact, industriali:1tion will 

be •~inly dependent upon the development of local networks 1s 

they represent the area wnere large series of equipment are 

utilized. 

On the other hand, dere9ulation of international 

Teleco•munications will lead to tariff reductions and increased 

costs which can only be covered with large quantities 0£ tra!fic. 

A3 a consequence, the Telecommunications revenue of developing 

countries will be seriously affected, in particular as 

international Teleco•munications represent an important 

percentage in their total revenue. 

Cross-subsidization also occurs from Telecommunications 

towards the P6sts. Therefore it may seem interesting, for the 

Ieleco••unications, to have separate organizations for both 

activities. 

The first problem will however be the definition ~f how 

the national budget will subsidize the Posts. We may conclude 

that this will not be a problem of Telecommunications. 

Nevertheless Telecommunications also take normaly some advanta9es 

for being integrated with Posts in the same organization, namely 

in developin9 countries: 

first ot all, small Posts and 

Telecommunications use the same infrastructure, includin9 

the staff; sep1r1tion means that Telecommunications may 

h~ve increased costs Jf proper 19reements are not 

concluded 
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- secondly, Posts have nor•aly ~n i•portant financial 

activity related to aoney orders which leads to a 

permanent finance capability without interests, which is 

beneficial for Teleco••unications 

As a conclusion, a policy 9uide-line towards separation of 

Posts and Teleco••unications, has so•e risks which •ay affect the 

industrialization of a _developin9 country in the 

teleco••unications area. 

In short, we can conclude that PIT policy decisions 

represent a •ajor issue as they can contribute or affect the will 

that may exist towards an industrialization in the 

Teleco••unications area. 

3. 

3 .1. 

the first telephone conmunication in Portu9al was 

established in 1077, in the city of Lisbon, usin9 Bell telephone 

sets. Immediately after another trial was c~rried out by two 

tele9raph operators <Her•ann of the Portuguese Railways and 

BraM'n of the State Telegraph System> who, later in 1879, applied 

to t~e Government in order to build the first telephone network. 

In 1881, the Portuguese Government decided to open an 

international request for proposals, in order that the public 

telephone service should be introduced in the C~untry. 

The Edison Gower &ell Telephone Company ot Europe was the 

only bidder. Therefore, in J~nuary 1~82 it was granted a 

• 
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franchise authori~in9 the establish•ent of a Portu9uese 

subsidiary, The An9lo Portu9uese telephone, that would build and 

operate the telephone networks of Lisbon and Oporto, the two •ain 

cities in the country. The Co•pany still exists as a State owned 

Corporation naaed Telefones de Lisboa e Porto <ILP>. The first 

public telephone network was inau!urated in Lisbon, the 26 of 

April 1882. It consisted of a ~~nnual switchin9 centre and ~~ 

subscribers. Durin9 the sa•e year of 1882 the Oporto network was 

iraa•J9urated. 

In 1890 the Co•pany had 2.151 telephones in service; 3.051 

in 1990; 6.263 in 1910. 

In 1926 the Government also decided to 9rant a further 

franchise to another Coapany, now in order to introduce the new 

r~dio technolo9y in Portu9al. The objective was to start 

international service on a world wide basis includin9 also the 

co••unications with overseas territories and the Archipelagos of 

Azores and Madeira. The franchise was 9ranted to Marconi 

Wireless and Cable Tele9raph CoMpany which set up a subsidiary 

c~lled CPRM - Co•panhia Portu9uesa R~dio Marconi. the Company 

still exists with the same name and responsibility, the 

difference bein9 that the stock has been entirely Portu9uese for 

over twenty years. 

3.2. +..!}~ ... b Jr..~.l} ... P..f.-.• ~ ... !...!.~.l._!.'-.t~J?.h9.!!~ ... n~J~.P.!..~, ... 9.!! .... ~ ... !!;~-~J9.!!;~.L.J:!;~.~J~-

In 1930 Portu9al had 6.802.429 inhabitants ~nd a total of 

37.334 telephone lines leadin9 to 0.49 telephone lines per 100 

inhabitants. A hi9h concentration existed in Lisbon and Oporto 

with 28.963 telephone lines a9~inst 9.412 in the rest of the 

co•Jr1try. 
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In 1933 the Governaent decided to appoint a new Post 

"3ster General, Mr. Couto dos Santos, with the aain objective of 

promoting the installation of a national telephone network. 

It is very i•portant to analyse what happened in the 

Portuguese Ad•inistration of Posts and tele9raphs fro• 1933 on, 

as the basic 9uidel1nes set up by the new ~ost Master General 

have lead ultimately to a Portuguese Manufacturing Industry in 
the field of Ieleco•eunications. 

It is also very important to analyse the steps taken as 

•ost of them still represent today basic issues i~ the process of 
industrial develop•ent. 

When Hr. Couto dos Santos was appointed Post Haster 

General the Ad•inistration of Posts and Telegraphs only had five 
Universjty level technicians: 

- one was responsible for the operation of the nation~! 

telephone network management 

- one was responsible for engineerin9 

- one was responsible for buildings and other 
infrastructures in general 

- one was responsible for telegraphy 

- one was responsible for various other technical tasks 

A few other technicians with minor education back9round 

formed the staff, •ost of them trained by the Admnistration. 

The development ot a tel•phone network would require three 
~~sic actions: 
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- A Develop•ent Plan 

The reorganization of the service towards a more dynamic 

philosophy 

- Training in order to increase the number and skills of the 

new staff required to perform the two initial actions 

3 • 2 • 1 • !!. . .:?.J.!!..~.!!::t 

In 1933 Portugal had two Colle9es teaching the so called 

Electrotechnical En9ineerin9: 

- Faculdade de Engenharia do Porto, in Oporto 

- Institute Superior T~cnico, in Lisbon 

Among the best students, thr~e were chosen in each College 

~nd hired by the Administration. 

When they were hired, their trainin9 pro9ramme had already 

beer, ,jef i r1e•j. 

By then, in Europe there were three countries with 

significant manufacturing companies in the telephone area: 

- England with ATE of Liverpool 

- Germany with SIEMENS of 8erlin 

- Sweden with ERICSON of Stockholm 
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After a short period in ~he Portu9uese Adainistration, the 

six new-hired staff were divided in three groups of two and sent 

for a training pro9ram•e of six months in each of the three 

aentioned coYntries <England, Germany and Sweden>. the training 

programmes were basicaly carried out in the Administrations of 

those countries includin9 also some p~rts in the referred 
•anufacturin9 co~panies. 

When the six came back to Portugal, they were inte9rat~d 

in various areas of the Administration in order to start the 

implementation of the three ba~ic actions above referred. 

In terms of training, an extensive pro9r~mme was defined 

directed to other new~ired staff but now inclu~in9 all kinds of 
technicians. 

Later on, in 1939, when ATE was chosen as the supplier of 

strow9er equipment for the new automatic networks ot 8ra9a and 

Coimbra, the Administration was already able to define an 

on-plant training programme for a team of: 

- one six-year Colle9a technician <MC= level> 

- four three-year College technicians <BSC level> 

- ten hi9h-school level electricians 

that would spend six months in the ATE ?!ant in Liverpool. 

Training was therefore a basic and essential action 

towards the implementation of a telephone network, and as we will 

see later on, it ultimately lead to high-skilled technicians at 

various levels, allowing !or the bir~n ot a tel~phone 

~anutacturin9 industry in Portugal. In tact the results of the 

training programmes w~re such that the above mentioned 
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technicians already participated in the install~tion of the 

Coimbra n~twork inau9urated in 1~42. 

Car~ful selection of new staff ~nd their trainin9 h~d 

created the basic conditions to start the two other actions, 

namely reor9anization. 

However, that wo~ld not be encu9h t~ ~odernize the 

Administration of Posts and Tele9raphs. 

In 1933, mana9ement was Much easier than today but~ 

nevertheless, ~ 9rcup of youn9, well trained staff, could not 

have the experience to reoi9anize the service. 

Therefore, later in 1936 ~r. Couto dos Santos also agreed 

with the Swiss Administration on a consultancy provided by a 

Swiss expert who spent two y~ars in Portugal performin9 the task 

of Hana9in9 Dire~'or of Telecommynications. The six newhired 

staff were their deputies in various areas. 

The necessary conditions were so created in ord~r to start 

the reor9anization ot the Administration particular care being 

t.11<.er1 with: 

- maintenance stand~rds and procedures 

- traftic statistics ~nd forecasts 

- '3ccept.:sr1ce tests of r.e1. ,H~•J1pment. 

- interv~ntion of Portu~ 

r1 e w e q •J i p rn err t 
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In July 1934 as a consequence of the actions described in 

3.2.1 an~ 3.2.2, the A~ministration of Post and Telegraph could 

define the specifications for an international request for 

proposals conce~nin9 the definition of a basic pre-develcpment 
pl:~n. 

As a result a basic devel~pment plan was concluded by the 

end of 193G. It was then completed with some supplemental plans 

re9~rdin9 buildin9s and accessory equipment. 

An extensive economical and financial analysis allowed for 

a final Plan approval by the Govern•ent, in August 1937, leading 

to an over-all development programme to be implemented in fi!teen 

years, fro~ 1938 through 1952. 

The Plan was a very important d~cument in the process of 

industriali~ation and included the followin9 chapter~, which we 

will analyse very shortly: 

a > .~:'1!.~.;.<; •..• ~.t;.t!.~."1.~ .... 9.t ... t..~.'--··J..?.J.'-.~JJ.9D.! ... J).'-.t~.9.J'.~ 

For the tir'jt time we C'O•Jld speak ot a 11etwcrJ!. 3':.> :.:iowr1 ir1 

f i9. 3, includ1n3 tnree types ot switching centres: 

- <T> for terminal centres 

- <D> tor distributing centres 

- <P> for main transit centres 

The incept of ·~roup ot netwo:k' was also introduced to~ 

the first time as shown in fi9. 4, definin9 a number of s~all 
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T - Ter•ia.t Centre 

D - Distrllutift1 

, -... ''"'"' 
Basic Diagram of the long-iines network 

Fig. S 
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switching centres directiy connected to the ter•inal centres of 
the lon9-lines network. 

54 groups of networks were defined in order to ensure the 

total coverage of the country. Automatic s~rvice was defined as 

desirable in order to offer a 24 hour per day service. However 

due to the costs involved with a fully-automatic 

semi-auto~atic service was assumed for small and rural areas as 

an acceptable alternative. 

Forecasts were establish~d for various years and for every 
sin9le rietwork. 

It is interesting to note that the Plan approved in 1937 

referred a forecast of a total of 18.700 telephone li~es in 1940 

and 41.700 in 1950, not includin9 Lisbon and Oporto areas. 

!he results of the acti~ns undertaken were very positive 

as the actual figures were 20.668 t~lephone lines in 1~40 and 
52.529 ir1 1950. 

c > k~Y Q!:!.~ •..• ~J .... 'th~ ... 19.!!.:'.L .U. !.!.~J! ... !!~J~fl.r.J~. 

A layout was defined following the international standards 

set up by tha ITU, with international automatic service on ~ 

direct dialling philosophy. 

A number ot studies were carried out and their results 

included in the Plan in order to allow tor the integration ot the 

existing network with the one to be developed. Extensive 
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Diagram of a Group of Network 

Fig. 4 
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•odifications were also described in order to adapt the existing 

network to the new standards. 

e > ~.!.!L~P. ~-~-i_f.J.£;!_~J.Q!.!_J.!! •. -9J.'.!~~J.'. ____ j._c;i ___ j _ _!!!.P_r_q_y_~--J._l}~---!l~:!-~Jj_~Y.-.. .<?._f ___ _t.,b ~ 

!"!_fJJ_~_Q.f.!':. 

New specifications were set up in order to i•prove the 

quality of the network. 

They regarded electrical and mechanical aspects, bur11n3 

techniques, new technologies to be introduced, etc. 

The Plan included a detailed description of every new 

route to be implemented in order to offer telephone service in 

soMe faraway areas where it did not exist. 

9; .Gj_r:..~.!.-!J..~ ...... J'.12.r:..fJ.~-~-~J-~----·f..QL_J_l)_~---!D.'tfJJ'.D:~.·U.QD:~.L-.. :~D.~.--J.QD.':t:.~j_r:r_fJ_~. 
[!_~J-~.<?..!'.!';.~. 

The plan included ~n ~xtensive analysis of a set of 

p~rameters trying to forecast circuit requirements for the future 

in order to make transparent the inter~onnection between the 
v~rious groups of networks. 

The influence of Lisbon and Oporto~ not only by being the 

two larger cities in the country but also due to their 

geographical location, lead the planners to pay particular 

attention to the interconnection between the two cities where 1 

separate ~r91niz1tion ope~ated the telephone networks. 
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Therefore, the interconnection of the two cities 

represented a separate plan included in the general plan with 

specific financial and technical analysis. 

Car~full attention W-35 to the tr-'3nsmission 

characteristics of the network in order to allow for the 

communications between any two points in the country and also the 

interconnection with other countries throu9h the new-t•orr1 

international network. 

An extensive analysis of the service characteristic~ was 

Carri eoj QIJt 0 

semi-automatic and automatic service 

were alternatives analised in the Plan. However no definitive 

conclusions were presented due to the difficulties in def inin9 

the pratical implications of the two alternatives. 

It was however assumed that: 

- automatic service was desirable in ihe totality of the 

rietwor"-

manual service would not allow tor a 24 hour per day 

service due to personnel costs 

- in a first step, it would be acceptable to ofter manual 

s~rvices in some areas with ~ small number of subscribers, 

particularly whenever the telephone s~rvice could be 

i~itiated by usin3 equipment t!l"en from other are1s where 

it w.:.s to t•e repl.:.ce•j by n1ojcnrr f1Jlly 11Jf~o1111t.ic systems 
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Capital requirements and tariffs were als~ extensively 
analysed in the Plan. 

Priorities were also established in iMplementing the Plan 

p~yin3 particular attention to the needs of 9eneratin3 the 

necessary funds to allow for the high annu~l invest~ent required. 

St~ndards were set up in order to allow for harmonizin9 

the various networks to be installed. 

Local and equipment were carefuly 
specified as well as transmission equipment. 

Particular attention was paid to the maintenance 

procedures includin3 tests and measurements specifications. 

The f'l.1r1 

re9udir1'3 the 

also described the 

necess~ry reor3anization of 

requirements and extensive specifications 

minor accessories essential for the network. 

to 

services, personnel 

ot various types of 

8ud9etin3 procedures were also defined in order to 

t~c1litate the establishment of annual bud9ets and also its 

distribution amon9 the various proj~cts to be implemented. 
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The Pl3n was undoubtely the aost i•portant document 

produced in order to allow for the aodernization of the 

~ortuguese Telephone Network. For the first time it was possible 

to have a forec3st on the quantities of equip~ent to be installed 
during a lons term period. 

It is however important tc stress that: 

- on one hand the ~lan had been entirely produced by the 

staff of the Administration, therefore they were 

intimately linked to its recommendations 

- on the other hand it was p~ssible to develop the Plan as a 

result ot an extensive training programme of newly hired 
carefuly chosen staff 

As we will see, shortly after the begining of its 

implementation, it was then possible to start manufacturing 

equipment in Portugal ~s a result of the volume required for the 

v~rious components, but also as a result of the deep knowledge of 

the technical characteristics of the equipment. And I think 

these were the t~o basi~ in3redients favouring the birth ot a 
m.ir11Jf .JCt•Jr 1 r19 

e.3p ~.:.il it'.:' of 

~spec ts. 

irrd•Jstry in Pcrt•J9al: ~l'.;}J!:!J.!.!.'3. er1h.u1cir19 the 

~:!.!.Q.~.~D.9 ....... ~.fi!:JJ ... J./).ft .... ~.~-Q!J.U .. ~.111.f~l)J.~ i ,, their y.Jr i QI.IS 

It is also import1nt to note the len9th o! the period of 

tim~ el1rsed s1nce Hr. Couto dos 31ntos w1s appointed Post 

Ma~ter Gener1l un~il the first results were shown. He was 

appcinte~ in Au3ust 1933; the request for proposals re~~rdi~3 a 

pr e- p 1.u, w .3 ~ i !I'. s •Jed or: e ye :H i:~ t er i r1 J 11 l y l 9 3 4 ; th c ! i r1 .11 P 1 .1 r1 
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was approved in Au3ust 1937; the first contract was s13ned ln 

1939; the first network was opened to the service in Coimbra in 

October 1942. Nine years in total. 

3.3. 

3 • 3 • 1 ~ f.J.r.-~_t. ___ J.!! . .Q~~J~.!!!~---An _____ J~P. \~l!~~D-~JD~-----~.h~ ____ f.J;~D-~-----·~}.!.!!J._L~_C.J!n.J_r.:1 

§_i:)_'!_'?. __ J~.:.1_'?...!£ ___ jJ~--~-'!-~. 

From 1941 on the bi9 effort has been pointed at the 

implementation of the Plan. 

The Administration wa3 no longer the Administration of 

Posts and Tele3raphs but its name was changed into the 

A•jmiriistr.1tior1 of Posts, tele3r.1phs :~nd T1. ·.ephones, lr..r1owr1 lS CT! 

1i1-.e to•j.1y. 

In Fi9. 5 we can show the pratical result of the actions 

undertaken from 1933 on, by takin9 a look at the number of 

telephone lines existing during the various years fro• 1915 

thro•J'3h 1965. 

After 1941, when the first 

installed, the main concern of the 

strow9er equipment was 

Ctt' s' ser1ior staff w.1s 

directed at the or9anization of ~aintenance. Particular care was 

therefore taken in settin9 rules and procedures ensurin9 the 

timely trouble shootin9, repair a~d 111 the necessary preventive 

111.1 i r1ter1.1r1ce. 

These concerns allowed for ~nother step in trainin9 also 

le1din9 to some difficulties with the supplier5 due to the care 

p•Jt ir1 the .1cceptu1ce tests •• ~owever, the resol•Jtior1 of those 

difficulties was another way of trainin9 more staff. 
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Durin9 the installation works a relevant fact occurred 

leadin9 to important troubles in carryin9 out the completion of 

new networks: I am referrin9 to World War II. 

In fact, most of the raw materials were imported from or 

through other countries highly disturbed by the war; on the 

other h3nd, ATE of Liverpool was the main supplier of switching 

equipment, obviously 9oin9 throu9h some difficulties due to the 
war. 

Hi9h inflation, also caused by the war, wis another factor 

disturbin9 the rytha of development. 

Finaly, as ~ore telephone lines were offered to the 

public, a boom of applications for new telephones occurred 

further difficultin9 the progress of works. 

Obviously, the traffic was also 9rowin9 very fast creating 

more difficulties in responding to the demand, particularly in 

the lon9 lines area where service did not exist in acceptable 

co~ditions before 1933. 

This situation lead to several decisions: 

- a small work-shop w~s installed 

assembling telephone sets 
by ATE in Lisbon, 

- there was already a 

Lisbon, manufacturing 

building installations; 

be implemented during 

small factory - CEL-CAT, ne1rby 

electrical wires and cables for 

due to the existance ot a Plan to 

an important number of years, CTT 

managed to convince the owner to manufacture various types 

ot t•lephone wires and cables; later another co~pany -

~vila, was set up manufacturing telephone cables 
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- most of the networks used open-wire lines, particularly in 

r~ral areas; it was therefore necessary to draw copper 

wire, what was done in another factory already dr1win3 

copper wire for electrical cables and steel cables 

Companhia Nacional de Irefilari~ 

- ceramic insulators were also manufactured in another 

existin9 factory specialized in ceramics ~nd porcelain -

Vista Alegre 

- a lot of other small acessories were also manufactl ?d 

either in CTT workshop or in small factories 

Seen from today all these actions may look simple. We ~ 

however remember that all this happened roughly fifty y0 ~ ago 

when the telephone network represented the high techno. -···of 

those bygone days. 

Fifty years ago the simple manufacturin9 of a 'ramie 

insulator was a problem difficult to solve even using the skills 

of a wellknown co~pany in the field of ceramics. T: first 

insulators were rejected as not complying with the CTT 

specification. And that means that there was a specification and 

a laboratory capable of testing the insulators! 

Therefore those were very difficult decisions requiring a 

lot of skill and so it is very important to stress the importance 

ot the previous three basic actions undertaken: training, 

organization, planning. 

As a conclusion we can say that the problems arisen fro~ 

World War II contributed to the birth of a manufacturing 

industry. Howev•r that was possible due to the skills ~cquired by 

CT? ~rom 1933 through the be9ining of the war in 1939. 
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In 1944 another i•portant fact occurred. 

Due to the traffic growth, the two old long-lines •an~3l 
swi tchin·3 

tr.~ffic. 

centres in Lisbon and Oporto were unable to carry all 

For various reasons it was not possible to install a 

co•pletely new long lines network. Therefore the solution should 

be a new long-lines switching centre in Lisbon interconnected 

with the existing one. In Oporto the solution was easier as the 

existing switching centre could yet be en:1rged. 

the difficult~ in operating the same traffic through two 

different switching centres together with the difficulties due to 

the war lead jointly to a solution designed and installed by CTT. 

As a cons~quence, in 1946 the first switching centre ~ntirely 

de~i9ned by CT? was put in service, using components imported 

from ATE in England. In 1947 the new switching equip•ent was 

also put in service in Oporto using the same design and concept •. 

Meanwhile, during the period fro• 1946 through 1948 long 

discussions took place in order to solve basic issues which were 

not clearly defined in the plan approved in 1937. 

In fact, the ~lan approved in 1937 pointed towards the 

full automatic service as a •ain 9uideli~e. However it had left 

open the problem of small rural networks assumin9 that they could 

be designed as to provide semi-auto•atic service should a 100~ 

a~tomatic philosophy not be possible due to the lack of funds to 

cope with the investment needs. 

The first choice was to install semi-automatic stations 

with capacities ran9in9 fro• ten to fifty subscribers. Mainly 

b9cause ot investment constraints, due to the tact that the 
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suppliers did not manufacture autom3tic st3tions smaller than 200 

subscribers. 

This situation lead CTT to use the experience acquired in 

order to desi3n s•aJler and cheaper stations that could of!er Jn 

3dequ3te response to the de•3nd allowin9 to develop 3 100 Z 

a•Jtoa~tic philosophy within the annual bud9ets approved by th~ 

Government. 

In January 1950 the first studies were initiated le3d1n~ 

to the fo4ndation of CTt's Research and Develop•ent Centre in 

Aveiro, a city in the North of the Co~ntry. L1ter in the 70's 

this sa•e centre gave birth to a College of Ieleco••unications 

that started in the same pre•ises and w3s l3ter inserted in 

Aveiro University. 

From 1950 through 1955 the Research and Development 

Centre, Centro de Estudos de Telecomunica~~es, CE!, designed and 

developed party line equipment and small switchers which were 

very economical not only_ by its cost but also due to the fact 

that they used rooms s~~ller than the ones required by i•ported 

equipment. They also re~uired little maintenance which was an 

important feature in rural areas. Those wer• the ATU series, a 

step-by-step syste• using uniselectors. Later the following were 

manuf1ctured, some of them bein3 still in service in the network: 

- ATU-52 for 42 subscriber lines 

- ATU-54 tor 200 subscriber lines expandable to 400 

- ATU-61 a revised version of the ATU-54 

During the 1960 decade CE! was able to design the t1rst 

long-lines fully autom1tic switching equipment using tour wire 



Those were the 
IUA-57, the first in Europe using four-wire switchin9. 

In 1962 a •ore elaborate switc~in9 equipment to be used in 

small rural area~ was desi3ned usin9 a basic philosophy similar 

to the strow9er system, takin9 advantage o! the experience 9ained 

by CTT staff in that kind of technology. It was the SASC-1, 
rejlaced by SASC-2 in 1970, this later one using cross-bar 

technology, prepared for capacities abov~ 1.00~ sub~cribers. 

New rural exchan:es we~e developed after 1970 with 

c~pacities ran9ing fro• 80 to 900 subscribers which are still 

today the basic equip•ent installed in rural networks. 

It is also i•portant to refer so•e other important 

projects carried out at CET during the 70's: 

- New nu•bering plan and design of new long-li~es switchers 

International switchers using CCitt signaling syste•s nr. 

4, nr. S and i2 

- PABX's and line concentrators 

As a result, in 19?9 the Portuguese Telephone Network used 

two types cf switching equipMent: 

imported technology, manufactured in Portugal tor the 

networks of Lisbon and Oporto 

national technology, manufactured in Portugal for the rest 
ot the country 

The referred actions taken by err froM 1946 on lead to 

setting up a national industry manufacuring switching equip~ent 

which was based upon two foreign m3nut3cturers: 
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- Standard £l~ctrica, a subsidiary of ITT 

- Autom1tica El~ctrica Portu9uesa, a subsidiary of ATE later 

bought by Plessey 

Standard El~ctrica, still today a subsidary of ITT, 

started ma~ufactur1n9 loadin9 coils and switching equipment usin9 

ITT technolo9y. Later on they enlar9ed .these line of products 

with several electronic co•ponents and equip•ents CHF and VHF 

equipment, TV sets and ~CR's, HUX, etc.>. They also manufacture 

switchin9 equipaent designed by CT! · according to the SASC 

concept. 

Autom~tica £l~ctrica Portu9uesa started as a small ATE 

workshop assemblin9 telephone sets. It was recently bought by a 

Portu9uese Coapany, CENTREL. The aer9e is today known as CEN!REL 

Autoa~tica El~ctrica Portuguesa CAEP. they have a line of 

products similar to Standard El~ctrica plus an entire plant 

devoted to manufacturin9 telephone sets. They also supply 

coinboxes, automation systems, etc. 

It can be seen fro• this short description the importance 

of CT? skills in promotin9 the local manufacturing industries, 

mainly due to an extensive training programme with a pre-training 

in .another countries but also through the design an~ maintenance 

of the Portuguese N~twork. 

On the other hand these guidelines allcwed tor a 100~ 

automatic phiiosophy in the network as they have •ade possible 

the installation of small capacity switching equipment, cheaper 

and adequate to the local traffic conditions. 

It is also important to note the i•pact of these 

industrializ~tion actions in the telephone networks of Lisbon and 

Op~rto as shown in fig. 3 although using imported technology. 

Ill 
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Finaly, we ·cannot forget the birth of University of 

Aveiro, during the 70's, inti•ately linked to CE!. Actually the 

Colle9e ~f Ieleco••unications was born using CEI ~remises and 
•ost ot its e~perience. 

the decade ot 1970 was characterized by the introduction 

of new technolo9ies aainly in the field of the telephone and 
tele:{ services. 

. Generaly speaking ~~ ~~n say that the philosophy adopted 

dYrin9 the thirties, was again guidin9 the basic decisions. 

As sigriificant exa•ples, it is th_erefore. inaportarrt to 
refer soae steps taken in two areas: 

- the •ost i•portant one related with the introduction of 

digital equip•ent and co•puter controlled switchers 

another one is related to building satellite @arth 
stations tor do•e~tic and international service 

The first shows an exa•ple in 
technology exists; 
imported technology 

i rrd•Js tries. 

4.1. 

the second how to 
t avo•Jr i rig the 

an area where Portuguese 

maxi•i:e a project with 
participation of local 

D•Jr ir19 the dec-1de ot 1970 ve-ry i11port-1r1t ~ctior1s were 
t~ken towards the introduction nt di9ital equipment. 

• 



When we deal with digital equip•ent in a telephone n~twork 

people tend to think of co•puter controlled switchers using PCM 

techniques. 

However, we au st not forget the importance of the 

trans•ission network, not only because it represents roughly 50% 

df the over-all invest•ent, but also because the efficiency of a 

digital network is related to its de~ree of digitalization. 

Therefore, during the 70's soae important decisions were 

taken -in Portugal: 

- the l~rger capac~~y syste•s to be installed in the urban 

areas of Li~bon and Oporto should use imported technology 

like in the electro•echanical era; the equip•ent should be 

•anufactured in Portu9al in the two existing plants and so 

Standard El•ctrica and CAEP had to find adequate partners 

- some individual decisions should be taken in order that 

the Portu9uese technicians could start de~ling with 

co~puter controlled 

the negotiations 

switchers, 

towards the 

but not i~terfering with 

selection of adequate 

partners for Standard El~ctrica and CAEP 

the experience in ~esigning s•all switchers should be used 

in order to try to adopt the same philosop~y used during 

the 30's in s•all rural networks; CEI should also develop 

some digit~l trans•ission equipment 

- the aanufacturing industry could also 

towards th9 fabrication of di9ital 

interfering with th~ Jecisions to be 

switching syste•s 

t~ke some steps 

equipment ~ot 

taken re93rdin~ 

.. 
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The process of selection of two p3rtners for CAEP and 

Standard El~ctrica is not yet finished. 

As it is well known, when a telephone indu~try switches 

from electroaechanical to electronic eqYip•ent, there ~re a 

nu•ber of probleas to be solv~d naaely r~l~ted to the lesser 

nusber of people required by the electronic industry. 

The negotiations are therefore very difficult as they do 

not regard only the quality of the technology to be adopted but a 

large nuaber of other i•portant issues, namely those related to 
1-~bo•Jr pr-ob l e•s. 

For the ti•e being there has been a predecision, selecting 

the partner to be associat~d with CAEP. The partnership for 

Standard Elfctrica shall be sub•itted to the Governeent in six 

•or1ths ti•e. 

In any event we •ay say that the know-how of the 

Portuguese technicians, acquired during the process described in 

3, is largely contributin9 to the ahalysi, which is being carried 

out in this field. 

Two i•portant decisions were taken during the 70's 

allowing tor the training ot Teleco~munic~tions staff. TLP 

installed a co•puter controlled electromechanical transit 

switcher in the Lisbon network. The s1•~ happened with CPkH tor 
the international service. 
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These two co•pYter controlled switchers allowed for the 

trainin~ of so•e technicians without interferin9 with the 

adoption of an electronic technolo9y for the switchin9 eqyipment, 

as they represented individual equipment that would not be 

•~nufactured in large quantities. 

The same happened in 1378 with a decision taken by CPRM·1n 

order to install a fully digital sw1tch~r for the intern~tional 

r1etwork .• 

The •anufacturin9 industry developed digital trans•ission 

eq•Jip-merit r1.1mely modems for data circ•Jits. 

As back in the 30's CET also started the approach to 

di9ital technique by 1esi9nin9 transmission equipment due to the 

n~ed of expandin9 soee networks at the lowest possible cost. The 

first di9ital equipment desi9ned by CET and •anufactured by 

Standard El~ctrica and CA£P was PC" equipment to be installed in 

low freqyency telephone cables. They started by 30 channel, 2 

"bit/s first hierarchy terminals, i••ediately followed by the 120 

channel, 8 Hbit/s second hierarchy and then the third hierarchy, 

34 Hbit/s transmission rate. The first hierarchy equipments are 

now widely used in Pnrtu9al allowing for the expansion of 

convent1o~al low frequency telephone c~ "es in local networks. In 

1990 it is expected to achieve a 50% di~italization in the 

Portuguese Regional transmission network. 
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Due to its important role in CTI, CEI is currently taking 

part in ne9oti3tions in order to choose the type of di3ital 

technolo9y to be i•ported and •anufactured in the two existing 
pl.3nts. 

This task has lead to thorough discussions and visits to 

plants all over the world and a consequent extensive knowlegde of 

the various syste•s manufactured by diffP~ent Companies. 

result CET was lead to so•e i•portant conclusions: 
As .3 

- usualy the •ultinational •anufactur~rs design and develop 

large switching equipment which can be used efficiently in 

the very large •ajority of cases; a •axi•u• capacity 

ranging fro• 50.000 to 100.000 subscriber lines and 

central computers are therefore com•on ch~racteristics 

- the utilization of such large switching equipments in the 

majority of the Portuguese groups of networks outside 

Lisbon and Oporto would lead to so•~ inconveniences, 

na•ely concentrating all •ain supervision and control 

functions in a few long-lines transit centres, due to the 

small a•ount of traffic flowing within regional networks 

- using the p~st experience CET came to the conclusion that 

they could d~velop s-all digital transit switchers, using 

distributed microprocessors for capacities ranging fro• 

1.000 to l~.000 trunks, thus avoiding the concentration ot 
control and network supervision 

As we have seen in Fig. 4, the basic lay-out of the 

Portuguese network uses the group of networks.concept, leading to 

a Group Centre which is also a long-lines Terminal Centre. 



will 

In a new fully digital en~ironment, 

be a star network as represented 

the Group of Networ~s 

in fig. G. 

satellite arid subsatelhte cerrtres will ther~fore di·sappe.1r. 

If we now look at typical important Groups of Networks in 

Portugal, the re9ional trunk lines requirements are on the order 

of 1.000 to 3.000. Braga and Viseu, two important Groups of 

Networks, represent a need of 2.520 re9ional trunks and 1.440 

re')ioraal tr_un.,,s, respective:;,y. As .1 restJlt CE! deci•je•:f to desi3n 

and develop di']ital transit switchers capable of operating a 

Maxi•u• of 12.500 trunk lines. 8ra9a and Viseu were chosen for 

the first field trials as havin9 some probleas due to an 

expansion of local industries. 

The problem then·was to develop a switching equipment with 

a minimum of circuit boards in order to make econo•ical a s~all 

series manufacturing. Another problem was to try to use 

•icroprocessors easy to find and programme. 

Let us see how CE! tackled these ~uestions. 

Usualy, di9ital switchers jre installed in a Mixed 

an1lo9-digital environment with a large ~ajority of analog input• 

at least in a first stage. therefore, the large manufacturers use 

digital switchers with analog inputs. Once the environment 

becomes totaly di9ital the analog-digital interfaces will be by 

passed as ~seless. 

In order to reduce the number ot circuit boards, CET 

designed an entirely digital switcher what leads to external 

interfaces whenever interco~neet1n9 with ·an analo9 line. This 

philosophy is normaly more expensive. However it allows tor the 

utilization of PCM equipment already developed ann used in 

regional and local networks. 

• 
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L 

L 

L - Lecll svitcw 

C - &r..,, Ceatrc Cteraia1l CHlrt ia tlle t1n1-tlaes reaet1J 

Diagram of a digital Group of Networks 

Fig. 6 



Fig. 7 shows this concept using two different types of 

interfaces dependin9 on the sign3lin9 system ~sed in the an3lo9 

switchers. In the case of a PCH interface with ElH si9nalin9 jt 

can be used in the same premises where the tr3nsit switcher is 

installed or in the pre~1ses where the local switcher is 

installed, in this case allowing for expandin9 old cables. 

The first prototype of this 

the fi~st two operatin9 

eq •Ji p111er:t. 

switchers 

w.3s .3 l r e.3.j 

are already beir1~ 

aanufactured and are expe~·~d to be in service by middle 1986 in 

the referred above Groups of Networks of 8ra9a and Viseu. It is 

important to note that the prototype only had 11 different 

circuit boards and a cost/trunk lower than the one normaly 

presented by lar9e manufacturers, i.e. 3pproximately 160 SUS in 

a totaly digital environment. Rou9hly 300 SUS shall be 

considered if analo9/di9ital interfaces are to be added as it is 

the case in the two regional networks of 8ra9a and Viseu. !his 

later cost is still very low as it refers to a transit switcher 

includin9 PCM transmission equipment. CET is now developin3 

subsc:ibers switchers using a stand alone philosophy, as opposite 

to the concentrator philosophy usualy used by the · lar9e 

manufacturers for the size to be used 1n Portu9al's rural 

rietwork.s. 

c > QJ.~JU .... 9.J.9J!.~.L . .f~S!:t~ . .P -~~!!.~ ... !. .. ~J;~.~~!~--19. ... !!~J~.P.!.~, ... .'!t~!!.:~::l~!!!!U'.!.i 

Another important di9ital development in pro9ress is 

desi9nated as OSCAR and reters to a centrali=ed control system. 

OSCAR st.3r.o:!s tor 'Q.bserv.i~'Jo .je ~.ervi~o .G.er1tr1liz.J•:fo p.u.i ~poio .\ 

Rede', which can be translated as Centrali=ed Service Control in 

Support To Net~ork Supervision. OSCAi will ~lso be used as OIH 

centres tor the ~uture di9it.il· network ~lthou9h designed tor 

electroMech3nic~l technolo9y. 
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P(H 1 •t W.rarar-Jtd• 

Digit it 
Switcher 

Basic Design of a digital switching centre 

as developed by CET 
Fig. 7 
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Other acessory equipment has been developed by CET, namely 

a tr3ffic analyser named REDACO. 

4 • 2 • 1 • .'U:i.~.--t-~D-~-~:~) .... Q_f._ __ ~tK~-~-~--~..QD.~~-~-~-lQD.!.._. ___ J_t_-!.;!!.~.D.'9.1_ .. Q.r..'3.:~D.t;:~JJg!.!.. 

~!.!9. •.. fJ;'3.!.!!!).r19 __ .!_~_umJ_t~JJ.P!'_2.!:!£.;.s_~~ 

In 1967 ended the concession of CPRM, the lnterrational 

Telecommunications operator of Portugal. 

By then CPRH was already entirely Portuguese but still a 

small Company. About 800 people aainly operatin9 services 

through HF circuits for overseas and European communications. 

Telegraphy was an important activity due to difficulties 

in HF telephony. Telex was a growin9 activity with the recent 

design of error correctors. 

s~tellite communications were a just born technolo9y. 

The same happened with telephonic submarine cables. 

Accordin9 to the general trend in the World of 

Telecommunications,CPRH should be inte9rated in CTT and therefore 

CET had already developed the first intercontinental switcher 

us1n9 CCITT nr. 5 si9nalin9 system, later installed and used by 

CPRH. 

However, the Govern~ent de~ided to renew the franchise and 

keep CPRH as a private independent corporation. 
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As a con~equence, all of a sudden, CPRM was involved in a 

nu•ber of international projects usin9 new technolo9ies: 

- a sub•arine cable linkin9 Portu9al to the Canary Islands. 
Cape Verde, Ascension and Cape Town 

- a submarine cable to the United Kingdo• 

- a domestic sub•arine cable to Madeira 

- the participation as a co-owner in new submarine cables in 

various places naaely in North Atlantic, between North 
America and Europe 

- the ne9otiation of the Intelsat A3reeaents 

building three earth stations in Angola, Mozambique and 
Portu9al 

- installin9 

services: 
ne~ modern switchers for the three main 

- telephony 

- telex 

- tele9raphy 

The Company followed exactly the saap approach as CTT in 

the 30's. In CP~H's staff there were a number of teachers in 

specialized High-Schools and Universities. It was therefore easy 

to select carefully new highly educated staff. And again, like 

in the 30's training was a major concern ot the •anagement. 

Therefore, so•• newhired statt underewent training 
programmes in En9land, in the field of submarine cables, tor 

months. Others went t6 the United States undergoing a training 

prograame in satellite communications. Others in France followed 
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tr1ining prograaaes in CHET CThe Centre Nationale d'ttudes des 

I~l~co••unications ot the French PTT>. 

As a result, in 1972, the first electronic telex switcher 

in Europe was installed in Lisbon, CP&M's staff 

participatin9 in its design and dev~lopment. 

In 1974, the first three satellite earth stations were in 

service as well as the first coaputer controlled telegraa routing 

system. In 1976 the first coaputer controlled telephone switcher 

was put in service, still using electroaechanical technology. 

It is interesting to note that the lead time tor the first 

pratical results to appear was roughly the saae as during the 

30's, i.e., approxiaately seven years. 

for success were again the same: 

- A Developaent Plan 

Reorganization of the service with particular care in 

aaintenance 

- Hew staff and trainin9 

In fact, during the referred seven years period the staff 

w~s roughly doubled, particular care being paid to hiring highly 

educated people. As a ainimum, high school technical 

qualifications were required for new staff. On the other hand 

the percentage of University level staff w1s largely increased. 

However, CPRH's experience in modernizing the access ot 

Portu31l to the international teleco•munications network is not 

very relevant in terms ot creating a new industry in the country. 

As a matter of tact, only buying one equipment of each type troa 

time to time, does not allow tor developin9 a local Manufacturing 

philosophy. 

I .I 
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The experience in buildin~ satellite stations is however 

very significant to the scope of this contribution as an exa•ple 

of project de9lobalization. Therefore it will be used as to 

illustrate the way of increasing national product in high 

technolosy for saall series of equ1p•ent. helping other by-side 

siapl~ industries like civil works, air conditioning, s•all 

electronic devices used in power syste•s, etc. 

In 1972 CPRH decided to build three Intelsat Standard A 

earth stations in Angola, Ho:a•bique and An9ola. Being the first 

earth stations built by the Coapany, it was d~cided to hire a 

foreign consultant. The stations were bought •turn-key• althou9h 

according to the contract signed with the supplier it was 

coapulsory to use Portuguese suppliers tor buildings and other 

infrastructures. It was therefore possible to incorporate 26% of 

national product in the project, withou~ land plots. 

In 1976 another Standard A Intelsat station should be 

bYilt in the Azores. 

The experience with the three first stations was not 

considered as a good one. Therefore it was decided to have a 

higher intervention in designing the station and controlling the 
works. 

. 
As a result the project wa~ divided in three subprojects: 
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- Teleco••unic3t1ons equip•ent directly related with 

satellite comaunic3tions 

- Suildin~ includin3 all speci3lized 1nfrastuctures and 

teleco••unications equipaent interconnectin~ with the 

terrestrial network 

- Antenn3 structure 

:re 1 ec !!.!!.!!~rii~.:t i f!f!S eq 1J i P!!.~._r,_t_~od_i rec t 1.Y. 
1:~-~..!lli .. te co••1Jnicatior1s 

related 

Portu3al does not •anufacture satellite co••unications 

eq•Jip•ent. 

As a consequence this equip•ent was caretuly specified by 

the Co•pany including the lay-out ot the •ain teleco••unications 

roo•. 

Then, a nu•ber of reliable potential suppliers were 

selected and invited to tender. The offers should include the 

basic desi3n ot the antenna structure and a quotation tor a 

structure built in Portu3al as a result ot a joint-venture with a 

Portugu~se supplier. 

A supplier was therefore selected in order to supply and 

install the satellite teleco••unications equip•ent including the 

supervision of the antenna structure •anutacturing and •ounting. 

( ii) 

In this case CP~M decided to hire a Portuguese Consultant 

who would plan, coordinate and control the progress ot wor~s 

be3inn1n3 with the desi~n and finishing with the co•pletion. 

This to avoid a heavy bu1ldin~ department within the Co•pany. 
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A tE'3• cf e::terr.al e::perts ir1 var 10•.JS U"E'!s ... :.: iora:e.j 

u~der supErvision of the Consult~nt who wo~ld report to ~ C~RM 

Director o! ~~r~s (See Fi3. 8!. 

First of all th~ Consult~nt ~ft~ the tE:.e cf e:perts 
all l r1f r -'is tr-o .. c tur es 

c:v1! 

- L:!~t1~~ a~~ Pa~•r 1ns~~::~t1ons 

- Air Co~~it1onin9 

- Sewer 5 

- iihter P'lPH•-3 

- P~~Er ?•nerators 

- Unbre:.~ablE Pcwer Su?ply Systees 

- f :re and s~oke detec~ion 

- Security syste•s 

- Internal te!ephc~es 

Ante~n1 s~ructyr• .............. -· ......... -.... . . ... . .. 

c:or.tr 1etor. t••.1t 
•eeor~1~9 to CP~~ g•n•ral sp•c1!1c~t1ons. t~• 1up•rv111on ot th~ 
tel•co~~un1c~t:ons eontr~etor w1s eons11•r•d ess•nt11l •s only 
th• st••l structur• w1s built !n Portu91l. 
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As a result of these 9uide-lines the qY~lity of the earth 

s~ation was •uch higher and the national ~roduct could be 

increased to 42%, an i•portant percenta3e if we take into account 

that Ponta Delgada is a do•estic station. On the other hand it 

only took 12 •onths to b•Jild the station a~ainst 24 •onths in the 

first case. 

After the experience o! Ponta Delgada CPR" decided to 
correct the deff iciencies found in Sintra I particularly 
re9ardi~~ the size and layout of the building, power and air 

conditionin9 equipaent, that would not allow any expansion. All 

electrical installations including UPS and power generators were 

also clearlt underdesigned. 

Following the sa•e p~ilosophy ~dopted in Ponta Delgada, 

the corrections cost al•ost as •uch as the station itself 

<2.787.000 U59 initial cost for a contract signed in 1972 and RFS 

in 1974 against 2.494.000 USD tor a contract signed in 1977 and 

RFS ir1 1978>. 

As a result we can conclude that the •turn-key• initial 

solution was not a good one as the contractor was aainly 

concerned with the supply of his product not paying caret~! 

attention to local and byside works. In fact the national 

product shall be taken as so•ething in between the initial 26% 

and 56%, final result after returbishe•ent. Probably soaething 

closer to 50% as a percentage around 40% was later found in all 

other st~tions built there en by CRP" which were much s•aller in 

the size of infrastructures CSintr1 II, III and IV and Funchal>. 
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In a local network, buildings and other infrastructures 

represent a lower percenta3e of the total investaent, the precise 

value depending on the partic~lar characteristics of each 

network. 

We can however say that in an urban area, ducts represent 

about 40% of the external network ot cables. Taking the overall 

invest•ent, i.e. including buildings and switching equip•ent the 

investment in non teleco••unications equipment represents about 

15% ot total investaent. 

Therefore the experience described in this section leads 

to the conclusion that deglobalizing local network's projects can 

also help developing •anufacturing industries not only in 

teleco••unications but also in byside areas. It also helps a 

higher intervention ot local staff therefore representing an 

important source of training. Finaly it will result in cheaper 

syste•s •~re adequate to local require•ents. 

We have briefly analysed the industrialization process in 

Portugal, in the field of the felecomaunications •anufacturing 

industry, and also how to incre~se participation of local staff 

ind do•estic products, whenever know-how does not exist in 

high-technology syste•s. 

A few relevant exa•ples that ocurred in ~ortugal fro• 1933 

through 1985 were shortly described in order to illustrate ~ 

basic philosophy adopted in the country. "ost of the steps taken 

are howeYer co••on to any industrialization process in developing 

countries. Nevertheless care Must be taken in trying to ~dopt 
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so•e of the experience described without adequate correction5, 

dye to the fact that each country represents a particular case, 

and also because the present environ•ent is not the sa•e as it 

was back in 1933. Hore sophisticated technola9y, hi~her 

competition an~ a wcrld-wide TelecoMe~nicaticns network are b~~ic 

characteristics not existing in the 30's. 

In order to su••ari:e the description above done, we will 

try to list soMe i•portant conclusions of the Portuguese 

experience, giving after a few co••ents on each one. In short we 

can conclude that the •ain issues in the Portuguese process were 

the following: 

<i> The •ost i•portant one was undoubtely the role of PTT in: 

c ii) 

- P..L-!!!!!..~.!!.1 as to define the poter1tial •ark.et for a r1ew 

•anufacturin9 industry 

- 9.!_':f;~!!.t;ir.!..'i the service itself taldr19 partic•Jlar care with 

•ai~~enance, acceptance tests, technical specifications, 
etc. 

- sett ir19 ~.P..P..l'_Q..P.!.~ .• -!J.! ____ .P.9..U . .£Y. •.. ~!~J1.'-JJr•~-~. in order to .1 vo io:J 

following trends that c1n block industrializing 
ir1iti.1tives 

- !~.~J!!.':t. ..... _. ___ .Jrl;~JDJ!!.!!;~!!~'--···-······!'9.F. . .!'::.~h.QP..~ ...•..•..... ;)..~ ..... ___ .J:J?. •. 

!J).:~!.~-~J.r..til.U:;~~.t!.9.!!. 

A ~1nut1cturin9 industry in the field of 
telecommunications can start with simple items. 
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Ciii> In trying to incorporate local products and staff, 

turn-tey projects are not a 9ood solution whenever an 

organization is willing to acquire the necessary skill to 

lead future works. 

Let us comment on each of theM. 

5.1. 

PTT or si•ilar or9anizations are u~ualy the hub of a 

nation's Teleco••unications, namely in what concerns the domestic 

network. Therefore PTT, as it happened in Portugal during the 

30's, will have a very important role in the process of 

industrialization. PTT role is not easy as industrialization will 

render Teleco•munications •ana9ement more difficult at all levels 

of the hierarchy. 

PTT a r e :a l so r t'!.! ____ ~..!:!-~J_QJ!!~L 

i r1d•Js try. 

Let us co~•ent briefly on the issues related with PTT's 

importar1ce: 

I would say that trainin9 

very basic issue in the process. 

skilled staff. 

and selecting new staff is t~e 

Nothing will happe~ without 

Going through the Portuguese process we als~ conclude that 

training is not only sendin9 people to attend ccurses in schools 

or training programmes in plants or Administrations. This it only 

the very beginin9. Training is also putting people to work in an 
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organized •anner, so that they can develop their s~1Ils by 

performing various tasks in t~e or9ani:ation: 

- installing and •aintainin9 equipment 

- specifying new systems 

- pl.ar1ning 

- organizin~ services 

Th~refore, training qualified staff takes some years after 

they acquire basic knowledge in school or through basic trainin~ 
pro9r .aa1111tes. 

~.'lT~P.l~!!!!in~--i-~.l.f~Q~h~!_i~2~rt~n~_1~~~.!. for launchin9 a 
aanuf!cturing industry. As we have seen, in Portugal, the 

industrialization process realy started in 1937, with a Plan to 

be implemented in 15 years allowing for the forecast of equipment 

quantities to be installed in the network during a long period. 

Or9anization has also been an important ingredient in 
developin9 the Portuguese Telecommunications. 

In terms of industrialization, organiz~tion lar9ely 

contributed to the process of acquiring the necessary know-how, 

r1.1me 1 y thr 01J9h sett i r19 up !.,,.~.!!.~Jlm;~!'!.£.! •..•.. .P.!' . .P..t;.!!~!'1!..!.~-'·-·····-'-,g!,!.~ . .P-"'.'-!!.l 
!.~:~n:t~.r..~.!.i .... g.'::1.~.UJ..Y. ...• ~.9.!1.t..t.9.J.i .... !Js..~. 

As r.Je ha•1e seer1, PTT .ti.~.v.~ ... t9. .... ~!.t ....... ~.9..~.'.').UJ.'-.~ ...... tC? ......... Jb.". 
.~.!!!~Y-~JF.J.;~J.L:.t~.t:.t9.!! ... ~ ..•........ .P.! .• 9..t; ·'-·'--~· as it interferes with 
telecommunications management. It many times cost money, delays 
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and quality. And these para•eters are normaly watched carefuly by 

PIT officers, as responsible for the provision of a Public 

Service. Therefore pr• have to be fully co••ited to 

industrialization no matter what it may cost. 

On the other hand some basic policy guidelines regardin~ 

deregulation trends, separation of Posts and Telecommunications, 

new tariffing philosophies, etc. must be carefuly analysed before 

tinal approval, as they may have an indirect iMpact on an 

industrialization process. 

Fina 1 y, we car1r1ot forget that .ttJ_s.!..r:i_J_IJ_!J~.€.!lj!£_~---~-!-~.S.:!_J!.!. 

!.f.!..1!~1i-Y' i..:~1.t~..:~J.).M!-. ..P.!'2£.I!..~-~-· It happened i r1 . Po r tu 9 a 1 back. i r1 the 

30's with small items that could be manufactured using PTT 

•aintenance workshops. It can be done today tor small 

accessories like terminal boxes, connectin9 bars, etc. Probably 

e1en to more sophisticated equipment like assembling telephone 

sets. 

On the other hand, maintenance workshops are easily t~rned 

into testing laboratories for acceptance tests. And that will 

inevitably lead to knowing better the equipment to be install~d 

in the network., so th~t the skills start growing towards a hi~her 

intervention of local staff. 

5.2. H.9..~.-J..() .... ~-~:U'.J. .... ~ .... •·"4!!!:<!.f..~.~J.!:<!.S.:J!!.':t ..• l!.!.~!"'-~J.r..Y.. 

As we can see by analysing the Portuguese experience 

during the 30's industrialization started by very simple items: 

installation accessories manufactured in CTT workshops or 

sm.1 l l existing factories that could be eis1ly 

r acor1ver te d 
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- dr~win9 copper wire usin9 an existing plant alre3dy 

drawin9 other types of cables 

- assemblin9 telephone sets in a small workshop that turned 

into the bi99est manufacturin9 industry in the country; 
now entirely Portu9uese 

However, we must not fo~9et that, in a local network, 

cables, poles and accessories represent rou9hly 50% of the 
invest1r.ent. therefore, startin9 manufacturin9 small ite~s may 
represent a relevant intervention of local product. 

Switchin9 systems were only manufactured in Portugal much 

.~ter as they represent highly sophisticated equipment requirin9 
lar9e fabrication series. 

It is also important to draw your attention to the fact 

that whenever new technology was introduced in Portugal, there 

has been a deep concern in inte9ratin9 it with existing one. We 

can see that concern in the Plan approved in 1937 and a3ain when 

developin9 digital switchers for rural networks. 

This mears that old systems will continue to operate as 

lon9 as it is economicaly and technicaly acceptable. Therefore 

industrialization can also start by some parts of simple existing 

equipment in order to maintain the stocks of spares. 

5.3. Jn.c..r..~:l.~jf!.3 ... J.9.9.:~J .... P.:~.i::.H.~.tP.:~.U.Q!J •.. .i!.'! • ...IJ.t•:tl) •.. J.~.c;.lJ.o.9.J.~,_'3.v. .... P..r..C?..i.'-.9..t~. 

8eyond the experience related with a new aanutacturing 

i rr•foi try we h.- 1e al so :arr al ysed how to m.1r1.19e system's 

~mplementation in higher technology areas where local market does 
not allow for local fabrication. 
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CPRH's experience in building satellite communic1tions 

earth stations can be also applied to other areas. As a Matter of 

fact, a local network is normaly composed of several items, 9oin9 

from very si~ple to very sophisticated ones. 

Therefore, in implementin9 a local network projects can be 

de3lobalized, thus avoidin9 turn-~ey solutions which are not 

al~ays the most appropriate ones. 

It may look simpler and cheaper to use 

Telecommunications contractor to look after all infrastructures, 

supplying a turn-k~y system. 

There is however another solution which is the one briefly 

described in 4.2, namely 4.2.2 b) dealing separately with 

Telecommunications equipment and the list of items i~ pa9. 35 in 

4.2.2"b> Cii>. I could tell you about other similar experiences I 

have 9one through even in another areas like installing linear 

accelerators in hospitals. Or as simple as installing elevators 

in Government Department Headquarters. 

"Y experience tells me that a turn-key project, looked on 

a long-term basis leads to •ore expensive solutions (if not in 

investment in running costs>, less quality and most of the times 

less adequate to the objectives. 

De9lobalizing a project requires, however, a very accurate 

planning of projects Pnd works. In particular, works shall never 

start before every sin9le detail has been carefully analysed by 

the contractors, agreed upon and integrated in a plan. Host ot 

the times it is preferable to have a delay in starting the works, 

than starting them on schedule before a caretull plan has been 

worked out and agreed among all intervenors. 
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!his is also ~he case in de9lobalizin9 the i•ple•entation 

of a local network. Many ti•es the switchin9 equip•ent is there 

in its wooden box covered with a c~nvas and the buildin9 is not 

ready; other times the trunk cables were buried, everythin9 is 

ready, and a s•all piece of inter~onnectin9 cable is •issin9 for 
•onths. Planning is therefore a major issue in de~lobalizin9 a 

Nevertheless as we can see fro• what is described in 4.2 

it is however preferable to de9lobalize a project hirin9 external 

consultants and· different contractors, rather than adoptin9 a 

turn-key project philosophy. 

In fact, a deglobalized project allows for: 

- hi9her inte9ration of domestic products, therefore helping 

manufacturin9 industry in other areas <wood treatment for 

poles; civil works tor buildings; steel works for towers, 
structures, etc.> 

- higher participation of local staff, therefore 
representin9 an important contribution for training 

- systems closer to local requirements 

- cheaper solutions if looked on a long-ter• basis 

As a final com•ent I ~ould say that training is a major 

issue in Telecommunications development; PTT have a fundamental 

role in launching a Telecommunicatiens •anu!acturing industry; 

turn-key projects do not favour the development ot local 
industries in developing countries. 
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mGDW.llSrlQI Cit SEU IELUll:E IM mwx NUIICATICllS 1l1'lB 
A VIEN '1'0 IB1BUPDG 'DIE UX'AL llNIJnCnJRE rl CP.RrAIN 

S'IB-5!S'l'fJIS,, <XJtEQEllS E'IC. 

Self sufficiency and self-mliance have diffeamt cxnlOlations 

in different circuastanc:es iDi for diffeRnt countries. For 

an eccnanically strong countey whether developed or 

developing,, this wuld mean capability to procure material 

mqui:r:ements for itself fJXn anywhere in the world at 

ceasonable rateS. For an econandcally waker country, it would 

man ability to producefiaanufactute certain amount of 

equipaent and •terials within the country or within the 

region so as to 111.1Ster strength to negotiate reasonable rates 

for the •terials required by it. EYen if it is not possible 

to aanufacture the equipaent to beoaae. self reliant,, the 

country should have the capacity and capability not to becane 

dependent on any other country for ~ essential items of its 

infrastructure. of the essential items is 

Telecamuunic:ations. 
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Beforer deglabalisation er self reliance is di~r it 

would be useful to study the different aspects of a 

telecamunication project. 'D1ese arer 

Demimd assessent and foamlation of r:ec~JiEaEntsr 

&Jneyr plamingr feasibility study en;iirteering and 

drawing up of specificationsr 

Procurenlent of •terials and equipaents (indigenously 

....tactund er illparted) r 

Installationr testing and camaissioning 
q>eration and maintenance. 

Training 

Fer self reliance in a teleeomanication projectr not mly the 

indigenous ~acture of teleoamamication equipnents is 

necessaryr but also the capability to instal and camdssion 

the equipaents as well as operate and maintain them is 

iapxtantr because soae of these project COi\)Oll4!rlts takes a 

luge percentage of the investments. 

3. BASIC <XltPQffNl'S 

'l'here are four basic sub-systems in a telecomamication 

network as are shown in figure - 1. 
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'lbe different itaas in each of these sub-systens are as 

follows:-

Exchange 'l'enainations 

Fuses beat coils 

SWitching equipents 

POer plant 

Pri~ cables 

Diets 

Cabinets 

Distribution points 

seccndary cables 

iii) TRANSMISSia. SYSTEMS 

Multiplexing 

i) tt.altiplexing equipnent CPrM or Digital) including 

frequency generation. 
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ii ) OUerhead Lines 

POles and accesmries 

OUerhead wires and cables 

iii) Coaxial Cable 

Line equipients 

iv) Radio Systems 

- VHF/UHF equipaents 

- Microwave Equipaents 

- 'l'bfer, Antennae, Feeder cable 

v) - ~tical Fibre Cables 

- ~tical Fibre systena equipments 

vi) Satellite COlmlnication Systems 

- Satellite Gram station equipaent 

- Ground station Antennae ' 'l'bfers 

vii) Power Plant 

SUBSCRIBERS PLANl' 

Drop--wire 

Window terminal 

SUbscriber house wiring 
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Subscribers plug and socket 

~lephcne insttunents. non-voice service tenainals 

such as facsinrlle • data axle!a. 

'Ihe pmcentage investment in each of the majcr co1po11ient of a 

telephone pmject in an urban neba:'k is given in Table - l. 

S.R>. 

1. 

2·. 

3. 

TABLE - 1 

Switching System 

External Plant including 
subscribers plant 

Transmission syste.:as including 
long distance switching 

J<r33\ 

JG-40\ 

J<r33\ 

100\ 

1"e approximate percentage break up of these three major 

ccnponents in material and installation costs is as given in 

Table - 2. 

• 
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TABLE - 2 

100\ 

80\ 

(Cables and joi:\ting 
Material 

40\ 

INSTALLATI<Ji • ~"TI~ AND 
CXJ14ISSIQIDC 

20\ 

60\ 

ducts material Installallaticn 
' camdssicning 

20\ 40\ 

'l'IWISMISSIQI 
('l'ERRES'l'RIAL) llJX "n:Jwer Radio 
RADIO Antennae ' 

Power plant 

20\ 40\ 17\ 
(50\ 23\ 

equipped) 

llJX Power plant UNE 

25\ 20\ 25\ 30\ 

'l'hese are broad percentages which may vary fI011 country to 

country depending upon several factors such as initial 

equipped capacity, space and frequency diversity for radio 

systems etc. However, it would be noticed fI011 these 

percentages that in switching and transmission projects the 

material and equipnent coots are high, but in external plant 

the installation costs which include the cost of duct material 
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are higher than the cable costs. 'ttlis is an inp:>rtant aspect 

which each coontry may like to coosider in its persui t to 

becaae self-reliant. 

S; EXISTillG WMBER OF "l'ELEPlmES IN "DIE CDrrINENT OF AFRICA 

s.r«>. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

s. 
6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

'I.be rutiler of total telephaies in 33 countries of the 

continent of Africa are given in Table - 3. (1982 figures) 

TABLE - 3 

'rorAL TELEPtDreS IN A FEW AFRICAN OXJUNrRIES 

CDJNl'RIES GOP mrAL TELEPOONE POPUlATIOO 
us $ IN nDJSAND IN MILLIOO 

Chad 80 6.5 4.0 

Ethopia 140 100.8 32.8 

Mali 180 8.5 7.2 

Zai:e 190 31.2 29.2 

Malavi 210 29.0 5.9 

Upper Volta 210 8.6 5.9 

t..ganda 230 61.6 13.4 

Rivanda 260 4.6 4.9 

Burundi 280 5.6 4.0 

Tanzania 280 96.5 19.2 
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S.l'I). COONTRIES GDP lUrAL l'FJJ:."'PHCJ'<lE POPULATI'JI 

us$ IN nnJSAND IN HIILIOO 

11. Benin 310 16.2 3.5 

12. Central Africa 310 5.0 2.5 
Republic 

13. Guiena 310 9.5 5.1 

14. Niger 310 9.8 5.8 

15A. Togo 340 9.8 2.5 

16. Ghana 360 70.7 11.5 

17. Kenya 390 216.7 17.4 

18. Sierra Ieone 390 11.5 3.1 

19. Mozambique 57.4 12.9 

20. SUdan 440 68.5 19.4 

21. Senegal - 490 20.0 5.9 

22. Zambia 640 67.2 5.6 

23. F.gypt 690 477.4 43.7 

24. :imbabwe 850 236.2 7.5 

25. Nigeria 860 708.4 100.0 

26. Morocco 870 265.7 20.7 

27. Ivory Coast 950 87.7 8.0 

28. Guatamala 1130 97.7 7.1 

29. Congo 1180 17.3 1.6 

30. Costa Rica 1430 282.8 2.4 

31. 'l\Jnisia 1390 218.8 6.8 

32. Angola 36.7 ·5.1 

33. Aloeria 2350 408.2 19.5 

'lOl'AL 3752.1 444.7 
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6. LOCAL PARI"ICIPATICN IN TELECOKJNICATIOO PinJECTS 

to becx:me self-reliant or even to increase local participation 

in telecamunication projects will depend upon the following 

aspects, 

Capability to choose the appropriate technology, 

Capability to desigi, develop and manufacture, 

Financial resources, 

Capability for installation, testing and ccnmissioning, 

Capability for operation and maintenance, 

~ility to train the staff in new technologies. 

Several of these aspects are essentially same as the different 

COtipOIM!nts of a project given in para 2. 

7. Ol>ICE OF APPRPRIATE TEOH>UX;Y 

In the electronics and 

obsolescence is very fast. 

telecamunication field, the 

Technology new changes almost 

every five years. 'l'his was not so earlier as we could see 

about the switching technolOJY: 

Step by step systems 

cannon control systems 

SPC Analogue systems 

SPC Digital system& 

50 years 

20 years 

10 years 

S years 
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nte telecamunication acininistration, therefore, in each 

developing oountry has to make a decision about the technology 

for their network. '1'le decision has tar reaching effect and 

the consequences of such a decision will be felt for many 

years. 'l1le new technologies now utilise very large scale 

Integrated Techniques having caip.tter controlled exchanges 

with tine divisions switching and the transmission of 

information in digital form makes it possible to transmit 

voice, text and huge quantities of visual information. It is 

also possible to connect telephone subscribers to large data 

banks through videotex servi·ce and display econanic, financial 

and scientific information as text or grapics on a television 

screen. Video Conferencing and electronic mail service is 

also spreading in sane of the develq>ed countries. ~.U10logy 

has advanced to the extent that it is possible to provide them 

services over a single network knom as Integrated Services 

Digital Network (ISm) and COl\')rising of digital switching, 

COl'llXJter control and large capacity optical fibres and 

Sattelite channels. Keeping in view the above trends, 

existing systems and capacity to abso~i:> new techP:>logies, a 

country's adninistration has to choose a proven technology. 

It should also be capable to sustain the new technol~y 

especially to operate and maintain the systems. It may also 

be useful to share experiences and seek advice in choosing the 

technology before final decision is made. 
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8. IESIGN, IEVEU:PMENT AND MANUFACTURE 

At present only a few advanced developing countries have 

design capabilities of their own and a majority of developing 

countries are depement on the designs undertaken in the 

industrialised countrtes. This inhibits equipnents designed 

and developed in industralised countries to always neet the 

full requirement of the developing countries. There is also 

no incentive to develop equi~nt to suit the markets of 

developing countries due to limited requirement.~. For 

developing countries, the pressing need is to provide service 

to a widely scattered population as the existing means are 

costly. It is, therefore, beneficial to set up design and 

developnent institutes either individually or in groups or on 

regional basis. This has been beautifully SUllned up in the 

Maitland Report. 

•The first objective of the R&D establishment in the developing 

world should, therefore, be to develop equipnent which is not 

available elsewhere. An exanple would be equipnent capable of 

providing service at roore r-!asonable cost in rerrote areas 

which would be suitable for manufacture either on local or on 

regional basis. There is also a wide range of devices, tools 

and aids th.at are not pure telecomunications equipnent but 

whose developnent & manufacture locally would reduce 
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coostruction and operation costs. These establistvnents could 

adapt designs fran the industrialised world to the needs of 

the count=ies they serve. In other words, we do not envisaqe 

the institutes developing major new telecamunication systenLo; 

but rather JIDdifying available systems to their QWll 

requirenents using modules and CCllpJnents available in the 

world market.• 

These institutes could cooperate with each other and with 

other institutes in the developing countries. They could 

take up subsequently technical and operational problems and 

develop installation and maintenance needs of the 

telecamunication adninistrations in the region. 

'!'his would mean that initially the.design and develO(:lllent 

strategies in developing countries either individually or 

collectively should be to adapt the equipnents of the 

industrialised countries to suit their requirements. An 

exanple of develO(:lllental efforts required to develop switching 

and transmission systems in India is given in Table - 4. 
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TABLE - 4 

MAN ~ OORATI~ INVESIMENI'S 

A. Indigenous Digital 
Switching System 

9000 3 
25\ experienced 

years 36 Million $ 

Rest qualified 
engineers 
(250 engineers) 

B. 7 GHz 34 MBit/s 240 2 years 0.75 Million $ M.N system 50% experienced 
50% qualified 
engineers 
(10 engineers) 

c. Secona Generation 750 4 years 1 Million $ 
FDt KJX mostly qualified 
C'rE to 12 MHz KJX personnel 
{including Frequ- (14 qualified 
ency generation) engineers + two techs. 

'l11e Indian digital switching system would be capabl~ of 

working in rural environneot existing in developing 

countries. 

9. STAGES IN LOCAL DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENr 

'l11e local design and developnent cycle of a telecamuunication 

equipnent broadly consists of eight stages as shown in Figure-

2. 

Assessment of the needs and project formulation, 

Feasibility, systtnn engineering and preparation of 

developmental specifications, 
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Developaent of units and sub-systems, 

Integration of sub-systems, system testing, ~liability 

and environtental testing, 

Preparation of factory prototypes and intensive testing, 

Trial production for field trial systems, 

Field trial, analysis of feed iJack infl')[mation, 

Freezin'l of drawings and regular production and. 

The design and develqnent cycle takes 3-5 years depending 

upon the cxnplexity of the project and the tine spent in 

fi3ld trials and environnental testing. 

10. MAWF.AC'lURE 

Manufacture of the required telecoma.micatioo equipaent by a 

developing country makes itself self-reliant in that product 

besides savings in the foreign exchange. Jt:Mever, indigenous 

manufacture of telecamunication equipnent requires three 

primary inputs, 

manpower, 

material, 

and financial resources. 

Developing countries which have a fairly developed industrial 

infrastructure and skilled manpower and which have large 

• 
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requirements of telecamamications equipaent can absorb the 

indigenoosly -..ifactured equipmnt but the requirements of 

most of the cowatries in Africa -.y be small and as such 

maralfacturing projects llilY not be econaaically viable. SUch 

countries will have to set up maraafacturing facilities as 

joint/collective ventures at regional level, sub-regional 

level and the ancillary mits can be set up in the 

participating ca.ntries. Keeping this- in view, let us ex&nine 

the suitable i teas, sub-systellls for' man.Jfacture. 

11. In para l earlier different itaas CClllprising of the four sub

systens of telec:ammmication network ha\.-e been given. It 

would be noticed that a luge nmber of ooapJnents are siaple 

haniware itaas which can be marufactured in BJSt of the 

develq>ing caD1tries. A look on Table - 2 which gives 

approxiJMte percentage investments in different sub-systems 

and OCJ*"°9Mmts of a teleot11111Jnication neblork will indicate 

that there are several other inportant sub-systems of a 

teleoamudcation network which cara be manuufactured in a 

develq>ing country and these are, 

Telepho11e cables, 

Telephone instrunents, 

Multiplexing equipment. 
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Setting up ....tacturing facilities fer switching equi(lll!nts 

and large capacity radio and line transmission systems is also 

possible if a luge IUll>er of ccuntries in the African 

continent c:::ae together othenrise the pcojects may not be 

viable for loi capacities. As ngaids 1.'elephcne Cables and 

telephone Instnaents are concerned, there would be a large 

IUllber of mnufactmers who would be willing to pass on the 

technology for mnufacturing these itans. 1'he viable plant 

capacity for a cable plant is about 500,000 cklll and for 

telephone instruuEnts about 200,000 pieces. 

11. 'l'he stages involved in establishing manufacturing facilities 
. 

for the telecaaamication cable or telephone instruaents 

consists of the folloong :-

Assessment of the needs and requirenent projections for 

10-15 years, 

Feasibility studies and eooncnic viability, 

Preparation of technical specifications of the product 

required to be mar.Jfactured and finalisation of Product 

mix, 

Discussions with reputed manufacturers of the product 

with regard to technical and financial conditions for 

setting up the manufacturing facilities, 

Calling for bids for foreign collaborator for setting up 

the manufacturing facilities, 
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O:Jntract negotiations ard finalisation of the Foreign 

Collabocator, 

Selection of site keeping in view the availability of 

water, electricity ard land, 

Preparation of technical specifications for the 

maru.Jfacturing machinery and release of tender papers, 

evaluation of bids, negotiations and order placenent, 

Start of civil construction work, 

Receipt of the machinery, installation, testing ard 

c:anissioning of the Factory and trial production, 

testing of the indigenously produced product within the 

country as well as at the premise$ of the o:>llabcrator, 

to ensure ~liance with the specifications, 

Regular Production. 

Nlile establishing a maoofacturing factory, blo inp>rtant 

p:>ints l!IOUld have to be kept in mind, one, that the price of 

the equipaent or material indigenously manufactured stnlld not 

be higher than the landed price of the iqiorted goods and 

second, it is useful to have equity participation of the 

foreign o:>llaborator. It would also be desiC"able that there 

should be more than one source of all the raw materials 

required for the manufacture of a product as well as the 

machinery should be available fran nore than once source to 

get cawptitive prices. 
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12. STANDARDISATI~ 

We have seen in the previous paragraphs that for setting up 

manufacturinJ industries in the African cootinent for the 

telecamutlcaion systeas it "°"-d be necessary that a l'Ulliler 

of countries cane together and use the same systeas in their 

ne~. nus would require standardisation of the 

specifications of the equipaents and cables used in the 

country. '!'his is one aspect in which lot of .:>rk is yet to be 

done in the developing countries. Stamardisatim of 

equipaent, materials and cables by a nunber of countries will 

enable the equipaent suppliers and manufacturers to produce 

equipaent as per the -required specifications even if they are 

not manufactured indigenously by these countries. 'l'he 

Standardisation thus provides strength to the developing 

countries not only for the indigenoiJs manufacture of the 

equipr.ent but also in procurement of equipnents fran abroad. 

ti:> doubt, there are a mnber of International agencies such as 

ccrrr, CCIR, orrr, nx:, ISJ etc. which lay down 

recaqiendations for <!if ferent types of telecamunication 

systems but it is left to individual countries or regions to 

translate these recan1endaions into specifications. oice the 

specifications are laid down then the nethods of neasurenent 

and even the list of instrunentation with which the 

neasurements are taken have to be specified. Stand .. rdisation, 
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thus, at every stage is essential especially for the 

developing countries which have limited requirements of 

equipment and materials. The work of standarrEsation cxiuld be 

left to the Design and Develqnent organisation which can also 

keep standards fer calibration of the test instnnentation in 

the region. 

13. TRAINOO 

Ch! of the first and fcrenost task for the developing 

countries is to train their ~r to enable them to take 

over not only· operation and maintenance but to involve 

themselves in Design, Develqment, Insttallation, Testing and 

Camrisioning of the Systems. In fact there are runerous 

instances when equipnents in developing countries is not used 

to its full capacity or remains out of order for long 

durations due to the staff being not fully trained in the 

technology. For getting fully trained the technical staff 

should not only be fully qualified but should have good field 

and practical experience as well as should get involved in the 

new technology right fran the initial stage. Such Training 

Institutes like the Design and Developnent Institutes can be 

situated on sub-regional/regional basis • 

• 
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We have noticed that the existing telephale density is very 

low in most of the African countries and for setting up 

manufacturing entities it would be essential that the 

camtries cxne together through a 0011uon organissation such as 

Pan African Telecamamication Union, SADi\OC, ECDilAS and set 

up collective manufacturing and training facilities. nus 

collective effort will give umatched stren;~. not only in 

setting up manufacturing entities but even in procurement of 

equipent and materials. 

1. •'lbe Missing Link• - Report of the Independent Co'llnission for 

world wide Telecomunications Develq:ment. 

2. Appropriate fotldem TelfeC01111Jnications Techne>logy for 

Integrated Rural Developnent in Africa. rru study 1981. 

3. Telecoml.l1lications in member states - EO:JtiAS situation. 

4. 'l1le ~ld Telephones - AT&T long lines. 
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l'~:: ~ c/; . .:. ~- .;;ei:::na!"' 

Changing technologies in telecoDDDUnications sector - production 

options in Africa 

Ch~n•es in telecor.:=ur.ica+icr.s have conseq~ences on t~e eccncr.:ic 

and on indus~rial develo~~ent. 

· .. hat is the choice cf teci:nolO["'.! to be ~ciopteci? 

~hat a~e the conditions fo~ setting up plants fer the 

manufacture teleco~.r.:~nicaticns equipment in Africa? 

• 
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1 .2 T!:e Ch«na::in; role of telecor.:-~ni ::at. ions in the economy 

1.3 Co~?ariscn o~ i~te?"::at:onal trencs in telecoo'!'.'~nicat~~ns 

1.k Froblei::s re[S-rdin~ future tectnolo~ical cevelopm~nts 

1.5 Fol"'!seeabl~ econo~ic ~ros~ects 

2.1 The ele~e~~s of tele~Oll'runications 

2.2 ~he cr.~ice 

r:r. 

T" J..,.. 

!:ecess:try conditions 

~xamples of project~ 



1.1 Introduc~ion 

Life in society and eccno~ic excha~~~s are both impossible ~~:~out 

co~.r:u::icat :ens. That was the case e't~n a~ t!'.e dawn of hllr.'lan histor:-·. !t 

will continue to b~ so in the future. 

F.istory has always been v-ea~ly ma~ked by chanres in com::ur.icat:cns 

techniques and by tr.e syster:is of coo~unication within society. The prcce~s 

cf ctan[e first led fro~ verbal co~T-Unicat:cr. to t~e introduction of ~ri~in€• 

Gutenberf's inventicn of :he printing press ushered in the modern are, ar.d 

the bases for the modern ~ass media (fil~s, radio, televisions) were laid 

in tte nineteenth century. Each step in the develop~ent of ccrm::~nicat:=ns 

techniques was linked to ~rofound changes in tte political ar.d cultural 

structures o~ society. And the time between revolutions in co~~unicaticr.s 

tectniques is beco~ing shorter anc shorter. 

~oday, we are once again in t~e midst of one cf these processers cf 

c~ange w~ic~ has its origins in the rapid advances in inforrr.a~ior. and 

co~~cr.icat:or.s techniques as ~re-indcstrial societies become industrial er 

rost-ir.dustrial ones. 

It must, of course, be admitted that we still know only very little about 

the future of society, about tr.e way it will evolve. And we know even lees 

about what this society should or should not be like. There is, however, r.o 

doubt that i: will be a society of in~ormation, a society of co~~unicaticr.. 

This ~eans that infor~etion, knowledfe and communication will become the 

rio~inant facto~s of production a~c the ouality of life. First co~ple~entir.f 

t!':e t?":ir!i tional factors o!' :.ro:=uction - energy, raw materials, carital ar.d 

lP.bc~~, :hey will gradually reduce t~eir importance. This pattern is valid 

~er all the hifhly industrialized countries and is increasinfly a;Flicable to the 

developir.e countries as well. 

hs a res~lt, the technoloeical a~d econo~ic battle for the best ~laces in :~i~ 

ro~retition air.:ed at chJnge is becor.:ing ~ore intense. Therefore, t~e 

tP.l'?corr:cunicaticns cor:".panies in every developin~ country must make the ri~r.t 

dec:.sion!; aocu+ •r., ~<>chni:-10<7 to be user! in their syster.:s. :'he effects cf thei ~ 

decisions .,.-ill be t"elt over l'T'~"lY · <?Rrs :ir.d wi 11 radically influence 

op~rations ~r.d their vi3bilit~. 
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~elecoarunications decision makers must therefo~e make use of ~te bes~ 

possible sources of advi~e wten they make such decisicns. 'I~e pcrpose a: this 

=ontributicn is ~o prese~t to so~e de~ree t~e technological o~tions a~d their 

characteristics as seen today. 

A fresh sur~e of growth in comriuni=ations technology could act as a 

s:imu~us fo~ ~roduction, exports and consu~ption, as did the post-~ar bee~ 

in ~achines, motor cars, construction and electronic entertain~er.t equip~ent, 

which culminated in the virieo recorier. In additior. to the euphoria of gro~~t, 

t~e~e !~ alsc a ce£ree of s~epticism prevaili~g in ~uroFe• This scep~icisrr. 

jerives as much from sociologic~l as from econo~ic sources. Is there a real 

demand in the home - and, above all, do sufficient financial resources exist -

fer new items, such as pa~ TV or Teletext? 

Are the new possibilities for office uses not greatly exag~erated: 

(a) Because the equip~ent and progra~~es are still not perfect; 

(b) BecP.use insufficient acccu~t has be~n taken of psychological, social 

and ergono~ic ccncitions. 

~nat of the speed with which these techniques gain ground, especially ~~en 

we consider that this depends to a great extent on a com~ined strategy, on a 

co-ordinated mobilization of investment and public and :rivate OFerators? 

:he finest railway carriages are useless if there are no tracks or railway 

stations or if the gauge is not right. Is it still possible to close the fap 

in cornrunications technolo~ies which some have opened up on others? ~nd to 

what extent does the introduction of possible new media USPS , which are expe-•ea 

to stimulate economic growth, derend itself on the prospPcts for growth? ~o 

we not r.ave he:-e a case of the serpent eating its tail? ·"e all seek thP. 

soundest possible information on the scbject in order a11ay fears, to find a 

reason for hope or even to provide the basis for cert3in decisions. ~t the 

moment, no-one can supply a firm long-tenr. analysis of the development and 

im~act of new communication technolo~ies. 'I'his doP.s not, however, mean that 

we know nothing. Therefore, in this piaper, we will try only to answer t~.e 

followin~ ouestions:-

(a) ~h~t economic sicnificance should be At•ached to co~~unica!icn 

as a factor of ~rowth and innovation? 



(b) :.-ihat a:-e t~e r.rospects of ch<infes in the infrast.ructure and us~s 

of co~unications techniques? 

(c} ·:.·hat a:-e •he bottlenecks ia:pedin~ the spread cf potential 

:i:F=plicaticns? 

( d) ·:.h;;t can be said ~.-i ~h sor.:e accu?"acy about the econo~ic 

effects? 

(e) '.\hat are U:e areas in ~tich action is :r.ost ....:rger:tly ?"equired'? 

Comrnunicati~n, that is, the exchan~e of oral information, texts, ir.:ages 

and data, is becoming more and mere important, in view o~ the gro~ing nu~ber 

of human bein[s on our planet and increasing economic interdependence Tne 

technical infrastructures for teleco~.:::unicaticr.s have become essential. 

Indeed: 

in private life, families ar.ci friends can contact one anotter at any 

time (within a country or across borders); 

communication i~ provided everywhere in emergencies; 

means of communication account for a lar~e proportion of ~he available 

~ays of spendin~ leis~re-time; 

economic services, the division of labour, ar·d tr.e exchan~e of ~cods 

on a world-wide scale ~ould be un•hinkable without teleco~.r.:unica~icns. 

Just as economic advances in the past were closely linY.ec first to tr.e 

transport infrastructure ar.c then to tr.e co~.munications infrastructures 

(for exam:,le, tele;,raphs and tele~hones), the importance of 

teleco~~unication for international exch~r.fes today cannot be 

under estimated: 

telecom~unication increases the transparency o! the ~arket a~d 

accelerAtes economic activity (infor~ation is passed on morr. rApi1ly 

and d~cisions are made somewhat more'quickly), leading ~o a bet:er 
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ellocatior. o: ~esou~~es; 

tel0commun~cation inc~eases t~e flow of inf~~aticr. c~~rovidin~ 

a l~~~e nu~ber ~f fo:ins of cor.~u~icat::r. a~~ ·~u~ contritu~es ~o a 

aualitative i~:rove~en~ in decisions; 

by reducin~ the need for physic~! ma~e~ials, telecoc::':ur.icatior. ~~~o 

sa•es ~aterial resou~ces. 

Consiciering the e~nential growth of the volwr;e of Y.nowledce a~d 

infor--ation v~ich each indiviaual ana each enterprise ~ust p~ocess, ~~e servi~e5 

offered by teleco::..~unicati~n ~ill become even more i%portant in the !u~ur~. 

;.gair.st the back~ound of the proble!!!s of flow ~nd ad~ustcer.t facir.[ 

n~t:onal economies, two sets o: arguments can be identified in support c: ~~e 
icea of ~aking f.reater use of ne~ information ar.d cOl:l!:unications technolcgies. 

The fir~t concerns the economic use of these technologies in the office anc 

in ad~ir.i~tration, ~tile the secor.d involves their a~~li:aticn in t~e :ielc cf 

indust:-y, infrastructures a~d the cor.swr.er ~arket. 

First sP.t of ar~~ents 

1. ~ner. a society makes the tr;,nsition fror:: the ~re-industrial to 

industrial pr.~se, infor:r.ation, a~d thus knowledEe, ~ains in importance 

as a facto~ of production over other factors, such as raw reaterial~ ar.d ener~. 

~his means that an even greater amount of hu~an carital must be investee to 

;roduce •he know-how neces~ary for the productir.n of technologically advanced 

vcods. 

2. ~ith specialization and growine differentiati-n a~ a result of ~he f:c~s 

division of labour, ir.for~ation th~s are roin~ to ,row. In the future, ~te need 

to exchR~~e informa~ion will continue to ~row. The r.eed !or information a~d 

corn~ur.ica~i~r. on the rart cf all social enti~ies rrow~ c~~onentially. 

3. In the ~!rican d~mest:c e-::ono~ies, the proportion of the labour force 

e~rloyed in th~ infor~at~'n sector is roi~~ to ,row, fro~ the current fi~ure of 

5 rer cent to ~ore than 50 p~r cent i· the future. 



4. A ~ovin~ propo~tion of the total costs of prociuctior. in ~he ecor.~J 

al~eac; ac:ount for al.ll!ost 5C per cent of t~e ~ot~l costs ~r p~oductior.. ~=out 

;C ~er cent of of!ice costs consist of ?P-rson~el costs, v~ich have inc~~~se~ ~er~ 

~~an the avera~e in recent ~ea~. 

c; 
~· 

In cont~ast ~~th the rapidly rro~~~€ quantities of infc:-=s:icn 

a~d the inc~ea~ec tasks o: co::cu..-rication, as well as increased yersor.r.el ccs•s, 
there has far been only a very slig!:t rise ir. productivity in t~e cfiice sec~o~, 
.r:ile industrial ~rocuctivit~ is increasir.r ~ore raciolv. - . - - -

b. These facts alone s~ov the econoc::ic im~rtance of informP-tian ?-nd 

co~~nication technolo~ies, i~ that ~hey contribute to a better utiliz=.tion 

of resources by enabling in!oru:ation to be collected, tra11-c:mitted an~ 

processed Eore efficiently, thus reduci~ its cost. 

!he second set of arg-..ur:ents cr=~erns the ccr.tribution that can be expec~ec 

of coemunication technologies ir. tacklin~ the structll!"al adjustr::ent ::roblel!'~ 

of developin~ econo~ies. 

5econd set c# araumen~s: 

1. ~ovement from traditional market structures to a more industrial 

econo~ic model which requires a rapid co-ordination c! infor.r:ation. 

2. This situation entails an obli~aticn to in~ovate in order to cu~ cc~ts 

ar.d rationalize production. 

3. The a~plication of COl"..r.!Unicaticn techniques in t~e business world 

~~~es for innovation at t~e processing level involving a reduction in ir.terr.al 

expenditu~e on production, organization and corr.ir.uni:ati~n (effects of 

rationalization, increased productivity). 

4. Y~ny innovations are possible with manufactured !Oods both in their 

rroduction and in the apFlieaticn of C0~8~nicaticns techniques, particular!y 

alor.r ~~e !ollowin~ lines: 

Cai Reduced prices a-d for improveir.ents ir. existin~ gcods or services; 

(c; ~u~rly of new gn~ds and servic~s; 
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Cc} Nev ways of ;:?"eser.ti?:f and ciis~rihutinf ~oocs or ~ervices. 

5. Ir. a~di~ion, coc:::unicaticns tec~ni~ues ?"e<;ui~e only a s::~ll a~~ant 

cf er.erey anc rav E~~erials and have Yi?"tua!ly r.o na:-=!al e:fects on ·~~ 

e~~i?"cr-~~~~. On ·~e c~nt?"~ry, ~~ey helr sa~e er.err/ ar.d :-a~ caterials a~~ 

recuce ~l:ution. 

6. C~~r.ic2~ions tec~.niGues the!'"'efc~e i:aKe it ~ssible, t~~~u~~ 2 ~~tter 

use of ~cor.OGic resou:-ees, to of!er products that are ~ore variec, of a hi;~er 

~ua:it~, ~echr.ic3lly ~ore :o~e~, ~nd :ess P.XFe~s:~e. :~eJ thus telF to 

er.~~~~e t~e capacit~ c~ n~t~onal eccnOC'ies. 

~iei!a?" ~rotlee:s face all cations, vhet~er industrialized or :::ot. =ut 

t~e ~o~es placed on nev info:i:iat~on and c~u.~ication tecr.nologies are also 

alike. Ir. particular, 1111ch is expected of telecca::iunicatic~ as a sticula~t 

o~ invest~Ent and growth. 

The total volume of the world t~lec~unica~io~ ~a:-ket in 1~E4 ~~s 

about 30C bi!licn dollars, which corresponds to a~~rox:icately 2 ~er ce~t 

of the gross global product. 

Since 19~c. this market has been growing by approximately 15 ~e~ cer.~ a 

year. 

There is general agreement that a minimum annual growth rate cf about 

5 per cent can be expected in this area over the next 15 years. 

In the developinr countries embarkir.g upon industrialization, t~e ;rowth 

will e~sen!ially be the result o~ the establishm~r.t and expar.sicn of 

national telephone systems. ~ huge rotential market t~~re!ore ~Y.is~s, 

and will develop in t~is area, for cocr.cunications technology equipc:;ent 

ard for th~ en~ineerin~ ar.d advisory know-how. 

~t the momen!, in Africa, despite the investmer.t profra~mes t~zt countries 

ha.·1e ca:-~ied out in •.:'~ p<lst two decades, the situation has ha?"dly evolv•~ ...... ~ 

the anr.ual telerhone growth rate in the cor.tir.~~~ ir. less than? per cent, a 

level considered to be too lo.,.· for ne~ netwo: :>:."~hat are being set up. 
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I~ ~any countries, ~h~s sectoral weakness i~ fel: in o:her sectors ~~=c~ 

use c~uni:~~io~s.s~ch as indu~t.!'Y, transport ar.~ services. ;.ccorciinf :o 

:~;~ es~i!!!ates. the pictu::-e is as follows:-

total installed capacity 

pricary linesconnected 

Ul!:ber of ~elephone st~tions of all tYJ:es 1.,11c,oco 

~-aiting list (cie!:2na eX!=re~~ed and satified): 

2,16£,coc, 25 per cent of which, or 542,CCC,fall into the busine~s 

Acco:-cii11£ to F~TU, 2,000,000 ac!diticnal lines ,(pessiltistic assW!:ption) 'Will 

be reouired, 85 per cent of w!:ich vi.11 be extensions. 

Cn the one hand, this situaticn is expected to give a major ilr!pet~s 

to home procuction in ~frica, improved services and econ~=ic gro~~h. 

Th~ countries which succeed most quickly in setting up a 

teleccmounications infrastructure at the technical and organizational level 

vi.11 have a significant competitive lead (greater expert potential !or their 

products and teneral reduction of production costs). 

~uch are the hopes. In view of the study by the International Tel~co~~unicati1 

Cnion on the relationship between a country's gross national ~roduct and t~~ 

censity of telephone stations, these hopes have a good chance of being fulfilled 

as long as t~e teleco~.rr.unicaticr.s infrastructure is developed accordin~ to 

needs. In all countries with a State telecoau::unications monopoly, t~e ~ain 

resr.onsibility for the fulfilment of these hopes, which are bound up with the 

develop~ent of a modern telecom::ounications infrastructure, lies with their 

nationcl or.ts and elecommunications orporations. Their volume of busin~~s, 

invest~ent and employr.ie~t ~.akes up an essential part of the economic data ir. tt.is 

a:-~a. 

1he development strate~ and the investment policy o! telecommunications 

services have major consequer.css on related areas. Since telecomr.!unicaticns 

Bystems are inter-connected there is a nP.ed to co-ordinate national ar.c 

inte~national development strategies and to establish the maximum degree of 

transparency, in both the supply and utilization of equipment. 
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Telecommunication ~aJ be defined in a very ~eneral wa; as t~e nc~-~a~erial 

transfer cf info!"!!!atirn n~· :.""E-:::r: t':.:·o er more ~eople (indivitlu~l teleco~=~r.icat:~~~ 

or ar.onf ~.any peo~le (~a~s Coc:!Ur.i~~~:on} over lonf distar.ces wit~ ~~e aid of 

acoustic an1/or optical sienals. In the first case (individual co~~unica~:cr.s), 

each person in cOCl!::unication c:?n at the sa~e ti~e transmit and receive 

info?:"Cation. 

Thus conceived, teleca=:'~nication is suited only to a formalized type 

o: comr:tur.icaticn limited to ~~e visual a~c auditory senses. It cannot involve 

other senses such as taste, touch, radiation, smell, heat, or any mental factor. 

kCtual telecorr.cunieations systems require four elements in order to 

operate:-

\a) The distribution or transn:ission network (with or without wires); 

{b} Exchanges for switching and trans~ission; 

(c} Terminals; 

(d} Services. 

Inforr.:ation technology is closely related to tr.e concept of 

telecOl!'Jr.unication. It includes:-

(a) Input/retrieval; 

(b) Sto::-a[e; 

(c) f'rocessine; 

( d) 'l'ransmission of information. 

'4'hile all transmission systems are, by definition, part of telecor.:::-'..:nicati-:>ns 

technoloey, information i~~ut, retrie~al, storar.e and ~rocessing devices are 

so only in that they can he e~~ are connected to a trans~ission systere, even a 

local one. In such casea, these devices a~e also terrr.ed peripr.eral com~unication 

devices. 

• 
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~arket esti~ates ~ay va~y acccrdi~g to the category to •tich ~~e peri~herals 

helon~. ~he basic tec~nologies cf micro-electronics, optical electronics 

(~lass fibre technioues} ar.d stora~e techniques - data processill€, vievinc 

~rocec~res and ~enscrs, are the basis for both fields {infor:::~tion ar.c cor.-~~~ica~ic: 

In t~is conr.ecticn, ·he gro~~ng i!::portance o~ software should also be ~er.tier.ea. 

Frc~ess in infor:::ation ar.d cor.:i::unication technolofies is m~rY.ed ~y Ere~~ 

diversity, as well by the synergic effect of different tievelop~.ents. ':be 

frontiers o~ traditional techr.ical fields are beco~ing increasingly porous. 

:he main patterns of cta.~re ~ay be sull!ll!arized as follo~s:-

(a) Semiconductor techniques, including micro-electronics, co~pu~er 

tec~4~ology, including storage ar.c trans:nission, are based to an even grea~er 

extent on infor:nation and cor.::::unication tec~niques; 

(b) The basic area of innovation is still micro-electronics. Tt.e 

essential feature remains the gr~dual ireprove~ent of the cost/~Prfonr.ance 

ratio of all co~ponents of ~icro-electronic appliances Semiconductors ar.d 
microprocessors; 

{c) ~s for storage techniques, the main trend is an improve~~r.t of kno~n 

technologies and the develo~~ent of new processors offering a large capacity ar.d 

increasinrly short access time with a rositive overall cost/perfor~ance ratio; 

(d) In the software field, the !ollowing trends can be seen: 

( . ' 11 The share of software cost~ Cdevelopmer.t and maintenance: is 

showing a disproportionate increase; 

{ii) Constraints on rapid in~ovation will be increasincly due to the 

software develop~e~t staff {~rogram?:!er productivity); 

(iii} These constraints ca~ be eliminated only partially.by'~o!tware 

tools" (develop~~~t of softw~re with the help of co~puters); 

(e) Information (teleco~~ur.icaticn) technolo~y is marked cy the followin• 

trends: 

(i) !ransition from elec~ro~echanical transmission ar.d switchin~ 

to dicital means, w~ich ~re ectirely electronic and controlled by comruter; 
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Cii} Increased a~pearance on the market of glass fibres, includinr 

crtical transmission fibres; 

(iii) !~proved cost/pe~fo~ar.ce of sa~ellite transmission. 

These tec~nolo~cal develop~ents create a huge potential for a~Flicati~n~, 

including innovations to improve tr.e telecOl?!lllunications infrastructure. In :~is 

resp~ct, the following should be noted: 

(a) The introduction of new services on existing networks, for exa~Fle, 

tele~ext, ~elefax, videotext, etc. 

(b) The di~itizaticn and intergraticn of existing narrow-bar.a 

teleco~unications systems (tranS??!ission a~d switching); 

(c) ~~e creation of new broadband transmission syste~s (gla~s fibres) 

a~c t~e establish~ent of new broadband dialogue services. 

These tr.ree stares of innovation are being carried out, or at least 

cor.te~plated in tr.is or a si~ilar fo?":r., py virtually all public services in :~e 

world. 

The end product of all these efforts and conceivable potential is tte 

creation of a country-wide telecollll!!unications network, with integrated services, 

first supplied on a narrow band (I3Df~), that is both ~witched services such as 

telephones, telefax, telex, videotext, telepac, etc. and broadcast services, 

television, radio prograrn~es, teletext, etc. The transr:iission li~es will be 

made of optical fibres and supplemented by cor..r.:unications satellites. Di~ital 

connection fields will maY.e up t~e switchin~ centres o: ttis co~~unica:icns 

system of the next millenium. 

ThP. development strategies adopted by various countries to modernize ~teir 

telecom~unications infrastructure are characterized: 

(a) Ry the political ar.d leral environ~ent considered most likely to 

promo!e th~ development of the market. Demonopolization or liberalization, as 

in the United ~tates, Great Britain ar.d Japan, contrasts with the maintenance 

o! ~onopolies in all other ccuntries of the world; 

(b) By thP. intensity with which a policy for anc the 5y5 t~~atic planr.in~ 
o! a national tel~communicati~n~ ne·wo~k is d 

· - - ' · pursue ard by t~e persistence with 
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with which it is applied ar.a t~e related ~easures imFle~enteci. ~s a resu!~. 

the ti~e ta~er. to intro~uce tte~e services o:ten varies a ~reat ceal :ro~ 

country to country. :or example, while in the United 5tates, Great =ritai~ ~~d 

Japan, the develop~er.t o: telecocu::unications cie~ends esser.tially on ma!"'~e: 

forces and t~e Sta~e simply establishes a favourable environ~~~~, in ot~er 

cour.tries supr.liers anci users wait for their '::iove!"':r.e?:ts to develo!= ra;i~l:.r 

~ modern teleco~~unications infrastructure a~d to a~ply a liberal FOlicy, 

cakin~ limited use of the telecor::~uni~ations monopoly a~a to pursue 

sta~dardizaticn, esp~cial2y ~i~h te!":'.inals. 

The si~ilarity in t~e ti~e taken fo!"' ~evelopment in different countries 

re~Rrdless of who they are, depends above all on the fact that t~e 

establistur.ert of a country-wide broadband telecomr.:~nications nctwcrk usir.F 

OFtical fibres still re~ui!"'es the solution of many technical ar.c standardizatior. 

proble!!:s. Tnat will not be possible before the start of the next decade. Cntil 

then, the focus will be on preliminary work (the use of [las~ fibre in t::-t:n~ lines, 

the establishment of an overlay system to meet the most urgent needs for ra~id 

data trans~ission and video co~.munication in businesses, the implerr.entati~r. of 

pilot projects, a~c standardization work within international or~ar.iza~icns, 

etc.}. 

As a furt !'ler exar.:ple, on 21 March 19f.5, the E=x: Commission launch Pd a 

joint telecom.~unications research and development project in Europe, t~e 

~ACE ~rograrnrne (Research and Developmer.t in Advance Communications Technolor,ies 

for !;urope). 'I'he aims o! the progra::-:r::e are as follows: 

(a) 'Io introduce into the Community as a whole broadband inte~rated 

cornrr.unication as o! 1995, takinis account of the rsnr; network; 

(b) To create a competitive co~~on ~arket in telecoro::unications equir~er.t 

ar.d services. 

These ai~s should be achieved primarily throu>h international co-ofera!ion 

in research ar.ci development, the solution of outstanding problems, the re~oval 

of problems o!' s~andardization, a::d the develop-:-·e:?t of reference models fo:" 

networks, ter~inals and applications. 

·.r.e ::::;: :-,,·.:~~ rro•rarnrr.e r.:i<; sho•,:n tl".Dt plar.r.1nr.: is not a sure t!".in>, i: c!'.l:: 

because of r~e tecr.nical probl~ms tr.~t stil! have to be solved. 
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De1ays !rust be ta!-:en ir.to acccunt in tt"! sa:r.• ·~:r as cta11z:-es, ei t!':.er 

because t~e ~echnical Frobl~ms are not sol•ed in ~ime or because the ~er::-:inal 

de~ices a~e no: ~rocuced on sctedule or are r-rohioitively priced. 

consi~erable a~ount c: investcent re~uired to estac:ish these networY.s is, 

in ~eneral, les~ import~~t then that of r:uar~nteeing tte long-ter::: prcfitability 

of this invest~e~t, it beine; difficult to esti~ate t~e long-ten: chan~es in 

cie:::and. 

The econoeic effects o: t~e various network development stratefies 

derend es~en~ially on the way in w~ich the teleco~~unicaticns services offered 

are accepted and de~an~ed by t~~ office and household users. 

A nu~ber of reasons that could cause de~.and to develor. more slowly t~an 

desired have already been mentioned (technical difficulties, standardization 

problP.ms, inadequate availability of e~uipment). In addition, tt.ere are such 

factors as a lack o: trans:-arency in plan~in~ or in the m~rket or the ever 

decrea~in' lifespan of good;.. These difficulties must be overcome by 

greater efforts on the supply &ide. 

Other factors might act directly on the demand side. The main causes 

of a rate of acceptance a~d dereand on the part o! business users (en~erprises, 

ad~inistrative services, non-profit-making org~nizaticns) could be: 

(a) Lack of in!nr:nation on the current supply o! goods and services 

ar.c future develop~ent~; 

{b) Lack of knowled~e of the economic utilit: of new co~~unications 

techniqu'!s, as office a::d corrmun: -:aticns coi;ts will be an uni':nown quar.ti ty 

es~ecially in small and m~dium-sized businesses; 

(c) The 'value' at~Achn.d to eY.istin~ orrAnizational structure~ w~ich 

are challenr.ed b~ t~e int~oductior. of new co~municatjons technicues 

(the n~ed for training and re-or~aniz=?tion). 'i'hese requirements often 

eY.ceed th'! 13hilit:y ar.d willinr,r.e s to learn of both mana!""?rs ar.d wo:-keri;; 

(d) The fears, justified er otherwise, of m~r.y ~anar,P.rs or ;.erscr.s 

concerned about t'ir. neir~tive impact o! teloeco:n:r.unications on t~e labour 

m~rket or on t~~ ouality of ~ork (s~ills, reduction of social contRcts, 
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i~c~ease~ co~trcl over t~e ~uality of work, concentration of dccisi=n-r.:~~ir.: 

r-o~er, off-site work); 

(e~ :ina~ly, the very slo~ a~just~ent o[ t~e skilled labour ~arke~ :o 

~eet t~e new de~ands for s~ills. In t~e upcor-ing ~ectcrs, it is very har=, if 

not i~po~~ible, today ~o :i~= ~~e neces~ary sY.illed staff on the labour 

~arKet (prorra~~ers, co~puter sp~cialists, ~edia experts). 

~11 these factors, re~~rdless of whether er not they are rational!y 

~otivatec. ~ave ar. i~pact a::d a decisive influence on the process cf accertar.ce 

and on the deve!op~ent of economic de!r.and. 

In the domestic settin:, the acceptance of ar.c de~.and for new infor~aticn 

technologies is sub~ect to two variables: 

(a) ~he fact that the buying power of households for the purchase of 

infnr~~tion equi?ment a~d ne~ means of cor:::::unications is li~ite~ and, 

( . ) 0, :he fact tr.~t le£s~re time ar.d the time available for the u~e cf 

infor~ati~n technologies is also li~ited. 

An estimate of potential household demand carried out in Europe has 

shown t~at, even going by an optimistic economic forecast, the money available 

to households will not be even nearly enough to help ensure the profitability 

of the develop~ents foreseen on the supply side • 
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, • 5 FC:ts::.:~:3u; :::ccr:c~:r:: ?~.3?=::::;Ts 

Tnis heading usually covers the impact of telccoa::~nicatior.z on eccno~ic 

gro~~r.. its effects on the ei::plcyment rate and the labour market, an~ its regic~al 

econocic effects. Growth prospects have already been ~entioned in the :.revious 

sections. 7r.ey are based on the theory of cyclical g:-owth of the ~.ir:erican 

econoi::ists Si!!lon KUzr.;ET and r:c:;::;RATI~ 4F. 

Although it should be said that these theories a~e fairly speculative 

an~ that they can be supported empirically only in a rather unsatisfactory way, 

it can be SGid th~t these phenome~a are cyclic?.} by nature, periods of econo~ic 

growth and decline in gro~th beinr: intensified by radial innovations, which include 

the new comn:unications techniques. The cautious optimism to~-ards eccno~ic grc~th 

in the world in general and in ~frica in particular, for this decade and t~e next, 

is justified, a~ong othP.r thin[~, by the fact that, though technical co-o~eration 

in the tfricar. region and throu~hout the world, national econo~ies will ra!idly 

assimilate the new technologies that emerge. 

It ca~ be said that the future economic health of the countries of that 

region will d~pend on the ra~id and effective ap~licati~n of a number of new 

information and com.~unications tect.nologies. For that to be achieved, c:any 

measures that must be taken. If these measures are taken, particularly in the 

field of research and develop~ent, production, training, ar.d business manage~ent 

and organization, it is possible to count on an upsurge in the annual growth of 

the gross national product. 

As for employment, one of the l!loet controversil'll questions is ho• ... · and to 

what extent do new communications technologies and new information methods 

influence the labour market. 

The introduction of digital technirues into telecommunications means th~t 

where four units of man~cwer have so far been needed per unit of prcduction in 

the manufacture of electromechanical systems, only one will be re~~ired in the 

the future. 

Furthenr.ore, it may be allowed that arproximately 25 p~r cent of all 

office and ad~inistrative jobs can be auto~ated through the use of infonr~tion 

and cor.:muni-:atirns technolo~ies, •;hich implies a potential locs of jobs. 'l'here 

are, however, estimates from serious institutions predictine a sienificant 

increase in the nwr.ber of jobs in the very same of"fice sector. 

How can this contradiction be explained? 
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There is no denyin~ that coC1?:unications techniques rio contain a hu€e ;o~e~:j 

for rationalization anti the :-e~lacement of many occupations, ~obs and skills 

p~rticularly in the office and adr."inistrative services, but also in ~a~u!acturin~. 

rt the sair.e t::r.e, howev~r, telecom::iunications techniques contain a ~otentia:i 

for innovation which, if exploited, will o:en up many new markets, ar.d new 

opr.ortunities for jobs and occupational skills. This sort of shift in job 

opportunities and skills as a res~lt of technical progress is by no means unusual 

in a dynamic economy and can easily be absorbed when the econorey is moving alon~ 

prosperously (that is, when it is expanding). In this event, the ~ain effect of 

the new techniques will not be rationalization but the development of production 

(the develcp~ent of existing markets or the opening up the new ones). 

On the c.ther hand, the -,irest. it economic situation is marked by two cicn;inar.t 

factors: a c-:::::sistently low rate of growth and a huge :-ise in populP-ticn. 

In ~iew of these two fac ~- ;, the new i~formation and co!!lmunications tech~clo~ies 

are of but ~inor importance. 

Rathe~ ~st prospects of ~owth form the back-cloth to the 19Ecs. It must 

the~efore b~ reckonej that, in the medium ter:n (up to the year 1990), info!"!::a· _ ~ 

an~ cor.zunicatic:is technologies will h&ve a rationalizing impact that wi!l exceed 

its innova~1ve job-generatin~ effects. 

ls it possihle to identify specific region~l effects? 

(a) Access to inforn.ation and the possibilites of communication will be 

a decisive ~-Jeter for the corn;;etitivity of regions and the competitivity of 

businesses established there. Decisions on the building of networks are therefore 

of overriding importance for regional policies and planning; 

(b) It is not just the possibility of access to these new technologies but 

also the costs they generate that will determine the level of industry 

establi~hed. In a com~unications society, tax and pricing policy will therefore 

also be important as an tool of regional policy. 

On the other hand, there is no denyine the fact that decentralized 

geographical areas will ~e less disadvantaged in the future, because of available 

technology. The physi~~l transport of inforreation could be replaced by its 

electronic transr-ort. The travellin~ theatre will give way to broadcast televisioz 

That is why the an111·- ~r to tr.e following two questions is of overriding imr-ortar.ce 

for regional policies and planning: 

(a) Should •.he development of the network infrastructU?"e be viewed first 

and fo-emost in terms of current needs at the risk of aggravating regional 

differences, or should preferential preliminary investment be required in line 

with a regional or social policy? 
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(b} Should tax policy be a~~lied to the ciisadvantage1 re~ions in the sa~~ 

way as to the most well-off, or shoulri the principle behind it be to cov~r cos~s or 

even to accord favourable treatoent in order to make up for other cisadvantares? 

These questions were asked in r.ruch the same way •hen the railways were 

being built and are still beinc asked with regard to their fare policy. In 

cor.nection with the regional effects, it would also be interesting, in the context 

of another discussion, to address the question of jobs at home !!!ade possi~le 

throug~ new generation peripherals. To conclude this brief overview of the 

chan~es in teleco~.munications that can be ~oreseen today, it may be no~ed that the 

flood of new telecon:muni=ations technologies is going to overwhelm the econo~ic, 

industrial and social structures in both the industrialized and the industrializing 

countries. The shock in harsh for everyone, and the task at hand is to ne~otiate 

intelligently this new turning point in history. 

2. '!'ECHNCLOOY OPTIONS 

~e have just completed a brief review of the changes in telecOl"..mu~ications 

and their impa~t on economic activity. 

To ec~o the ~eport of.the independent commission, telecommunications com~anies 

in each developing country must make their own decisions on the technology to be 

applied in their system. '!'he consequences of their decisions will felt for ~any 

years and will have a radical influ0nce on the operation of the national 

telecommunications service. 

Bearing in mind the promise and uncertainities that the future holds for 

them, decision makers must consider the options open to them today, without 

forgetting that the technology most a~propriate for a country is the one which 

enables its human, material and financial resources to be used to their full extent. 

This is as true for the industrialized countries as it is for developine ones. 

The elements of telecommunications 

All public telecommunicatior1!3 system~ include: 

subscriber terminal.fl 

subscriber lines 

loca,. exchences 

trunk transit exchP.nges 

circuits betwP.en exchances. 

Subscriber terminals 

Subscriber terminals have come a long way since the simple telephone set 

providing basic voca~. telephony. The current trend favours increased terminal 

intelli~~nce to allow sucRcribers to perform different tasks which make the 



tele?hone more useful. :er-inals connected to such other services as facs~~i:e 

an~ data transfer have become bo~h versatile and more refined. 

~e can already seen the emer~ence of the conceFt of a single ~iece cf 

equip!:!ent that can act as a te!"!'!:i~al for text trans~ission, data transfer ar.d 

other non-vocal services as well as beine usea as a telephone. An ordinary 

telephone line can provide a lar~e nw::ber of such services and, ~~th this sort of 

equipr!!ent, non-vocal sFrvices in rural and isolated areas ~ight be proviced more 

easily and more cheapl~r. 

Subscrib~r lines (local distri~~tion) 

Subscriber ter~inals are normally connected to local exchan&es by a pair cf 

metal conducting wires. These physical connections.. are cumbersO!!!e and on 

average account for 30 per cent of the total equipment cost in urban areas. 

However, in highly populated areas, it is possible to plan and set up a local 

distribution system that may be augciented economically. Local networks use 

overhead of underground cables of different sizes and connection points with 

flexible conductors offering e!lOugh available capacity for new subscriber ter:r.inal 

connections to be added. There are various electronic ways of concentrating 

traffic so that several subscribers can share the same pair of physical conductors. 

Local distribution is the main proble1:1 in setting up tele~hone servi:e~ in 

rural and isolated areas. It can harpen that some subscribers are far fro~ the 

exchange -- distances of 50 kilometres are not uncommon -- while the terrain and 

the environment may be inhospitable. 

The costs of a local network can represent up to 80 per cent of initial 

equipment costs, while the latter are generally five tLnes greater than urban costs. 

Connections using physical condu:tors still dominate with the extend~ble use o! 

overhead open wiere syste~~. In sor.ie cor.ditions, open-wire lines are suitable, 

particularly in supplying rural areas without amplification units and can use 

s~all carrier systems tnat supply a number of subscribers !rorn the same pair of 

physical conductors. However, they are sub~ect to electrical interference and 

r.hysical damage, which means hi~h repair and maintenance costs. 

Instead o! physical conducto•s, e~pecially in rural areas, it is possible to 

opt !or radiotelephones. Microwave systems on 30 to 30C ¥.Hz (VEF), 3CC to 3 ,OC r-:·fa 
(UHF) and 3,000 to 3C,OOO ~:Ez (r.F.F) operate along line-of-sight radio pachs, 

the maximum distance from transmitter to receiver being between 60 and 70 

kilometres: in practice, environr.iental and typogra~hical conditions so~~times 

reduce their range. It is possible to improve the efficiency of the frequency 

spectrum by maldne use of the cellular concept and other methods of dynei.rr.ic 

frequency assignment. 
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Decametric vave syst~~ have been used only on a limited scale ~ecause 

there are few frequencies in the HF band and the risks of inter:erence are ~igh. 

~lthou~ ~"Y frequencies are bein~ used less for intercontinental se......,,ices from 

one ccur.try to another, nev domestic ~sers have introduced thf!!:l, vith the 

result t!tat the EF ber.d continues to be crcwoed. Eo~ever, with suitaole antennae 

and a pr~per selection o~ fr~ue~cies, ~? syste!l:S can be used effectively over 

long distances. 

Satellite syste!!.:s are already s~itab:e for a lar€e ~w::ber of circuits and 

are becomin~ an attractive solution for rural systems with a lo~ traffic vclun:e. 

particularly when there are lonE ciistances to be covered or in cases wt.ere 

it proves difficult, if not i.r.:possible, to insta!l a ~adic ~~p~ater. T~e :est 

of satellite corr.munications service i~ ~ludes the investmP.nt in a satellite 

rereater and in earth stations. At the ~o~ent, earth stations are ex~ensi9'! but 

their cost is falling. 

::..~chan~e systems (local and transit or trunk) 

t\anual or operator circuits in which connections are ~ade by means of ~ac~.s 

and pluzs are still widely used. As long as staff are available arou.~d t~e clock, 

these systems can r.roviae a reasonable service with allow level of in~est~ent, 

low energ-J consumption and :!locierate ::?aintenance. F.o:-;eve;-, in rural areas, it 

often happens that they are manned only during the day and that operating costs 

sre high. 

In all autom3tic analob syste?::S, voice frequencies are converted ir.to an 

electrical signal of variable frequency an1 ac~litude, and the communicat~or.s are 

connected by means of a separate switch within the system. The oldest automatic 

syste:n is the step-by-step system including electromechanical switches. Although 

it is still widely used, it is now obsolete. ~ain~enance costs are high, the 

system has a laree number of moving parts, and its capacity is limited, but it can 

rrovide a reliable service and a ~eat many maintenance engineers are familiar 

with . ~ 
1 ~- It is al.most no lonrr~r r-ossible to buy a new step-by-step switch, but 

~uch eq~ipment can be obtained in ~eccncitioned !arm and perfect working order on the 

world market. Crossbar systems o~erate at higher sreeds, are less ex;ensive to 

maintain and have mo:e to offer subscribers. However, these systems are also 

~bsolete and it is ex;.iected that their ~roduction will continue only f~r tr.e 

expansive of existing syster:is. 

The most recent ~eneratior. ~! analog systems includes stored ~rogra~me 

cont1·ol (S?C). In these syste~s, the control functions are re:formed by a co~~uter 

and the switching matrix can employ solid-state electronic cross-over poir.ts. The 

advantages include extensive pos3ibilites for re~ote operation and maintenance, 

integrat!d test signal uni ts' and a."l alrr.ost total absence of 
unpratectcd contact 
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poin~s, which :::akes these systee-.s less v-.1lnerable to dust. ::o!T'.a:!.y, 3::~ 

exc~.a:Jtes are produced in c~~pact for.::. so that air-conditior.i!'l.~ is r~~ire~, 

particularly in hot and/or tropical countries. These s7ste=s are net r~t 

obscl~~e, but :ost manufacturers ~~n~ tc be concentrating ~ore and ~ore er- the 

proc~cticn of cigital syste!!!S. 

:n a di~ital svitchi~ syste::, telephone conversations are converted fror 

an an.~log signal into a code oonsisting of a hi~h speed go/stop puls~. 

'!""ne pulses from aifferent conversations are separated from one another by 

discrete tir.e intervals and are slritched in turn by t~e system (ti~e s•~tc~in~~ 

so ~ha: !:IP-r.y co::-re:-sations can be handled by the sacie svi tch. Dip 'tal exc~:inges 

are cheaper to ir.stall and maintain than analo~ exchanzes particularly in the 

l~r~er sizes, and they wi.l! probably becOI:!~ even less exper..sive. The arivantares 

of this type of switching incluce i':s com~uter output cOl!!patibility and tne 

~otential for savings w~ere it is operated in ccnJuction •~th digital tra~~issicn 

syster.-:s. 

Junctions ar.c trunk circuits 

Coazunications can be transr.::tted between exchan@"es along paireri s!!="r.etrical, 

star qu~d, coaxial, or optical fibre cables, or by means of reicrowave radio syste~, 

overland or via satellite. '!r.c choice of =edium depends on the band~'idth o::- tte 

volWl!e of traffic to be trans=itted, the distance and terrain to be covered, 

the quality re~uired, the traffic distribution and the cost. 

In the past, trunk transmission systen:s were analog, b"t they are now 

beinf f.?"adua:ly replaced by ~i~ital systems. 

7echnological r-rogress reduces the cost and imr-rov(_ the ~uality of 

service. ':'he optical fibre cable is particularly suited to high ca;.acity routes 

with lonfer distances between the signal regeneration points, ~hich reduces 

costs even ~ore while increasing reliability. Crtical fibre syste~s are going 

to rerl3c~ star ~uad and coaxial syster.:s as the prP.f ere~ ~ediu.~. ~:icrc~ave 

sys•e~5 are :~rtic~larly suit~o:e for ~ediue or hi~h caracity ro~tes in ti':e 

cP.ve!o;.ir.; countries and over ~i!!icult tP.rrain. Submerine optical fibre er 

coa7.i~l cRbles car. rrovide an economic solution in ~any cases for lon~ ~i5tan~e 

-:r ir.ter:;ational transr.ii~~i~:. Satellite syster.:s, ra:-ticularly low tra!!ic 

s::ste:":.E, 11:-e becor.:in;; r.:ore and more corrt'etitive wl':en there are long dista~ces tc 

be co•:e?"ed O'.'"' w·~ere t!ie to:>o;·ra;;l-:y r.oses :i:rob~er.:s. 

~'hP. advantaP'es of rii~i tal exchan,res and tr<1nsdssion systems r.a•1e -"'lrea1:r 

b~en noted. These sy~te~~ cor. been istalled piece by piece as needed within an 
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existing ana:og network. ·ho~ever, t~e full pc~enti~! wi;l not be r~lize~ 

u.~til theJ a~e UEed to create a tot~lly di~ta: network constructed ~ccc~~in; to a 

set of i=te~ated ~tan:iards. 

• net~~rk of this t:ype tran~its data as easily as it does voice si~als 

a~d cay therefore be used for ~a=~ ty~es of ser7ice. 'Ibis results in 

econo~iP.s of scale and an ease ~~ adeptabilitj to traffic flow on s~ecial 

services. Co~puters in~talled in the exchanges can monitor and control the 

behaviour oi the network as a whole and off~r further possibilities and 

tec~ni~ues for operation. The easy adaptability of digital syster-..s also 

simplifies the physical design of networks -- for exi!C!ple, there are fewer 

restrictions in supplying laree areas from one exchange. 

-e consider t~ct overall an entirely digital network offers ~eat 

advantages ar.d that all teleco!!!ll!~nicatior.s planning decisions should be ~ace 

with the establishment of this tY!=e of network in mind. This argtr.er.t ma! be 

ex:>ressed as follovs: 

"Althoueh the data or eve:! broadband coir.munications are not at tr..e moment 

as irnrortant for the third as the trar.scission of telephone signals, we feel 

nevertheless that it is extre::iely im~ortant, ~·l:en ado!=ting the principle of 

digitization from the moment a telephone system is stalled, to p::-epare the ground 

!or expansion in that direction at a future date." 

However, when teleconm:unications networ'.<s are expanded in developing 

countries, in order to install advanced data cor.m:unications equipment, the 

cor.:ranies from the industrialized countries w~o would normally operate S"~Ch 

equipir.ent could derive improper advantages by collecting infor?:!ation on ~orld 

markets and trade. For this to be avoided, there rr·:~t be clos(?r co-oreration 

between the industrialized a.~d the developing countries in the field of data 

communications. 

The choice 

The increased speed of technoloncal ;.ro~ress has, as we have seen, widened 

the ranee o! options and com?licated the problems facine developing countries 

when they proceed to a choi~e. 'l'r.c case of each developin£ country r.:ur.t be 

considered individually. t,dvanced technolo~y has not always been tr.e best 

solution. ~owever, the introduction of cieital ~ystems would be justified in 

several networr.s, es~P.cially those where the existing infrastructures are r.ot 

sophisticated. Ir ar.y event, the shift from an analog to a digi~al netwo~k will 

take many years in both the dev:Jlo;,ing and the industrialized countries. 

• 
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'!'here are various considerations that s~ould ~ice the o~erati~~ 

co~:a~ies w~en ~hey choose a ~ectnolo~. G~e ma~or aim sh~ulc be tc co~e ~itt 

cu~rer.t and ereriictea ce!:lanc. ~o do so econC!!:ically, there is a nee~ for 

?!'""Jdent !on~-te?"!!! plan..~ing in orcier to se:ect the ~ost a:r.ropriate tecr.no!c~y. 

=:xisting analog equiF~ent should ce used ur- to the end of its econo~ic life 

?"ather than bein~ replaced precatu~ely by ci~ita! ~uipment. It is nos~ible to 

int~orl~ce digital equip~ent alonbSice of analog, ~ut the difficulties involveri 

in op~~ati~g a network com~~is~ng too ~any diiferent syste!!!s cust bE recognized • 

~;etwork ::;lanners should also take accour.t c: the cat:i tal availai:le the 

effects of ir.vestrnent on fina!lces, aci::linistration, telecor.:cuni~aticns ar.d 

sta!"fing the space necessary fo!" construction, anc other non-~ed:nical :;:.rcc:ec:s. 

~he formulation realization and im::leu:entation of long-~erm st~a~eg2c ~!n~s 

are very difficult processes. In laying down the ~ain lines ior the develcpmer.t 

of the network and providin~ a basis for financial, personnel and ctr.~r ncn

technica! decisions, the pla?JS ~ust be sufficiently versatile to be capable of 

incor~oratin; technolorical advances. 

:h~re a!'e net encu~h cc:::pete~t petwork pl~n.~ers, even in the incustrializec 

countries. Special efforts ~ust ae ~ace to develop these skills, ~hile u~:nr. 

those that already exist. 

~lthough Ruitaole equip~en~ does exist for the provision of service to 

isolated a!'eas with a scatte~ed the population, equipment and operating costs 

are higt COl!lpared tc the riU?:!ber of-subscribers served. In urban areas, a 

closer relationship will exizt between needs and equip~cnt since the environ~e~t a 

user require~ents corres~ond ~c~P. closely to t~ose of the industrialized 

countries where the equipm~. ~~ cesivied and manufactured. Sut this is not sc 

in isolated rural -'i::-eas \' the dis~ar.ces are lon& and population density low, 

,.;here the te!'rain a.id the :Jhysical surrounding-s <·re diffic"°:. t, and where there 

is poss:.bly no ele · i .' i or even roads. 

There i$ a nee~ re develop ~y~te~z that are specially designed to rrovide 

service to the ~ost isolated areas, ar.~ at a lower cost. Frcm the point of view 

of tr.e m~nufactur~rs of teleco~municatior.s sy~tems, includine satellite 

syste~s, the!'e is a larfe rotential mcrY.et here for cost-effective eq~iF~ent. 

The develoj.in7 ccun~r:.es hn~e c role to r.lay by creatinG a telecom~unication~ 

centre capat:e of analysinc thi: n~ed and in:roducine the neces~ary chan[es 

into stan~ard equir~ent, in ccllaboration with the manufacturers. 

c-.1e es.ample of a study thc.t should ir.:mediatelj underta~:en wr;uld be the 

prey;:.ration of a schedule for a smr..11 capacity public switchir.i;: eY.chanee 
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( ~"X: to 1,CCG lines) for :-u:-:!l a;~::;lications, based on a :nociificd versicn of t!':.e 

star.dard P~31. syste!:ls on the ~iL-rket. 

kpart fro~ carrying out stuciies, the teleco~unicatior.s centre •oulc also 

ha7e to cievelo~ the e~uiprnent a..~d installation and ~aintenance tec~.ni~u€s to 

satisfy the specific needs of the telecommunicatio~s services of the re€ion. 

Such an a~p~ch would allo~ technology to be transferred in a practical and 

profitatle way, on a scientific anci technological basis from which all wculd 

benefit. 

3.1 Necessary conditions 

The establishment of local manufacturing centres for telecanrnunications 

equipment in developing countries requires at the outset three types of resources: 

manpower, materials and finance. Some developing countries have a relatively 

deve!oped industrial infrastructure and a sufficiently skilled work-force, and 

their telecommunications ecuit11tent needs are also considerable as their networks . - -
are to extensive. These countries can, and some already do, set up fairly large 

manufacturing centres. F.o~ever, for many smaller ccuntries, the creation of 

enterprises is not justified economically. 

Such countries can establish manufacturing centres as joint or collective 

operating ventures at the regional or subregional level. Secondary centres 

may be established in different member countries in order to improve gradually 

their industrial base and to consolidate the collective effort while ensurir.~ a 

local source of supply for a ;iven piece of equipment and thus its long-term 

n:aintenance. 

It must be recognized that only the large developing countries can find 

enough ca~ital to set up or even have sufficient de~and to justify, factories on 

their territory, even if they rroduce only the simplest types o! equip~ent. 

It is co~.mon knowledge that the viability of ar. industrial enter~rize dercr.dF c~ 

•ne production of enough units to offer econo~ies of scale. It is eener~lly 

con5idered that the annual ~inimum output needed to justify the prod~ction of 

teleco~municationn equiprr.ent is ar:-roxim:itely ai:: follo~.:s:-

250,ooc telephones . !'"r ..... _: :"' . 

200 public switching exchanges (5QO,,OOlineG) 

1,COO private switchinr, exch~nces CrAEX units with an averare car-~city o! 

20 lines) 

• 

• 
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1,S~-0,0GC telephone rel~js {coi?:poner.ts) 

'!.'he reason for inc~udi~: ~elay~ in the ra~~e of ~roducts is :h~t =cth 

Africa and industrialized countries are fincin[ it ~ore ar.d mo~e di:fic~!t tc 

maintain their SUFply of such cor.:~onents, w~ich are the basic ele~er.7s c~ 

e!ectrcrr:echanical s~itchinL syste~s. Tr.is is rela:ec to the increasin~ a~c 

irreversible introduction O~ ci~tal :ec~.noloYies, to•-ares w~ich ~ro~uction 

lines are being increasin~lJ converted. ':1:e increase in unit costs ca~sed ~-

th~se chan~es in the telecorm::unicatio~..s sub-secto~ in the incustrial:zed 

countries could prOl:!ote the Develo~ent in ~ountries with a plenti:ul and 

inexpensive surply of labour, Of production units ma~in~ cor.:~etitively ~riced 

s!=ares. 

This would, moreover, help prolong the operational li:e of existing 

electromechanical exchan~es in ~frican countries. 

African production units would thus beco~e exporters to the technolo~icclly 

more ad·vanced countries. 

It is also conceivable that the modification of standard FA3X syste.~s to ~~ke 

public exchan[es for use in n;ral 8.!"eas could be done in special workstops. 

It is also possible to i~~gine an exter.sion of this process ~ith the 

production of complete or parts for switching ~entres, in colla:::oration with the 

European sup:-lier on the basis of two- or three-year ~..:inage~ent c~ntracts and 

a mutually acceptable profit-sharing scheme. 

Before going into detailed exa.":ples of industrial production in ; .. f"r:.ca, 

and taking account of the lioited financial resources available to industrialization 

pro:ects, it should be said that the im~ortance of a high rate of operation 

cannot be stressed enough i! a low level of profitability is to be avoided. 'D:e 

objectives of perfect matchin; of the product to needs and of hi~h qu~lity star.cares 

sho~ld be achieved through rational rlanning, construction, oreration and 

maintenance, which should observe the following conditions: 

(a) Selection of a seriou~ partner and 3 co-oreration contract that 

ber.efits all par~ies; 

(b) froject studies ~nd a coh~rent and comprehensive plannin£ 

pror,rar.:me; 

(c) froper project im~le~~ntation and ex;,ericr.ced ~anagement; 

(d) Intensive technic~l trainin: for junior staff. 

There are also other criteria t~at could be mentioned, such as the size 

of tr.e enter;::rise, grograr.hic<ll location, ori!inality o!· the product,', etc. 

• 
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In order to introd~ce the desired ccnsistency ~~to these sketchy ar[U~e~ts, 

~ would like to ;e!er by way of conclusion to a nw:ber of rrojects ca~~ied cut 

in the follo~in~ co-Jntries: 

Tu:-key 

3anglacesh 

Saudi ;,rabia. 

~ll these ~rojects were successfully comFleteri by obse!"Ving the essential 

conditions that have just been ~e~tioned. 

The con:mon features of all these national projects were: 

(a) A management contract of at least two years; 

(b~ Equitable profit-sharing on the successful completion of the project; 

(c) A licence for use of the :-et;istered trade-mark. 

The introductory pro€ra~.!!!e ca~ be su.T.r.arized as follows: 

1973 to 1975: Basic discussions with the Governments concerned, 

submission of an initial project, revision and changes: 

1976: Agree~ent on final project and fo!'r.lal signature; 

1977: ~;egotiaticns on tr.e site and construction of the factory; 

1978: ft.menc!rnent of contract to include a new project; 

19?9: Start of co~struction, arrival of SFecialists and recruit~ent 

of work-force; beginning of training: 

198o: Training of specialists in Switzerland: 

19f1: Installaticn of ~actines anc ec~ipment. St~rt of production 

of parts and equiFrr.ent. 

So far, results have exceeded the forecasts for t!:~ initial !'.ro,:ect, 

nr.d an adcii tional ~roject airr.ed at increasing production is under review. ?:ere 
' 

are some facts about these pro~uction uni1.~: 

r:urr.r.er of er.irloyr~cs:, ;3c, for irocuction ::.it 7G p~r cent of caraci ty; 

tn-site production of co~~onents; 

On-a~te assembly of co~~on~nts; 

en-site final in .. pection of equip~ent. 

• 

• 
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:n addition to the film I a::: gain[ to show you in a moment, I also ~ave 

Sor.'e bacY.g:-ound slices, tobe~her wit~ a co~~:ete record, of o~e of these 

projects, w~ic~ are at your ciisr-osal • 
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The~e have been many studies published on the theory and practice of 

regional econo~ic integration, and mar.y practical ~~ials have been ccncuc:ed 

over the last thirty years. 

So~e of these have achieved onl7 limited success beca~se not all 

prere~uisities the conditions fer the ~lanning of a regional telecoc:i&ur.iratio~ 

industry were fulfilled, at all levels, political, economic an~ technical. 

!hese conditions are: 

(a) Favourable socio-econo~ic climate; 

(b) ;esolution of institutional and organizational cuestions; 

(c) Prudent selection of products; 

(d) Choice of factory site; 

(e) Guaranteed funding. 

It may be noted that the choice of equipment for manufacture is only one 

of a nwr.ber of technical factors. 

The nature of the political agree~ent ~ill deterr;ine the choice of 

materials for manufacture and rnake it easier or more difficult. 

Electronic switching 

·.;e have showr. that according to ITU statistics, it c:ight not be possible 

to prcduce electronic switching equip~ent at a prof!t for some ti.me yet. 

F.o•.1ever, the p!'o~uct ion and ~odifica ti en for public u1:e of small 

r.rivate eAchanfes seems to r:ie to be reasonable, for caracities of between 

10C and 1 ,CGO lines. '!'he purpose of these exchanges ..,·ould be :o satisfy rural 

pu~lic SYi•ching needs. 

On the other hand, the r:iodel adopted should oe modular ar;d ada:;:tai:le 

so as to sati5fy ;.;.ax needs an".i dth a capacity of 10 to 50 lines. 

~hu~, thP. same model ~o~ld be eui:a~le for t· c applica!~ons sub~ect to 

adAratation. 

ElectromP.chanical ~w]tchin~ 

~he rro1uction of electro~~chanical P.~uip~ent, lir.'.ited ~a~~ly to 

a~~er.: Jy, an-: req·:irinf the ~u:-cr.<.'::e of rarts, wculd oe possicle out m~.-1".t 

27/ ••••• 
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If ~~ a~surn~ ~h~t e!ec:rooec~anical excha~~es wil: CQ~::~ue to be 

u~ec :er a~ot~e~ 30 to 5C years, it ~ould be reasoncole ~o cor.~i~er ~te 

,ro~uc~ion of electro~ectar.:cal e~ui~~En: • 

The m?.nufacture o: :e:e~r.one zt~ticn~ could be ~-o:i~acle at tte re~io~sl 

The F?"oduction i!l Alr-eria, ::g:Tt, :.:ucan, Tunisia a'.""d ~.;;i~::ia sr~u!d 

be ncteci. 

=-:ul tin lex transr.:ission 

The li~ited production of multiplex equipment, preferably cc~binec «i~:: tte 

:reduction of sin~le channel raciio equi~~ent, is possi~le at the regional level. 

It should be noted t!':at .:::·:cl: nror'uction coes exist ir. !:~ypt. 

Cor.:'?'or.en':s 

The large quantities involved ar.~ the short time factor prevent tr.e 

r.roduction of sophisticated co~ponents in the region. 

However, basic components, such as relays, could be suitable for 

production in the region, both for the main:enance of exi5~ir.: equiF~ent 

a~d for export, since this tyre o~ production re~uires a larre surply of lAbour 

and raw materials. 

Finally, and ~iven ~he co~plex:+y of my suhject, tr.e fact t~~t I ~m 

..:wiss, ever neutral, obliges r.ie to rer.:ind you o!' the irr.portal'!ce o! the 

sri~it ~f mutual corr.pror.:ise fo~ t~e develop~e~t of a viable rerion~l indus!r~. 
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Services useci in :r.:.:x; 

Basic servicPs 

Transparet.t circui-: s!.:i tcnine; li!!~s for speech anci !Jata 
1-rans~ission at 64 kbit/s 

Packet switc~ed li!U-s for access to packet switc~ed network 

Tele~hone service 

Eigh speed facsi~ile se:-vice 

'l'eletex se:-vice 

Ser7ice Videotex 

!)ata mode~ service 

• 

• 
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100% 100«ro 

time 
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~::------------1--·-t 
a · 'e --e 

Structure of network ~'ith overlay 

Digital exchange 
in tandem 

~ analog links 
- - •t 1 ,_.,-

- - - li1g1 a - _,. . ..LS 

X ';r.fr, e~ui~~ent 

- 'analo~ links 
Digital links 

X A/D e(!uirment 

Structure with digital se~ent 

• 
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Annual cier.and ( 198o--: 3QC) • 
&:uIF:O.:@T -

~st f.fr Ecc ___ :_,3 
I 

I I 
I 

I Groupe Groupe Total ' 
I ' • 

I 
I I 

I 
I I i i - - ·- . I -i I I i El.ec tr01?1echanic-l .ii.ri tchin~ !50-100 !Z0-60 35-150 55-210 i 

I i - "Hain lines . 
I 

~ectronic Switching 100-500 20-60 35-150 55-210 

PABX Internal lines 10-20 3-6 5-15 8-Zl 

Telephones Sets 250 50-150 75-375 125-525 I . 
Multiplex transmissions Circuits 1-5 2-4 2-8 4-12 

~ 

r 
I . 
I 

( in thousands) 

• 
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• 

... 
-~ 

Cumulat~ve volume of 
production 

,, -· lll1Utre'tion of tne "prop-ress !'actor" 
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Sy W'l.Y of il:ust~~tior., the tables belo~ sho~s the percentage ciist~ibution of 
labour anc ca~ital resou~ces, accordin~ to CCITT studies: 

l,;.F3C~~ ~~:- ~r;::.:-::r:rs E.l.ect~onic 
'fol ephones ~¥.itching ~ar:s'!!issicn 
Stations e~uir..a;en t e~t.Ji pr:? en t 

·-- -- --

foianufacture of components 40 20 10 

;ssembly and tests 60 80 90 

G;,F:':.;L n~. :r~~-::::~z ,'iel~one v,:i.~ctroni.c TrAn.SCiRsicn 
Stations· ~\<.'i ~cninf ·eouipnea't 

AllU"'"'~~n 

t-ia~facture af components 90 70 40 

.1..sser.:bly and tests 10 30 60 

• 

. 

• 



• 

• 
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A prelimir.ary survey carried out oy ?~':'U in 19£2 showed that a s~all 

nu:::ber of count:ies do have ~roduction units, geared essentially towar~s 

coverinf some of the country's neeas i~ respect of a limiced ra~fe of 

ite!DS: 

IT.EY. Cables and Telephone Switching Trar.sr.:issicn 
wires sets equip!!'.ent e~c:. ~~e:: 't 

CCt:N'!"RY 

1 Algeria x x x 

2 Cameroon x 

3 E9YPt. x x x x 

4 3111caft x 

5 Tunisia x x 

6 Zambia x x 

7 Zaire x 
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• 
I 

~-~ ·•t-~~~~~~~--... ~ 
·l!,~----~1----~.--............................. 1 ........... 1 ........... , ........... --....... '--...... ,'---

i~otc: 

y ears a:m .• ,.,. 

..u-eak-even point {E) 
!.ow point (F) 

= 6 yea.rs 
= 15 invetary units 

Curve of cumulative cash ~low in current ter.::s 

y 

• 

• 
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THE INO!REC~ E~?~QY~E~T-GENERATING EFFECTS OF TELEPHONES 

AS A FUNC7i0N OF ?ER CAPITA IHCOME 

T 

• 
TOT AL N:J:'-~BE R 
CF NEW TELEPHONES 

lC0.000 

10.000 

lCQO 

100 

10 

1 

• 
10 100 1000 10,QOO 100,QOO 1 MILL ION 
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NUHB[R or STUOl£S ON TH( SOCIO·CCONOMI( [H[(TS or T[l((OMHUNl(A'IONS 

Total number 

of studies 

35 

30 

20 

1S 

10 

s 

1963 

PUBllSH(O WORtO-UIO[ BCTU[[h 1963 •nd 1977 

(Three-ye•r •ver•ges) 

196S 1970 1977 

' . ' 

• 

' 
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NUMSER OF NEW JOSS iNDIR~CTLY GENE~ATED PER TELE?HONE 

• NU~EER OF NEW JOBS 
PER TELE?HONE 
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betweer. a:: localities. 

':he a!'r.ual ex~er:di ture on fr.I'.? ;:ur:::hase of telecor..:::ur.ic~ :io::::- ec:ui-;:~.er..t 

accoun!s for atout two-t!'iircs cf the -:::ctal invest::-.ent i.!l tr.e telec:;~_::::-;,::-.i::a:io!:s 

n~twork. :he re~.c.inin~ one-third covers ~ainly expe~ses ~el~ti~c to 

installati~r.. lane anc builciin;s. 

:n recer.t years, ex:;:em:i tu:-e on telecoc:::iunications e~:xi:.:::~r.t has been 

divided a:~rcx~~ately as foilows: 

Zwitc?-.inf equi pr.:e::t fer puclic e;-:chanres: 

Local cat.les an~ netwo:-:~z: 

~ran~~ission equip:::~nt: 

TeJe~hone stations, inc:ucinb ~h3A stations: 

Total: 

•. /J.C' 
""'!' .,;,, 

• 

• 

I 



:.n:o acc::ur..-: ir. 

~escri~tion o: articles tc ~e ~!'"O~uced 

• Deta:.led study, ever. befc:-~ ... :;~ f:.::a: ccr.t:-act 

::.Xact cies.::-i~~ion, inc::l.:ii::~~ :;ociifica~ior.s, accessories, etc. 

::ioc;.;."t;er. tat ion 

Realization an~ fi::u~i=ation of acc~~~r.ts 

'::-ansfer acco?""din~ to :e~ .. sc?'" .. cciul~, wi.t~ lateness ~en~~ties 

~w:.ary list 

?reduction 

~da:,tation of techno:o~ 

Li!".t anc speci!"icatio::s o: r.:ac:~ir:e:::, tools e:.n~ ctr.er eGui:.c.~:-.t 

~pecifications for ra~ ~.a~eria:z, co~;onents and other se~i-fini~~ed 

~igtt to rurchase from exclusive su:~liers 

T:-ansfer of technical kno~-ho~ accordir.b to ~et sched~le, 

·...-i t!l di.;e account taken of ~:-oi;re~s in trair.ing 

~ight to use ir.for~ation oc~ai~ed, ~ith a ~cssicle res:ricr.ions 

on ti~e, volwr.e and area 

• :ales 

• Co-o~~ration in sales 

~icensin~ a~reer.:er.ts, inc:~~in; exclus:ve ~arY.P.tin& ar.d other 

agreer.:en~s 

Ctter activiti~s (as ~e~uired: 

rl~r.r.in~ ar.d imrle~entation 

3tl.idies 

~,.. .. "' 
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~rovisicn by the su~uli~r af_!-aw ma~erials, c~~~or.er.ts a.::.c ~a:ts 

F:-ice list with fixed ,prices (and price acjus::r.ent for::.1.1la 

S~ort- and long-term coru.:.iticn= of sale 

Trainin~ anc tech~ical assis~ance 

Frovisiou for systematic training, gi,.en on the sup:;:lier.'s ~rei::ises, 

and on-the-job training 

~ccess to all necessary infor-.aation 

:Linguistic ability 

~daptation of training_i:aterials to suit local conditions 

Continuing technical assistance to oaintain a stable level of ;rcd~ction 

Level of access to COll!puter. software .: ;;;,f used· of computer for ~~\4i.red 

applications ~ 

Conditions !or technological enhanceu:ents 

7o eni>ale the reci~ient to ada~t new oocels to ~is dorr.estic and e7:!'0rt 

market 

Condi tiom; for the introduction of enhancements to transferre<i tecl:no:c~ 

Protection of the sur.nlier's customers 

Right to (or prohibiti~n on} the use of the supplier's na~e or 
r 

rer.istered trade-marks, trade-na.r:ies of f.Oods etc. 

Possibilit7 of right to inspect r-roduct quality 

:axes 

~rrangernenta for payr.:ent 

rostine of quantities !)l"Odu:ed w!".ere pro rata rate& are agreed 

i 
J 

• 

• 




